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1Chapter4

Linguistic
(1) Cis-Himalayan areas.
( la) Indo-Aryan Languages.
L Dating of Indo-Aryan Languages.
It has been mentioned that nearly the whole cis-Himalayan area with which
we have been dealing is at the present time domain of Indo-Aryan speech. The
different languages and dialects are all, excepting that of Kangra, described and
mapped in a very massive volume (I .iv) of the Linguistic Survey of India, where,
along with the Khas-kura or NaipalitNepali of Nepal they are grouped as 'Pahari',
sc. 'mountain' (Sanskrit Parvafiya) languages. In the Introduction it is pointed out
that in a number of grammatical features they are less akin to the West PanjabI
adjoining them on the south than to dialects of Rajpritani; and this is explained
historically as due to invasions and settlements of Rajpilts in the area. The theory is
complicated by the notion that the territory was oocupied somewhat earlier by a
foreign people named Gurjaras, who in the \nth and later centuries established
several states in Western India and in particular engendered the ruling dynasties of
Rajputana. As RajpUts, they returned to the territory speaking dialects acquired in
Rajputana.
It is conceivable that the complication resulted from a first notion that the
Gurjaras were a Central-Asian people, whose invasion of India was connected with
the Hiana invasions from about the middle of the Vth century A.D., continued
during the VI-VIlth centuries by domination in Kashmir and, no doubt, to some
extent in the Himalayan states to its east. But in Central-Asian history no Gurjaras
are known; and there is no evidence of any connection between the actual Gurjaras
and the 1-1tiinas:
in the Introduction there is a somewhat candid consideration of the
alternative, and, one may say, sole probable, view, that the Gurjaras entered India
from the west. But for a prepossession the Survey might have been content with
the indubitable fact that in the Himalayan territories there were invasions or
settlements of Rajas: as for the Gujur dealers in buffalos, cattle, sheep, etc., who
are found on the southern border of the territories and also in Swat, it seems that
their comparatively recent interposition is not contested.
As pointed out supra, the first appearance of Rajptits' in the territories cannot
have been prior to the VIII!), or, at earliest, the VIth, century A.D., since at such a
time India itself knew nothing of any Rajpfitsl: in fact the RajpEttimmigrations are
usually referred to a much later, Muhammadan, period. Moreover, in most of the
territories there is evidence of rulers or chiefs with Indian titles, rtiq tholcura,
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rdstrya, etc., referable to prior periods and now borne by classes which the
superpositionof the Rajpilte has relegatedto an inferior status: in the case of
Chamba the actual continuityof the historicaland archaeologicalrecord renders
this patent.
It is not quite clear how the Linguistic Survey would have conceived the
situationin the pre-RidpUtperiod.But, reckoningback fromc.700 A.D. to the Epic
period, when we first find unquestionableevidenceof intimateacquaintanceof
Indianswith someof the territories,there is an intervalof at least 1,000years.It is
incrediblethat this long period should have passed without a measure of IndoAryani2ationof speech,as well as of culture.It could be supposedthat the current
nativespeechwhichthe 'Rajprits'found in the countries,whetherpurelynon-Indian
or partly Indianized,was, in fact, ignored by the subsequentdevelopmentswith
whichwe are concerned:and, so far as any Tibeto-Burrnannative languageshould
be involved,there is the rather singularresistance,already remarkedby the late
Professor Liiders (see Professor R. L. Turner, Nepali Dictionary (p. xv.5)) to
adoptionof any terms from such. It may also be noted that the LinguisticSurvey
view concorningthe relation betweenthe Pahari languagesand the Rajasthan' is
somewhatimpairedin ProfessorTurner'sobservation(ibid, p. xiii) —
'The close resemblance
, noted by Grierson,of the Pahari languageswith the
Rajasthaniis duerather to the preservationof commonoriginalfeaturesthan
to the introductionof commoninnovations.'
However,the activityof actualRiljpar individualsor groupsin all the territoriesis
historicallyandsociologicallybeyondquestion.
2. Earlyand other loan-wordsin, or from,Indo-Aryan:
preservationof old forms.
The high antiquityand long durationof Indianculture in the territoriesopens
a possibilityof detecting in the presentlanguagesat least some traces of earlier
stages of Indo-Aryan itself, not to speak of any native languages. The
Prakritizationtaking place in India was not necessarily reflected in a region
originallyalien and alwaysoutsidethe main streamof events.Henceit is possible
that ole wordswhichin India had lost currencyor had changedtheir significations,
and old forms which in India had undergone modification,may exist in the
languages:andthis possibilitycoverseven VedicSanskritexpressions,whereofwe
maypropoundsomeinstances.
In the iyg-Vedathe word samudrahas not prevalentlythe signification'ocean',
which in ClassicalSanskritand in the Pali and PrAlcritforms santuddo,samudda,
has become, except for certain technical and other senses, exclusive. In nonliterary Pralcritand in the later dialects it seems to be unrecorded.The Vedic
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signification(see Viviende Saint-Martin,Essai sur la Geographicdu Veda,pp. 62
sqq.,OrassmandsWOrterbuch
and Zimmer,AltindischesLeben,pp. 21-5)is, as the
etymologyalso suggests,'joinedwaters',sc. 'confluence',a sensewhichis specially
explicit in the famoushymn to the two rivers,Vipii6(Beal) and utudri (Sutlej).
For such an expressionthe hill territories had constant occasion: the (TibetoBurman)Kanauri(Kunawari)languageretains it practicallyunalteredin form and
sense as samudran, 'river', (Gerard's sumudning (with Gilthrista system of
transliteration),GrahameBailey'ssondidriiii);and it mayeven be suspectedthat its
precisemeaningis rather 'mainriver(withtributaries)',a sensehighlyapplicableto
the uppermostSutlej, to which it is confined in one of Gerard'smaps. The very
accurate retentionin a non-Indo-Aryanlanguagemight be not accidental:should
the word hereafterbe found in one of the Indo-AryanPahAridialects,its form there
might be much more degenerate:in the Garhwail-Kurnaon
region where its early
introductionis proved by the retainedmeaning,'river (Atkinson,op.cit.,pp. 338-9),
the form mayhave beenpreservedas beingSanskrit.
Another It-veda term is, in fact, widespread in hill Indo-Aryan,being
representedby wordsdenoting'wind',generally'strong wind',as in —
SimlaHill dialects:
bagur (Kifinthali,Kotgurfi,Jubbal,Koci).
bdgar (Koci).
Kulu dialects:
bagur (InnerSiniji).
bagur (Sainji).
baguri (OuterSiraji).
Mandland Suket:
bagar (Mai-Alai).
bak (N,MarxleaII).
bdgre (Maryjiand Suket).
Kangra:
bagur.
The more westerly districts, Chamba, Kangra, have a form biar, byar (Kului
biiirina),perhapsindependent.Bagur is found also in a Garhwaldialect (Jatinsari);
and Hindi bagula'whirlwind, shouldbe the same.This word, the senseof which in
Himalayandistricts is indispensable,is used also (bag) ur, 'air') by Indo-Aryan
low-castesin Kunawar(J. D. Cunningham,opeit, p. 225).
It does not seem possibleto separatebagur, bagur, etc., form from the 13gvedaword beilcura,bakura,whichoccursin the phrases—
abhidasyumbakurenadharnanta 1.117.21.
'blowinguponthe brigandwith a htikurd.
dhamantibalairamclftim IX.1.8.
'theyblow a bakureihide'.
The ibelkurri
hide' has been understoodas (1) a wind instrumentof music,sc. a bagpipe, or (2) bellows: see Macdonelland Keith, VelicIndex, H, p. 58, where the
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former is preferred: Grasstnann'blowing-instrumentfor war' (beikura),'perhaps
bagpipers'(bakuriidia), and Zimmer,Altind.Leber, p. 290; Hillebrand,Lieder
des R.V, p. 32, n.3, 'bagpipesor the like'; ^ldenberg, R. Noten,II, 154,'bagpipelike instrumentor bellows'. The notion of a musical instrument,propoundedby
Roth, was perhaps suggested by the occurrenceof a bakura, bakuri, vekuri,
bhakuri, bhauri, in certain Brahmana and Yajur-veda-samhitapassages. The
meaningin these passages is nowhereclear, and the formswith bh- seem to point
to a facticiousetymologizing:in fact, the meaningnaksatra, which is sometimes
attributed by pandit conjecture to the word, is probably accountable for the
introductionof the bh in bha, bha; the same meaning is given to vekuri in
Taittiriya-samhita,III. 4.7.1, where Keith's conjecture,'melodious',is connected
with his understandingof bakura as a wind-instrumentof music.
The bagpipe,if it was even knownin India, seemsnever to be mentionedas
used in war, which would be the notion in R.v. I. 117.21;nor do we hear of it in
connection with the preparationof the soma. Hence the meaning 'bellows',an
instrumentvery widelyknownin India (and Tibet andelsewhere),is preferablefor
bak-urddtti: the bellows would be used to blow a fire for warmingthe liquid,
soma or milk; and what in the passage R.v., I.48, effects the blowing is the
fingers,agruvo,whichseemsmore appropriatewith the bellows.
It shouldhave been remarkedthat bawd, a regularlyformedAdjectivefrom
beikura,must differ in meaning from bakura. But in the first passage bakura is
itself an instrumentfor blowing: hence bakurii 00 means 'a hide which has
bakura property(sc, that of blowing)'.It seemsthat the only appropriatemeaning
for bakura is'wind' and for bakurad ti 'windyhide',se. bellows.
It may yet be askedwhat the Mvins haveto do with wind.In reply it mightbe
asked 'What have the Mvins to do with planting seed, or with 'milking out
sustenance(Ip) for mankind',which are mentionedin the immediatelypreceding
context?The many miscellaneousfeats attributedto the Mvins (see Macdonell,
VedicMythology,pp. 51-3)may excuseus from venturingupon this obscuretopic:
but it is conceivablethat the season of ploughing,of rain, and of violent wind
(bakura) was one in which the Mvins were astronomicallyor calendrically
conspicuous. For preservation of an ancient term denoting 'strong wind' or
'hurricane'the HimalayanHill territorieshad
, of course,amplereason.
A Rg-vedic and Sanskrit word which in the hill dialects has very widely
resisteda Prakritchangeis greana'village',whicheverywhereelse assimilatedand
lost its r. We find—
SimlaHilldialects:
gran (Kotguru).
grad (also gion, Kiunthali,ga8,
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Kulu dialects:

Baghatr, Jubbal), gri(Koci, also pia,
ga(K-ului, Inner Siraji).

Mandi and Suket:

gri 5 (Outer Sill, Sairiji).
grii (Mancleali).

Kangra:
Charnba:

4

grail (Suket).
[Barn] gnion, [Lambe] graon etc.: also gaaii.
grzr(Came,51i).

giri(Bhateali, Curahi, Pangwalf).
(The Kara-waft (Tibeto-Burman) graman, and also the more common equivalent
destais (5k. de a), need perhaps not be ancient, though it is not obvious how a
modern borrowing of them from Sanskrit should be conceived).
The above instances suggest that the Prakritizing processes did not normally
take place in the hill regions, at least in the same way and to the same extent as in
India: the actual Prakrit forms will have been introduced already developed; and
any further changes will have been governed by local conditions. Such a
discrimination, where words are introduced into an alien linguistic area, is selfevident and everywhere exemplified. From pursuing the matter further in regard to
abnormal forms of Indo-Aryan words in the hill dialects we shall be readily
excused on the ground that, until something is ascertained concerning the supposed
original substrate languages, the matter is not very germane to the present study. A
second hindrance is the inadequacy of the available vocabularies of nearly all the
Pahriri dialects: only for Nepali have we a full dictionary, viz. Sir R. L. Turner's
Nepali Dictionary, which furnishes also reliable etymologies of practically all the
words occurring in that language, citing all Indo-Aryan cognates (and also
extraneous sources, where requisite), and in massive Indexes grouping them
conveniently under the respective language heads. Naturally words not represented
in NepRli do not appear in this Dictionary, and so we depend upon the other
available vocabularies. In order not to depreciate the merit and value of these latter
and also to attract the attention of scholars prepared to make further special study
of the dialects, we may here cite in a note those known to us. The same
vocabularies are also important here in connection with our next topic, which is
'non-Indo-Aryan words attested only in the hill dialects': for
, while some of the
words actually recognized in the Nepali Dictionary as non-Aryan, e.g. the
numerous forms, bhed, etc., of a word for 'sheep', and even some first found not
earlier than in Prakrit, might have been Himalayan, there is no general presumption
of such local origin.
Perhaps the oldest clearly Himalayan word in Indo-Aryan, if we overlook
certain Proper Names, such as the river-names Vipas and jutudri, which do not
look Indo-Aryan, and Kaillisa, Manasa, which have generally been regarded as
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non-Indo-Aryan,and possiblyone or two others,is the name of the yak, the 'hairy
ox', in Sanskritcarnara, whence in Sanskritwas formedcomara, 'yak-tailfly-flap'.
This word occursnot only in the Maha-Bharataand Rettnetyar
.ra, but also in the
other ancienttextscited supra(p. [...]),
Saundara-Nanda
of Mvaghosa,
Maha-vastu,Kautaliya-artha-hastra.A Pahariform,camar, is cited
only from Nepali(seeTurner,op.cit.);but no doubt,an equivalentexists in mostof
the languages:even Moorcroftin the account of his journey to Manasa (Asiatic
Researches,XII, pp. 411, 430) has it as 'chounr bullock' = yak, and 'tails of the
chouri cow'. So Traill in his Report on Kumaun,Atkinson,op.cit., p. 38, (chaura).
There can be no doubt that this is derived from a Tibeto-Burmanword chum or
tsharn,which in Tibetan is tshams,tshoms,'bunchof hair, etc., and is appliedto a
yak-tail,a beard, etc.; in forms such as sworn,twong,Sant,sum, sum, sem, sweet,
swong, chum, it is frequentin Kiranti (Vayu, Bahing, etc.) and other (Lepchaatsorn) Tibeto-Burmanlanguagesof Nepal. To India it came, no doubt, from the
Kailasa-Manasaregion, to whichthe above-citedtexts relate and where we have
Kunawarichum(Gerard= (G.Baileytsamm)
mik-can(Gerard= BaileymigJoshi mig-chain = Bahing rnichi-swung),'eyelashes',mig-cham (Gerard)
'eyebrow'. The yak, as is well known,does not descendbelowthe Great Himalaya.
The Indo-AryanSuffix ra in samara is as in other names of animals, vyoghra,
vanara, siikara,etc.
There are in the Hill dialects some words which, though indubitablyTibetoBurmanor Tibetan,are for the present studywithout significance,since they can
easily havebeenimportedduringthe historicalperiod.Suchare —

saru
(Jaunsari)
} 'hail
=Tib.
ser-ba
(wa),
Kunawari

saris (Kulu)
garu (Gerard p. 492, G. Bailey shora, 'hailstone')
Here the -ba of Tib. ser-ba would not have been found in an earlier TibetoBunnan language.
nihal (Inner SirajI)
new& (Outer Sir5jI)'plain'

(Kangra has also nihlie, 'plainsman')
= Tib.low-country',
(North
Jubbal)
maul

mi
nth! (Kangra)KunawarrTrial,

(Baghati)
(dalidri (Kiunthali)
(daliddar (13arari)
&IV < 'dri (Kulu, Sainji)
(dalilda (Mandi)
(dalidri)
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'plain', neuli, 'plainsman'.

= Kunawari Oas, delmig, Mutt
(Nepali Alio, 'slow', dhil-dhal,' delay%
dedmig 'delay', 'escape', Tib. dal, 'be
lagging or languid'.
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(daliddri(CurRhi)
(Pangwart)
ddift (Kitinthali)
dralda (Charnba-La.hull,
'straightened')

'poor' = Kunawaridales,

dalji (Soracholi)
This is a troublesomegroup of words. The cerebral d in Nepali need not be
disconcemingin caseof a Tibeto-Burmanetymology,since the sensitiveIndianear
refuses to recognizein the foreignt, d, I its own dentalsand substitutescerebra's:
an instanceis the actualname, Bhoi,of Tibet, = Tib. Bad. Nor is the aspiratein dh
a difficulty,as Tibetan initial voiced consonantsare now normallyaspirated.But
the numerousequivalentsin Indo-Aryancited by ProfessorTurner,s.vr.
dhil-Aal, certainlyinspiredoubt.
The forms dalji, dillies, havea j whichcan be derivedfrom dr and so fall in
with those whicharc patentlydescendedfrom Sanskritdaridra, 'poor'.The change
of meaning,'poor' > 'lazy', may have resulted from =action between 'I am poor'
and 'he is lazy';but the fact that none of the recognizablyreduplicatedforms such
as dalidri retained the original sense suggests that there was some disturbing
factor:that factor may have been a Tibeto-Burmanform dil-dal, which, as we see,
is foundin Nepal and whichcannothavehad any meaningbut that of 'dilly-dally',
'be lazy'
, or the like. If this is the rightexplanation,the change in the meaningof
daridra, daliddo, will have been due to simple mistake, on the part of a TibetoBurman population. A term signifying 'idle', 'lazy', derived from Sanskrit, is
recorded in practicallyall the modern Indo-Aryanlanguagesof India including
Kumaoni (Turner, Nepali Dictionary, s.v. all); its indispensabilityis further
evidencedby occurrencesin Himilayandialects,Kului
.Tubbaldisi, and even
Burushaski araeo.
sollei,sotto (Koci)

1- 'plain',
evidently
=Kunawari
soldas

sorlau (Lulu, Outer Siraji)
seintiau (Subset}(Gerard, G. Bailey 50455),'plain', 'level' so (N. Jubbai).
(fulcra

(Koci), 'field'. This seems to correspond to Gerard's (Koownvur, p. 80)
degree or shurning, 'small houses where they [the Kuniiwaris during their
summer encampments] employ themselves in making butter'. J. D.
Cunningham (p. 209) remarks that 'A mere sheepfold is called shirnang,
but where a little cultivation is attached to it, the term is dogrge'. Qukrau
= dog-ro = dog-ra = dog-ri . The word shunning is interesting, being
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clearly= SanskritParana,'hut','shelter',a signification
obsoleteafterthe
VedicandEpicperiod,
chigtu,'son'
—1
.__ (Kiiinthali,45rAeli1511)=
Kuritwarican
chigi, 'daughter'X
(Gerard,GB.),'child'.
beang (Kulu)=KUIllaWari
beang(Gerard,p. 499),Tib.g-yan,'sheep',
sib
(Baghati,Ki.inthali,
Kopurri,OuterSiraji)
si
(KuluiandKangra,'tiger')
sib,saki (Chameali,Bhatedli,Curahi)
(Big (Bhalesi),'leopard',= Kunawarisik(Gerard,p. 482)
Tib- gzig,'leopard'.
Such wordsas these,in so far as they are actuallyexistentin Tibeto-Burman
languageswhichare neighboursof the Indo-Aryandialectsor in Tibetan,can in
generalhavebeenborrowedby thelatterduringthehistorical,or eventhemodern,
period:andthisappliesprominently
to theKocidialects,whichbelongto thesame
State (Bashahr)as does Kundwarl.There are thereforenot chronologically
instructive.
Butthe Indo-Aryanvocabularies
comprizea fairnumberof wordsfor
whichno Sanskrit,but at themost a Prakrit,etymonis available.Someof these,
e.g.the manifoldforms,bite!,bheel,bloraijci,
bar', bheyo,etc.,signifying'sheep',
maybe reallyDesiwordsandnon-Aryan.
Thosewhicharerepresentedin Nepali
havebeendiscussedin ProfessorTurner'sDictionary
andmayherebe disregarded;
but in the W. Himalayanareasthereare someothers,widespread,which,being
restrictedto thatarea,mightherebe relevant.Whilenot preparedto dealat length
withthese,wemaytakenoteof oneortwo—
bt.4
(KotGuruandKoci,OuterSiraji,Jaunsari) -NN
buffet (Kului).
butti(Charneali).
bug (Churahl).
[nit
(Pangwali).
buia (Bhadrawahl).
bog
(Pacjari).
'tree'= Kunawari
botang(J.D.C.(p. 226)bhotang,G.B.NOM, Josh'botang)
= Lahulibulb.
Thismustbe a Tibeto-Burman
ba-ta frombo = Tib.hbo,'swellup', 'grow',
'sprout'.Nambbo,'forest',Vayubut,Ballingbolo,'flower'(Hodgson,Essays
(1880),pp,265,343).
gai(KotGuna,Koci)
gab(' (Koci).
kW/
(Koci).
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gand
khad
khad
gadd
gad(dri)
gad
gado,gad
gar

(Koc!).
(Mandeall).
(Kangra).
(get!'hole') (Chamba)
(Pangwali).
(Bhadrawah1).
(Paclad),
(Jaurisari).
(Kumauni,Atkinson,
op.cry.,p. 832).
gal(-tir) (Nepali)
dank
dighar(Koci).
4ig
(Kulu). cihog
og, 'head'(Bhadrawahi)

'stream','river'= KunawariOran
(CT
.B. gareM),Lahuligar.
This may be connectedwith Tib. and
Nam gad, Mad, 'precipitousravine of
a river', whichwouldwell suit the
deep-lyingW. Himalayanrivers.

(J.D.C.)and
'mountain'
= dokha,
Kunawari
dokangof 4
'collection
(G
.B.),dialchihi,(Gil).
Cf.Tib. tog, (hog,'top'. d

cfhig(Kangra).
dhadd(Bhalesi)
dhibig,alsodhudh (Jaunsari).
mod (Baghati)- alsoPanjabf
isungrta
isugaurra
cupta (Mandeali).
mg°(Ch
ame:ali& Bhateali)
eugala

'precipice':cf. Till don,'hole', 'pit',
donkhrai,'precipice','hole'.

'graze','cause to graze'.
The commonIndo-Aryanterms are
carria and canto. Cf. Tib./lug,
tug 'put','send','appoint'?1,dzugs?

The etymologyof these and other words widespreadin the W. Himalayanhills
might well occupy a specialistin Indo-Aryan;but a condition precedent is the
provision of more complete vocabularies of the dialects, joined to ampler
acquaintancewith Tibeto-Burman.
In the Kunawariitselfthe loan-wordsfrom Indo-Aryanare so abundantthat in
1882Cunningham,with inadequateregardto morphologicaland syntacticalfacts,
wrote that —
'The languageof the Kunets.,_is a corruptdialectof Hindi,but it still retains
severaltraces of a non-Aryanlanguage'.
If he could have seen the XXth century vocabulariesof Tike Ram Josh' and
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Grahame Bailey, he would have found, especially if the vocabularies had
constantlynoted the loans,that modernintercoursehad made considerablefurther
progressin replacingthe native vocabulary.The borrowingmay have commenced
early,the case of Sanskritsamudra,at least,being actuallyof a Vedic period;and,
since the loan-wordsneed not in the foreignmilieu have undergoneany further
Prakrtization,the Kun5wariformsmay carry a date. One very generalfeaturemay,
as followingan early establishedtype, be stronglyevidentialin this respect.The
Sanskritstems endingin a, which normallyin nearly all the 'tertiaryPrakritg, sc.
the vernaculars,have lost the -a, have in Kuniiwaripreservedthe syllable in the
form -an: thus greana,'village',which in the Indo-Aryandialects is becomegoon
or gad, is in Kun-awarigraman. The instancesare very numerous;and it is likely
that the ñ also is a survivalof Sanskrit-Prakritm or m, the Sanskrit-Prakrtnouns
and adjectivesin -a havingbeen introducedinto KunAwait,as into Dravidian,as
neutersor Accusativesin -m. Some words in -i have been similarlytreated, e.g.
mull> moliti,'pigtail'.
It might seem surprizingthat Kundwari,originallya monosyllabiclanguage,
should have preserved dissyllabic and poly-syllabicforms which the adjacent
languages,whence they were taken, have tended to curtail.But this would result
naturally:in monosyllabiclanguagesthe several syllablesretain their individual,
recognizable,significations,and those which have sunk into mere formativesare
few: we do not find meaninglesssuffixeslike the -a in Latin mensaor the -er or
-ther in English father. Hence the unfamiliar syllables are felt to be equally
essential.The conversecase of borrowingfrom a monosyllabiclanguagemay be
illustratedby the above-citedinstanceof Kurawari bo-tang, 'forest. Originallyit
will have been bo-ta, wherein the to will have been, in fact, a (well ascertained)
Suffix correspondingin use to Tibetan -pal-ha, so that the meaning would be
'grow-er' or 'growth'. Coming into Indo-Aryanwith the establisheddenotation
'forest' or 'tree'
, it did not bring with it an understandingof its etymology or
formation:it was simply a word ending in a. It was thereforeinevitablethat the
Prakrtizing process should deal with it as with the Indo-Aryanwords in -a,
reducingthe terminal a and yielding such forms as the bat, bull, boy, assembled
supra. If this accountis correct,such converseloan-wordsfrom Tibeto-Burmanin
the Indo-Aryandialects makea contributionto the chronologicaloutcome.But for
a substantialresultan amplificationof the so far availablematerialis requisite.
The possibleretention in Pahari languagesof words or forms belongingto
prior stages of Indo-Aryandoes not greatly concernour present subject,which
relatesto the non-Aryanlanguagessurvivingin the narrow,most northerly,strip of
cis-Himalayanterritory.Presumingthe priorityof the latterto the progressof Indo-Aryanization,we have the possibilitythat not only may they, at any date, have
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contributeditemsto the Pahag languagesas nowknown,but also that amongtheir
numerous borrowingsfrom Indo-Aryanthere are some particularsderived from
early stages of these. What little can be propoundedunder these heads must,
however,be precededby discussionof a phonologicalmatterwhich is commonto
both groups.
3. A wide-spreadphoneticchange.
This matter, which in connectionwith the name Kuninda/Kanethas already
presenteditself,is a change of i and u in pre-accentualsyllablesto a. The change,
which, since the a is the Indian a, rather similar to English a in an-, is effected
simplyby suppressionof the mouth-actionrequisitefori and u, is exemplifiedover
the whole area. In the Linguistic Survey volume, where it is not, it seems,
discussed,it is evidencedby numerousexamplesin Panjabi, some of which may
here be cited, togetherwith a number extractedfrom Dr. GrahameBailey's select
vocabulariesfor other Languages:
—
Paniabi:
a< i
a<u
valdit= vilayat (Arabic)
karnarci(I) = Ictanara(1)(Sk.)
vascikh= vithicha
vayah= vivtiha
(Sk.).
vayalcarn= vyakaratla
KRngra,Charnba,Bhadrawdh,etc.:
a< i
bard (P5clari,Bhadrawalu")
=(Sk
.).(Pa
baint
ciarl)
basiih(Hangra)= viSvasa(Sk.).
bayog(Kangra) viyoga(Sk.).
ghareth (Pangwali)= giastha (Sk.).
blab (Curahl,P5flari,Bhadrawahi)= kitab(Ar.).
(Gujuri)= nipfd-(Sk.).,Cameallpalema.
pasetc(Came5.11)
= pikica (Sk.).
Sena (Cameali)sarucil(Mandan).
shined!(Curahi)
= Sirobeila(Sk.),'hair
shirell(Bhadrawahi)
siral (Bhatall)
bharukk(Kangra) = Sk. bubhukii, 'hunger'.
SimlaHill States,Kulu,Mandl, Suket,etc.:
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a<i
a< u
kaiab (Siraji,Koci,
darera = (hire-(5k.).
Jubbal, Suket)=
kliab (Ar.).
barahg (Siraji,Koci) = vyaghra(Sk.).
bareedau(sag)
bareala (Sainji)
berailu (Koci)
= vidala(Sk.).
barathau(Koci)
bared (Baghati)
bayah (Mandeali)= viverha(Sk.).
kanare (Kunawari)= kinaraha (Pers.),'edge*.
phardd ('help')=firyad (Pers.)
sail (Jubbal)
shall (Kotgura)
sNala (Sk.)
shailtu (Suket)
saraj (Siraji)= siraj ('mountain').
shaker (Baghati)= shikir (Pers.).
safaz (Koci)
shreil(OuterSiraji)
shred!(InnerSiraji)
= 5k. sirs-bala
.
shral (Kotgura)
The pronunciationin questionhas accordinglya very wide range. In Panjabi
itselfit is probablyof greatprevalence,sincethe quotedexamplesare takenmerely
from a list of wordswith initialv it is found in all the Pahariand other Indo-Aryan
dislects of the Panjab Hill States; and more widely still, since we have found
unimpeachableevidence of a pronunciation in Kumaon of its own name as
Kamaon and that despite the circumstancethat the originalu of the first syllable
had to be shortenedto u, as in the der (= Sanskrit dura) of Turner's Nepali
Dictionary.Butthis does not coverall the facts, sincea communicationfrom SirR.
L. Turner assures us that the same phenomenonis general in Gujarati also. It
figures also in the variant spellingsof the names of Hill States or provinces,e.g.
Sarrnur and SirmC.w,
Siraj, Saraj, and Saoraj, whereof the extreme example is
Bashahr,for whichwe haveBusher (i.e. Bashahr,Gerard),Basahi(Strachey,map),
Busehur(i.e.Basehar,Gerard),Busahir(i.e. Basahir,Gerard),Buesahir(Harcourt),
Baschar (Moorcroft), Bagalir or Bigahr (Atkinson), Bischur (Fraser), Bisahar
(Moorcroftand A. Cunningham),Bissehir(J. D. Cunningham).In the Kunawari
group of Tibeto-Burmanthe mutationi > a is evidencedin the L.S. vocabulary(pp.
532 sqq.) by nasainizzahryiza,'20', najangintiang,'iron', chameichime,'daughter',
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napytilnipae,'cock', andother instances,jableijabliijibe,'tongue'.
Chronologicallyalso the pronunciationhas had an extensiverange. Not only
has it affectedeven fairly old borrowingsfrom Arabic (Iciteib,
vilayat)and Persian
(kinarah, shikar), but it must also be recognized in the ancient Sanskrit
modification,ktadru, of the Vedic name, Atudri, of the Sutlejriver and in the
correspondingGreekZaradros:the same a is current in modernHimalayannames
of the Sutlej, in Chamba(Gazetteer 1904,p. 54. Satludr), in Kunawar (Gerard's
map) Sutraedra, i.e. Satrudra:Hsaan-tsang'sShe-tu-hialsodoes not representsu-.
Uponthis evidenceit is certainthat in the nameKanet,if regardedas of IndoAryan currency,the a of the first syllableconstitutesno objectionto derivationof
the name from the ancient Kuninda:that in Kanet the accent is on the second
syllable is obviousfrom such spellingsas Kaneit, Kunait:the like appliesto the
district name Kanetwar, Kunawar, Knor, Kanor, etc. When we turn to the
Kunawari languageitself, not only have we the u retained in the forms Kundas,
Kunita,Kuin,whichare appliedto the most esteemedKanetsand of whichthe first
is certifiedas the nativename, but it can evenbe contendedthat in that languagea
modern Kanet could not be derived from an original form with a in the initial
syllable.In wordsof this formGrahameBailey'smeticulousspellingsubstitutesfor
the a an a, e.g. in sOnuldreili,
whichis an ancientderivativefrom Sanskritsamudra,
and in khnos, 'friend', which Pica Ram Josh' gives as 'Ica-nesor ko-nes'. The
change of a to o, so well known in Bengali, is, in fact not confined to such
syllables:the L. Surveyremarks(p. 431) that 'the shorta' often interchangeswith a',
and thisis exemplifiedin the vocabulariesby instancessuchas boicras,'goat', from
Indo-Aryanbakra, and converselyin tan, 'see' = Tibetan mthori,litho&The latter
also occurs in the neighbouring'Bhotia' languages,as is indicatedby the early
travellers'spellingof the Gar-toggovernor'stitle, Sgar-dpon,as Gar (or GO-pang.
That such pronunciationwas a featureof the lane' areaappears from the fact that
it is attested in practically all the Indo-Aryan vernaculars of that area and
apparentlynot in other such W. Himalayandialects.Instancesare —
Kului: bigiu,'much',bon, 'jungle',ionia,
n'ishna,'run away',p1161,
'fruit'.
i is bold,'ex',
'pen', okleillau,'wise'.
bold,phol.
Kolgurinmornau,'die',porlmau, 'read', tsoniau, 'graze'.
Jubbal: born,baro, 'big',pcilag,'bad',porno, 'read'.
Koci: noger,'village'.
In regardto the namesKane(and Kanawar, Kanor,this evidenceseems to justify
the inferencethat, if the vowelof the first syllablehad originallybeen a it would
now be O.
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(lb) Tibeto-Burmanlanguages,
1. Bhotiya
Coming now to Tibeto-Burmanlanguages,we may make short work of the
"ahoteed of AlexanderGerard
, whose very valuablearticle,A Vocabularyof the
Koonawur languages (JASB, X[(1942),pp. 478-551), will be more extensively
consideredinfra. Primarilythis term, Ahoteea, may have been takenas denoting
the speechof the cis-Himiilayan'Bhot'districtsas definedabove.But Gerard,who
had encountered it also in the 'Tartar (se. Tibetan) of nal4ah-ris-skor-gsum,
including'Hung-rung'(Hail-ran),and had also recognizedthe languageof Spyi-ti
as identicalwith it, observesthat
'this language, with a few slight variations, prevails at Garoo (Gartog),
Mansurmur(Manasa-sarovara),and along the banks of the Brahmaputrato
JeshooLoombooand Lahassa,it is the nativetongueof Ludak(Ladak).'
B,hoteea,therefore, simplydenotes Tibetan, an usage which is also followedby
the LinguisticSurvey,whichspellsas Bhotiya.
The LinguisticSurvey,while recognizingthe similarityto 'Central Tibetan',
distinguishesthree dialects, viz. (1) Spiti dialect,(2) Nyamkat,'spokenalong the
upper course of the Sutlej in Kanawar' (read 'in riNah-ris-skor-glum'),(3) Jad
languageof the Tads,who are 'Bhotiasof Nilangin TehriGahrwal'.It is statedthat
'Nyamket
, classical Tibetan mnyam-skad,means 'the Nyam speech, lit. 'the
languageof the equals':which, however,is not correct,since Nyamis the ordinary
Kunawar term for 'Tibetan'. It may be remarked that in the Simla Hill States
Gazetteer (1910, pp. 22, xi, etc.) Nyam and Jii(1 (7,41/5are treated as
indistinguishable.
It is knownthat the Bhotiyasproper, the peopleof Spyi-tiand, of course,the
Tibetansof m&afr-ris-skor-gsum
all have markedly Tibetan physiognomy.And
this actualityaccords with the history as expoundedsupra, which rendersit highly
unlikelythat Tibetan characteristicsin the area commencedin times more remote
than c.800AD., or intenselybeforec.900. It would followthat all the dialects are
descendedfrom the knownTibetan of that period, possibly with some items of
popular or dialecticalTibetan speech.For this reasonwe haveproposedto classify
all the West-Tibetanlanguagesas 'WesternColonialTibetan'.It may be addedthat
the Tibetanizationhas been continuous,so that items in the languagemay be of
any subsequentperiod. In particularthe cis-HimalayanBhotiyasproper, brought
from m&ati-ris-skor-gsumby the trade, may be immigrantsof decidedly later
centuries.
This reasoningis confirmedby inspectionof the only availablevocabularyof
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any extent, viz, that of Gerard, which records 1,000 words along with a sketch of
the grammar and a quantity of specimen sentences. The great majority of the words,
as soon as we discount the spelling (on Oilchrist's system), can forthwith be
recognized as ordinary Tibetan, in many cases with pronunciations which in
Tibetan are by no means early - such are, e.g. da, 'enemy' = Tib. dgra (pronounced
do), teeo (tio), 'monkey' = Tib. sprehu (pron. teu), peea (pia), 'rat', = Tib.
too(zha)(tu), 'to wash', = Tib. khru (pron. !hu). From the (systematically)
restricated list in the L.S. 'Comparative Vocabularies' it may be seen that the same
applies to the Spyi-ti dialect: the Ladaki dialects retain, as is well known, a number
of old pronunciations, including some, e.g. std, 'horse', = Tib. no, which in Tibetan
itself were originally dialectical.
The Declensional Suffixes of Number and Case are, as is recognized in the
Linguistic Survey (III.i, pp. 84, 87, 92, 101), likewise predominantly as in Tibetan,
with a few divergences, mostly perhaps originated in popular or local Tibetan: thus
there is a Plural Suffix gun, which in Tibetan, where we may not find it as a Suffix,
simply means'all'.
Thus the particular dialects, and here we include those of Ladak, do not seem
to present anything repugnant to the description of them as 'Colonial Tibetan'.
In the Conjugation of Verbs there are among the particulars noted in the
Linguistic Survey one or two which may be reserved as possibly derived from a
prior, non-Tibetan, speech: these are —
(1) Some, not very extensive, distinctions of Persons in Finite forms of the
Verb (Gerard, pp. 540-1 (Bhotiya), L.S., pp. 84, 167, 170 (Spiti)).
(2) Present Participle in -a, Perfect in -ka (Gerard, p. 543 (Bhotiya)).
(3) Infinitive or Verbal Noun in -ce, etc. (Gerard, p. 539 (Bhotiya-cha(ca),
-zha(ia); L .S,, p, 85 (Spiti-che(ce)), p. 87 (Nyarnket-ja), p. 92 (Jacl
-cha(ca))-ja, -zba(±a), -sha(sa), p. 101 (-ja).
Any relevant facts in relation to these may be considered infra: as regards no. 3, it
might be conjectured that the ca, Jo, ja, so, really derives from the Tibetan Verb
mdzad, 'do', which, like byed, 'do', is sometimes a practically otiose Auxiliary to
Verbs. But the Ladaki Infinitive in -ces, cited in this connection by L.S. (pp. 85,
92), and Balti and Punk -cas, suggest that, in case an Auxiliary should have to be
brought in, it should be rather bcah, 'arrange', than mdzad. The matter demands
further consideration.
In general, it is likely that all the 'Bhot' districts of the W. HirriRlayawere
originally inhabited by people speaking dialects of, or akin to, Kundwari and have
inherited from such predecessors some of the above, or other, non-Tibetan
peculiarities of dialect: and, in fact, some 'Bhot' peoples of the far north of Kumaon
are still linguistically non-Tibetan.
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It would be paradoxical to suppose that the Kunawari, of which the
characteristics are such that it cannot have been imported from any identifiable
outside area, and which survives only in Kunawar, where the people have been
described as 'all Kanits', should not be ancestral speech of the Kanets. Nearly all
other Kanets belong to areas of Indo-Aryan, which for them accordingly is
'acquired' . The presumption that these other Kanets, confined to districts included
in the sphere of the ancient Kuninda State, originally shared the ancient linguistic
heritage of the Kunawar Kanets, was evidently comprised in Cunningham's
original view that the 'Tibetan' dialects, surviving only in the narrow strip of
territory immediately south of the Great Himalayan axis, had prior to the IndoAryan penetration extended almost down to the plains. The validity of
Cunningham's reasoning is unaffected by his subsequent substitution of Munclafor
'Tibetan': and his unassailable argument from the range of river-names in
is
further strengthened by the present certainty that the -ti and the languages in
question are alike Tibeto-Burman. Obviously the geographical coincidence
between the Kanet area and the Kuninda State does not equally apply to the
languages; but it does apply to the extent that the cis-l-limayanareas of the TibetoBurman group of languages are mainly Kanet areas and areas of river-names in -U.
Of the languages in question the Kunawari, which is the most important and
best known, was indeed the first to be brought to light. But one of the two earliest,
if not the very earliest, reporters of it, Alexander Gerard (1819) not only
expounded it in four distinct dialects, but also remarked upon an independent
language, that of Lahul, as related to it.
2. The 'Western pronominalized 'sub-group'.
We may now be considered free to approach the last group of cis-Himalayan
languages, defined in the Linguistic Survey as 'the Western sub-group of
pronominalized Himalayan languages', where the term 'pronominalized' and the
classificatory principle which it conveys were adopted from Hodgson's repeated
reasoning and usage. It does not appear that Hodgson, though he was well aware of
'the Palu Sen or cis -nivean Bhatias
, the Garhwalis, and the inhabitants of Kanaver
and Hangrang' as 'of Tibetan stock' and had, no doubt, seen what had been
published concerning their languages, ever gave special attention to them.
The most important of the languages, Kunawari, was also the first to be
brought to notice, a vocabulary of not quite inconsiderable extent, with some
sentences, having been printed in Captain ,T.D. Horberts An Account of a Toter
made to lay down the Course and Levels of the river Setlej or Sandra
(Asiatic
Researches, XV (1819), pp. 339 sqq., see pp. 417-422). Far more extensive and
important, in fact fundamental, for the study of the language, is Captain Alexander
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Gerard'sA Vocabularyof the KoonawurLanguages,which, though not published
until 1842(JASBXI, pp. 478-551),was compiledin 1819.
The main languages,each representedby a (parallel) vocabularyof 1000
words, a considerablequantityof (parallel)sentences,and a grammaticalsketch,
are 'Milchan','B,hooteeaor Tartar', and 'T,heburskud',of which the second has
alreadybeen discussed(supra pp. 26 sqq.).Of nos. 3 and4 thereare briefaccounts
insertedin the grammarof 'Theburskucli,A concludingnote states the territorial
extensionof eachof the five,on whichmattersee supra.
These vocabularies, with their accompaniments,have not received the
attention which they merit. By Jaeschkethey are not mentioned;and it may be
doubtedwhetherthey were seriouslyexaminedby any of the later authorities:this
may have resulted partly from their employment,though thoroughlysystematic
and intelligible, of an antiquated (Dr. Gilchrist's) transliteration. By their
abundanceand precisionof informationthey comparewith Hodgson'selaborate
studies(Essays(1880),I, pp. 216-392,originallypublishedin JASBXXVI(1857))
of the Vayu and Bahing languages.In conjunctionwith the Linguistic Survey
Volume III.1 (1909) and some other itemsthey provide the linguisticsituationin
Kunwar with a perspective,rare among Himidayanlanguages,of a centuryand
more of history. It shouldbe added that by the remarkconcerningLahul,that the
peoplewere Tartars(Tibetans),but the language—
'as far as I can judge from a list of thirty words, is almost the same as in the
lowerparts of Koona‘vur,with somedifferencesin the dialect'(Accountof an
attempt... p. 312)
Gerard initiatedthe recognitionof a group, with the Bu-nanand Ti-nanlanguages
of Lahul as members. The vocabularies published by AlexanderCunningham
(Ladak,pp. 398 sqq.)and J. D. Cunninghamwill be specifiedinfra.
In 1865the Moravianmissionary,H. A. Jaeschke,the distinguishedTibetanist,
drewattentionto the 'Boo-nan'language—
'spoken in a small district of Lahoul
, and in part of Kunawur,where it is
calledTibar-skad,Tibar-language(J.A.S.B.XXXIV(1865),p. 312).
This confirmationof Gerard's remark concerningthe resemblanceof the Lahui
languageto his 'Theburskud'was accompaniedby a discussionof the structureof
the Bu-nanlanguageand of its vocabulary,whichdifferentiatedit from the Tibetan
steadilyencroachingupon it; similarlyGerard had presentedhis KunAwaridialects
as a languagedistinctfrom his'13,hoteeal(Tibetan):Jaeschke,havinggivena select
vocabularyof genuineBu-nanwords, went on to examineand classifythe Tibetan
loanwordsimportedinto it, which he referredto two distinct periods of Tibetan
pronunciation.His identificationof the Bu-nan languagewith the Tibar-skad of
Kunawardid not carry any view as to originalaffinitywith Tibetan,whichhe was
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not considering. In 1871 Harcourt
p. 134) brought to tight a 'Malauna'
language, spoken in a secluded (double) village on a tributary of the Parbati river
in Kulu, as using many Tibetan words. Later in his book (pp. 311-4) he gives a full
account of the isolated and peculiar people speaking it; and in an appendix (pp.
379-381) he prints a 'short vocabulary' of it. On p. 135, upon information from the
Rev. Mr. Heyde, Moravian missionary in Kye-lang, he cites and precisely locates
four languages of Lahul, whereof one is Jaeschke's Boo-nan, 'half Thibetan as far
as the words go, but a separate language as far as grammar is concerned': the others
are 'Manchat, or, in vernacular papers, Puma: (Patani), 'composed of Hindee
principally, a little Tae-nun Thibetan, and the rest quite a local language', and
'Teenuan (Ti-nan)
, made up with Tibetan words, Manchat, Boonuun, a little
Hindee and some few Persian words'. In these instances we do not find, apart from
the identification of the Lahul-Bu-nan with the Kunawari-Tibar-skad and the
common feature of immixture of Tibetan words, a comparative view of the
languages in relation to Tibeto-Burman_ Nor does comparison enter into Dr.
Grahame Bailey's objective sketch of the [Chaniba] -Lahuli language, published in
the Appendix to the Chamba Gazetteer of 1904 (pp. 37-51).
It is different when we come to Sherring's Western Tibet and the British
Borderland (1906), where a number of dialects (Rankas or Shokia Khun,' pp. 63-4,
DarmiyA, Chaudangsi, and Byangsl, p. 64) are reported as spoken by Bhotias of
districts adjoining the passes in the far north of Kumaon and as being not Tibetan,
but Tibeto-Burman. This altered conception reflects, no doubt, the progress in
linguistic inquiry accompanying the operations of the Linguistic Survey, which had
been during some years in action and which in 1909 published as its 'Volume III,
Tibeto-Burman Family, Part 1, General Introduction. Specimens of the Tibetan
Dialects, the Himalayan dialects, and the North Assam group': therein all the above
Languages, with the doubtful addition of a '.langgali', surviving in the Almora
region of Kumaon, are classed together as 'Western sub-group of Complex
Pronominalized languages'. Their group features are expounded in an Introduction
(pp. 427-9), where their close connection also is indicated by a short table of
cognate words, more extensively supplemented in the 'List of standard words and
sentences' (pp. 532-567), which follows the treatments of the languages severally.
Subsequent additions to the group were brought to light by Dr. Grahame
Bailey in his Linguistic Studies from the Himalayas (1920), being two dialects of
the Bashahr State, viz. 'Lower Kanaurr (pp. 46-77) and 'Chitkhuli' (pp. 78-83).
Conceivably one further language may eventually have to be added. The Pangi
district, which adjoins Chamba-Lahul on its west and with it jointly constitutes the
northernmost area of the Chamba State, the Great Himalaya only separating it from
Zanskar of Ladak, is said to have been during one period part of a larger Lahul,
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'both Trilokriathand Pangi
, at presentin Chumbaterritory,havingbeen within its
limits' and the whole subject to the Gu-ge State of mRati-ris-skor-gsum.The
proximityof Pangi and ChambaLahul and the notablesimilaritiesin the usages of
the respective populations suggest also a common ethnic and linguistic past.
Accordingly,just as it is stated(p. 160)concerningChamba-Lahulthat —
'There are also Bhote (sc. the Tibeto-Burmanspeakersof Chamba-Lahuli),
but the othercastes haveno communionwith them'
so the (Buddhist)Bhotsof 'the Bhotaurivillagesof Pangi' (p. 181),with whomthe
high castesdo not intermarry(p. 156),may be not TibetanimmigrantsfromLadak,
but survivalsfrompre-Tibetantimes, with a Tibeto-Burman
dialect,
3_Geographicaldistributionof the 'Westernsub-group.'
It may be helpful now to enumerate the known languages in an order
somewhatdivergentfromthat adoptedin the LinguisticSurveyand exhibitingthe
geographicalcontinuity:—
1, Chamba-Lahuli:The Chamba-Lahuldistrict is to the west of a high spur of
the GreatHimalaya,separatingit from the valley of the Bhaga branchof the
upperCandra-Bhaga,or Chenab,river in Lahul.
2. Manchatior Parini:Man-chat,or Patan, is the district in the Chandra-Bhaga
valley, west of the confluence,where in passingbetweenthe terminusof the
above-mentionedspuron its northand the greatPir PanjalRangeon the south,
it progresseswest into Chambaterritory.
3. Bu-non:Spoken in the valley of the Bhaga,before its confluencewith the
Candra,eastwardsand northwardsin the directionof the high passes.A mass
of difficultmountainsseparatesthe uppercourseof the Bhaga fromthat of the
Chandra,furthereast.
4. Ti-nan or Rangloi:Raii-lo is the valley of the Chandrafrom the confluence
eastwardsto the point whereit bends in emergingfrom the mountainson the
north.Theabove 1-4 maybe regardedas a Lahul group.
5. Kai-lash!,far south, languageof the above-mentionedvillage, isolatedon a
feeder of the Parbati river in Kulu: The Malanavillageis not remote from a
route up the valleyof the Parbatiwhich ultimatelycrossesthe HarataPass or
Rotang Pass into Lahul. It is conjecturedby Harcourt (pp. 312-3) that the
Malariapeople, who have a peculiar physiognomy,are a colony driven up
centuriesago from the plains; but the ancientand always frequentedroutes
throughKuluto the northand the traditionsof historicalrelationswith Lahul,
when it was subjectto the rule of Gu-ge (ibid., pp. 124-5),suggesta reverse
direction.The country,alwaysin troublewith its neighbours,Chamba,Ladak,
and Bashahr (Fraser, °pea, p. 261), might also have owed its Malana
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remnant to the last named, which by several passes communicates with it.
At this point the geographical continuity of the group of pronominalized
languages is interrupted by the great Pir Patijal Range of mountains, which,
diverging from the main Himalayan axis, constitutes first the eastern, and
thenceforward the southern, limit of Lahul, and also by a great southward trending
spur separates nearly the whole of the Bashahr State from Kulu. The northernmost
area of Bashahr has immediately to its west not any part of Lahul, but the intrusive
district of Spi-ti, which linguistically and ethnically is definitely Tibetan. Spi-ti,
however, is, as remarked supra, rather in than south of the main axis and is rather a
trans- than a cis- Himalayan plateau with an elevation of c. 16000 feet: and
historically there have always been communications, over high passes, between
that part of the Bashahr State and Lahul also,
The next group of dialects belongs to Bashahr.
6. Tibar-skad, spoken in the northernmost districts on the right (west) bank of
the Sutlej from the confluence with the Spi-ti river downwards, is in contact
with the Tibetan districts of Han-rafi and Churnurti: perhaps also named
Gangyul or Gangel dialect: see the Gazetteer, Appendix II, pp. xi, xiii, xxiii,
xxv.
7. Sum-cho ('Three Villages'), spoken in Kamm, Labran and Pilo (Spilo),
further south on the right bank of the Sutlej.
8. Zungram, spoken in the district of Zungram, adjacent to no. 7.
9. Milchan, or Kanawri, or Kanauri, or 'Standard Kanauri,' spoken in the main
areas on the right bank, and also generally in the much more extensive area on
the left, of the Sutlej. Apart from a few larger settlements the populations on
both sides are, no doubt, for the most part confined to deep-lying valleys of
tributaries descending from the high mountain barriers on the west and east
respectively. With the increasing divergence of the two curving ranges the
total width of the territory, and consequently the length of the valleys,
increases continuously as we advance south, but especially on the left bank, as
the N.W. to S.E. bend of the Great Himalaya is the more pronounced. This
does not differentiate the two regions, both consisting of high mountains cut
through by the troughs of rivers descending to the Sutlej: but ethnically there
is this difference, that on the right bank the valleys ascend only to little used
passes into Kulu, while those on the left bank encounter at the Himalayan
passes Tibetan people and speech, with whom there are regular
communications and trade.
10. Lower Kanauri, spoken along a stretch of about 12 miles on the north of the
Sutlej, now turned westward. South of this the remainder of the Bashahr State
is LinguisticallyIndo-Aryan (Foci dialects).
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I L Chitkhuli, spoken in two villages, Raskarn and Chitkhul, high up in the
valley of the Baspa tributaryof the Sutlej. The situationis here analogousto
that at the extremeeast of Lahul, whereare the sourcesof the Chandrabranch
of the Chenab.Just as the Chandraoriginates in the angle of parting of the
Great Himalayaand the Pir Panjal, so does the Baspain the angleof pariting
of the Great Himalayaand the Dhavaladhar,which is, as has been seen,
somewhat east of Badarinath, in British Garhwal. Chitkhul having been
severaltimesvisitedby travellers,the upper Baspavalleyis presumablyon an
establishedroute; and the route mightwell be regarded as aiming, like those
furthernorth,for Tibetanterritoryin rrNalx-ris-skor-gsurn.
The map, however,
suggeststhat its markedlysouth-easterndirectionpointsto a junctionwith the
famousroutesfrom BritishGarhwaland Kumaonby the Maria,Niti and other
passes, which reach the same (southern)part of m14ah-ris-skor-gsum.
This
matteris by no meansindifferentto our present inquiry,since sucha junction
would negate a geographicalgap between the Kunawar dialects and the
remaining Tibeto-Burmangroup, which belongs to the northern fringe of
Garhwal and Kurnaon. It would, indeed, affect the fundamentalproblem,
whichis 'Did these Tibeto-Burmandialectsreachtheir presentwide-stretching,
but very narrow,areas, in which they everywhereencounterTibetan on their
north, by retreat under Indo-Aryanpressure from the south? Or are they
ancienttrans-Himalayanpredecessorsof the Bhotiyadialectsand the Bhotiyas,
if they are really such, found at present in sections of the same area? This
questionshould not be prematurelyentertained;but it seems certainthat the
territoryof the ancientKunindasextendedto areas of Garhwal-Kumaonsouth
of the not very formidableDhavaladharand eastward as far as the main
feeders of the Jumna: this, in fact, was also, according to the evidence
adducedby Cunningham,the case with the Kanets and is still in part the case
with the BashahrState.
The remaininggroup consistsof —
12. Rangkas,Saukia(Sokya)-khun,spoken in the Johar district in the north of
Kumaon(Almora),east of NandaDevi: with mSlatkris-skor-gsum
the Johar
district(Dorivalley) communicatesvia the UntadhuraPass. The Saukiyasare
saidto be called also Rawat (Sherring,p. 63), which seemsto associatethem
with the Raoor Rawat Kanetsof the Pabur and other tributariesof the Jumna.
By Sherringthey are describedas 'obviouslynot pure Mongolians'and as "the
mostainduized of all Bhotiasi(pp. 347-8).
13. Darmiya,spokenby Bhotsof the Darmadistrict,whichis east of Johan the
peopleuse the DarmaPass (Sherring,pp. 64, 343).
14. Byangsi,spokenby Bhotsof the extremenorth-eastern,Byanghs,district of
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Almora(Kumaon)borderingon Nepal,whouse the Lipu-lekliand one or two
other passes(Sherring,pp. 64, 343-4).
15. ChaudAngsi,
spokenby Bhotsof the Chaudanghsdistrict, immediatelysouth
of Bydngsalong the Kali river, who use the same passes as do the Byangs
people(Sherring,foe. eitt.).
16. Janggali,spokenby a remnantof forest-dwellingRiijis,or Rajya-Kiratas,its
the extreme south-eastof Almoraand in the adjacentdistrict,Doti, of Nepal.
The Linguistic Survey (p. 530), while recognizing the Tibeto-Burman
characterof the language,declares'that it has few, if any, characteristicsin
commonwith the other Almoradialects'.
4. Bhotand Bhotiya.
The designation/Am, or Bhotia, 'Tibetan',in applicationto the speakersof
nos. 13-15 above, termed by Sherring'Western Blots', whose situation in their
extremelymountainouscountryand their relationto the passesand the trade show
that communicationswith inRati-ris-skor-gsum
is the rationaleof their existence,is
supportedby their physiognomy:it is affirmedby Sherring(p. 69) that —
'The Bhotias are of Tibetan origin ... there is no doubt that they are
Mongolians,for their featuresbetray them,and they eat and drink freely with
the Tibetans'.
The fact that they currentlyclaim a Hinduorigin and have, like other populations
of Kumaonand Garhwal,a divisioninto 'llajpate and 'Dum-ras'(Darns,menials)
goes for nothing;but the total difference,which Sherringproceeds(cc. IV-VIII)to
particularizeof their usages and beliefs from those of Tibetans, no less than of
Hindus,inspiresa doubt:even the items, suchas polyandry,whichthey share with
Tibetansare not preciselysimilar; and the very significantnon-Tibetanfeatures
which we havehad so frequentlyto remarkin the Kanets,viz. licenceof unmarried
womenand communaldrunkenness(pp. 88-9, 111),are here at their maximum:it
is here that the aarnbang' we have previouslynoticed,is an ubiquitousinstitution
(pp. 104 sqq.). The positive evidence of peculiar usages and superstitions is
strongly confirmedby the lack of acquaintancewith the all-powerfulreligious
system of Tibet, Lamaistic Buddhism, even its commonest symbols, being
unknown:only in the death ceremonies(c. VIII) are there resemblances,which
Sherringascribes to commoninheritancefrom the ancientBon-poreligion.From
the array of such facts and from the absence of any original acquaintancewith
writing Sherring reasonably concludes(pp. 77-8) that these peoples 'left Tibet
before writing was introducedabout 650 A.D. and that their immunity from
subsequentdevelopements,Hindu and Tibetan, has been due to their extremely
secludedsituation.
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It may be questionedwhether any of the speakersare properly designated
Bhotias.The nameBhot,Bhaufa, takenover by the Indo-AryansfromTibetanRod,
which is nameof the historicalTibetanState,with Bod-pa 'man(or thing) of Bud',
was appliedby them in generalto all the peopleson their north whom they saw to
be of Tibetan affinity. Practicallythis was, after the establishmentof the great
Tibetan State,not erroneous:the Tibetanpeopleswho appearedon the Indo-Aryan
horizon were in fact Bod-pas;and, when the independentLadak kingdomarose,
the rulers were, in fact, of Bod-padescent,and the peoplesmay havetoleratedthe
designationBod-pa,though perhapsthere is no evidenceof this. In the Himalayan
districtsthe later Tibetan immigrants,or traders,from Tibet were in fact Bad-pas,
as their languageproves;but the Indo-Aryans,or their Britishadministrators,came
to extend the range of the term Bhot so as to includeareas inhabited from far
earlier periodsby Tibeto-Burmanpeople whowere not Bod-pas.The differenceis
clearlyapparentin the vicinity of the peopleshere in question:their neighbourson
their west, the inhabitantsand tradersin the high uppervalleysof BritishGarhwal
and TehriGarhwal,are, in fact, Bod-pas,as their dialectsprove:the speakersof the
above languages,nos. 13-15,are Bhotiasonly in the sensethat the territorywhich
they inhabit is, or is thought to be, includedby Indo-Aryansin the general term
Bhot.(See Sherring'smap).
The nameBhotia is stated (Sherring,pp. 61-2)not to be generallyacceptedby
the peoplesin question:it is evenlikely that for Tibetans,someof whom theymay
have knownbefore 'Bud' existed,they have a differentdesignationsuch as the Jaci
or Zar of Garhwaland Kunawarand the Nepal (Newari)Seylid.It is somewhat
curious that for none of the peoples,unless the speakersof no. 14,Said/ail-Hum,
are
tribally'Saukiyas'or ISokyas',havewe an ethnicalname. As for the distinctionof
Tolchas and Marchas (Sherring, pp, 63, 348), the two terms are probably
dialecticalTibetan,meaningsimply'uplanders'and 'downlanders':Jethora, which
appears as a tribal designationin the south of Johar (language,no. 14), is as we
haveseen, an old term denotinga village'elder';it is interestingas being an ancient
termand accordingwith the people'sclaim to antiquityand their actuallyadvanced
Hinduization.As may be seen from the separatedescriptiongiven of their usages
(Sherring, pp, 63-4, 349 sqq.), the Hinduizationis far from complete: their
propinquityto Garhwaland their alternativenameRaivats,whichwe havenoted in
the Kuninda/Kanetarea, seem to support Sherring's distinction of them, as
'Western'
, from the much less adaptedspeakersof nos. 13-15,with whom, in fact,
there is no sympathy(pp. 63-4).
5. The'Westernsub-group'and its pronominalization.
Recognitionof all the above languagesas a group and expositionof the class-
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characteristicswas first published in an article by the late [Professor]Dr. Sten
Konow, adopting, with an important modification,a conceptionand the term
'pronominalized'
, frequentlyapplied by Hodgsonto certain languagesof Nepal.
There is no reason for supposingthat Hodgson,though he was aware of 'the Palu
Sen or cis-niveauBhotias, the Garliwalis, and the inhabitantsof Kanaver and
Hang-rang'as 'of Tibetan stock'and had, no doubt,seen what had at the time been
broughtto light concerningthem, had any seriousknowledgeof any of nos. 1-16,
most of which had not even been noticed:some receivetheir first mention in the
LinguisticSurveyvolume,of whichKonowwas the compiler.
The basis of the classificationwill have to be somewhatstudiedinfra. In the
LinguisticSurveyvolume it is succinctlyrestated in an introductorysection(pp.
427-9). The systematicaccounts of the languagesseverally,which then follow,
commence invariably with a precise geographical allocation and statement
concerningthe speakersof them, statisticsof their numbers and a bibliography,
whichfrom the circumstancesis naturallyvery brief and in some of the obscurer
caseshad to be replacedby simplereferencesto informationsuppliedby officialor
private correspondents.The new materials, which invariably include a locally
procuredversion of the parable of the ProdigalSon, and generallyalso a tale or
other statementin the language,ensurea reflex as direct as possibleof the living
speech.The grammaticalsketch,on a fixed model,is of an objectivecharacter;and
naturally,as the languages have no known history, it abstains in general from
discussions of origins. But, in fact, comparison, which in the concluding
ComparativeVocabularyis broughtto a point, is not infrequentand is instructive.
On the 'language' level we find such observations as that concerning the
resemblancesbetween languagesof the Lahul group (pp. 453, 461, 467) or the
remark(p. 490) concerningthe Danniyalanguage,no. 13,that
Darmiya is closelyrelatedto the dialectsspokenin the neighbouringdistricts
of Byangs and Chaudangs.It has been much influencedby Aryan forms of
speech in vocabulary and grammar, not however to the same extent as
Chaudangsi'
or that concerningChaudAngsi(p. 503) —
'There are also indicationswhich point to an old influence exercised by
anotherform of speech'.
On the generalmorphologicallevel there are recurrentobservationson the use of
Participialforms compoundedwith the Verb Substantiveto form Tenses of Verbs
and, as characteristicof the wholegroup,an originalNoun-naturein the Verb.The
particularbasic characteristicsstated as differentiaof the group naturallycome in
for repeated mention. In regard to individual Suffixes, etc., there are some
comparisonsbetween differentlanguages(includingof course, Tibetan)and also
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some etymological explanations of origin in a single language. A feature welcome
because apt to disappear in Comparative Tables is the citation of multiple
alternative Suffixes hardly discriminable in function, this being, like confusion of
the functions of Cases, etc., frequent in the languages, The pronunciation is always
scrutinized in a separate section.
A genetic classification of the languages and a historical phonology were
naturally not contemplated, the languages having no known history. Even the
numerous and correct citations of Tibetan cognates of particular words or roots are
largely open to suspicion of borrowing during the many centuries of continuous
intimacy.
Here must be cited the group-features adduced by Konow as evidence of a
Muncla substrate language. These are —
1. 'The counting of higher numbers in twenties'.
2. 'The use of a dual in addition to the plural in the personal pronouns'.
3. 'The use of a double set of the dual and the plural of the pronoun of the first
person, one including and the other excluding the person or persons
addressed'.
4. 'The use of pronominal suffixes in order to distinguish the person of the
subject with verbs'.
3. 'The incorporation of the object in the verb by means of a suffix'.
These considerations are not all of the same weight. No. 1, counting by 'scores',
familiar in English, both literary ('three score and ten') and, still more, in business
transactions, is very possibly intrusive in the languages, since for the decades 3090 the Tibetan has a normal decadic series. The reckoning by scores seems to be
almost unevidenced in the more easterly languages, nos. 13-15; and in the others,
nos. 1-12, it rarely applies to '100', for which they have cognates of Tibetan rgya or
SQ.Granted the intrusiveness, the use of scores, which is found also, either sole or
as an alternative, in some (e.g. Sunwar, IvIumii, Lepcha) of the nonpronominalized languages of Nepal (see L.S. 111,i,pp. 354-5) and, besides being
generally wide-spread, prevails in the, not very remote, Burushaski and Sina, is
poor evidence for a connection specially with Munda.
No. 3 also, being paralleled as regards the First Person, in spoken Tibetan of
Ladak, is not very strong, more especially as it is lacking in a considerable
proportion of the languages. Of no. 2 some traces have been noted in Tibetan. No.
4 needs to be considered in connection also with the fact of the proximity of IndoAryan languages with person-distinguishing Suffixes appended to Verb-tenses. No.
5, taken in its actual working, may be regarded as the strongest argument, to which
the others by accompaniment lend some support: the evidence of the Nepal group
of pronominalized languages is likewise momentous. A decided verdict may await
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some furtherlight uponthe historyof the languages.
Mundy etymologies of particular words are conspicuouslylacking, being
confinedto Cunningham'soriginalinstanceof water',which wehave seen to be
Tibeto-Burmanand not identifiable in MurKILof any known period. Since,
however,the notion of a 'substrate'languagemay contemplatea very early date, a
discoveryof probableMunch etymologiesof at least somewords in the languages
is not inconceivable.
The furtherstudyof the languages,especiallyif ampler vocabulariesbecome
available, may not only reveal new ethnographicalitems, but also contribute
somethingto the etymologyof the Pahari in respect of words, such as suggested
above, which, while not found in other Indo-Aryan (and not derivable from
Tibetan),are current in the area: they will certainly be far from competing in
numberwith the loansin the inversedirection.
6. KunRwari,bibliography,namesand dialects.
Any further discussionof the severallanguageswould here be out of place,
though some particulars will call for incidental mention. But concerningthe
Kunawari,which is not only far the most importantand the best documented,but
alsoconterminousalong an extensivefrontierwith our 2,ai7-it.di,
somethingfurther
must be stated,particularlyas additionsmust be madeto its bibliography.
To commencewith the last item: It may assistfuture researchif we proceedto
cite, along with some commentswhere requisite,both the authoritieslisted in the
Linguistic Survey and the additions,mostly posterior in publication,the latter
beingdistinguishedby a asterisk.We have —
1. Herbert,CaptainJ. D., An accountof a tour madeto lay downthe Courseand
Levels of the river Setlej or &tiara ... (AsiaticResearchesXV (1819), pp.
339 sqq.)pp.417-422,a moderateKun5warivocabularyand sentences.
2. Gerard,CaptainAlexander,A Vocabularyof the KoonawurLanguages(JASB
XI (1942),pp. 478-551,with which shouldbe associatedthe two workscited
in a note supra, p. [...]. Thoughnot published(postumously)until 1842,this
work was actuallycomposedin 1819.
3. Cunningham,J. D., Notes These notes, first-hand,extensiveand precise,
include in the vocabularies(pp. 225-8),of moderateextent, specificationsof
the places wherethe 'Tibberkad'wordsare in use and also parallelsin a 'sixth
languageor dialect; viz, that of the [helot]Kohlisor Chumars'.This last item
is somewhatinteresting,since the 'sixth language','Chainangee, is patently
Indo-Aryanand provesthat the two classesof outcasts,well knownelsewhere,
were immigrantsin Kunawar,J. D. C. mentionsalso (p. 230) that 'Kunu is the
ordinaryBhotee for Kunawar,and Kunupaor Kunpameans Kunawaree,or a
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man or thing of Kunawar'.
4. Cunningham, A-, - /Adak
Fairly extensive vocabularies (source J. D. C.?),
with spelling more modern than that of Gerard, some entries exhibiting the
Accidence, and parallel columns representing numorous outside languages,
and Tibetan in place of Gerard's 9,hooteea'.
5. Beames, J., and 6. Diack, A. H.: Minor special lists.
[ No. 6 is lacking.]
7. Konow, Sten, - On some facts .... See supra, p. 49.
8. Bailey, Dr. Grahame, - A Brief Grammar of the Kanauri Language, ZDMG
63(1909), pp. 661-687.
Precise statement of areas and discrimination of Kanauri dialects (pp. 6612): objective grammar (firsthand) with very careful account of pronunciation,
accidence, paradigms, list of Verbs, text and translation of Parable, sentences.
9. Bailey, Dr. Grahame, - A Kanauri Vocabulary in two Parts, English-Kanauri
and Kanauri-English (London, 1911).
Geographical areas of KanaurTand its dialects, bibliography, pronunciation
(pp. 1-5): spelling ace. to author's refined audition: 'As will be seen, a
considerable portion of the Kanauri vocabulary is of Aryan origin' (p. 5),
unfortunately not frequently pointed out in detail.
10. Bailey, Dr. Grahame, - The Languages of the Northern Himalayas (1908)
(Chamba Dialects, pp. 37-51 [Chamba] Lahuli) - repeated from Chamba
Gazetteer 1904, Appendix II, pp. 37-51.
Grammar, similar to no. 9, with vocabulary, sentences, text and translation
of Parable.
11. Bailey, Dr. Grahame, - linguistic Studies from the Himalayas (pp. 46-77
'Lower Kanauri', pp. 78-86 'Cliitkhule Dialect') (London, 1920). 'Lower
Kanaurr is 'closely allied to the standard dialect, but differs from it in a
number of particulars': precise statement of area (p. 46): pronunciation,
grammar, text and translation of Parable, sentences and vocabulary on the
lines of no. 8. 'Chitkhulr, similar, but, owing to deficiency of materials, much
more succinct and lacking the Parable.
12. Josh', Pandit 'Ma Ram, - A Grammar and Dictionary of Kanawari ... edited
by H. O. Rose, Journal and Proceedings A.S.B. V (Extra number), (Calcutta,
1909)
Concise sketch of grammar (pp. 1-27): dictionary satisfactory in
transliteration (not, indeed, on Dr. Bailey's system), consistently marking
vowel length and dividing polysyllabic words into syllables showing their
formation (in some classes of cases, however, quite perverting the same);
'frequent identification of loanwords from Indo-Aryan or Tibetan
, and
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occasional noting of dialectical differences in Kanauri itself. Work of a pandit
and high official in the Bashahr State, the Dictionary has considerable
authority in regard to the current usage of the language.
13. Joshi, Pandit TIU Ram, - Notes on the Ethnography of the Bashahr State,
ibid VII (1911), pp. 549-613, including a considerable collection of Kanauri
songs (modem) and proverbs.
The Linguistic Survey volume gives, as usual, a version of the Parable of the
Prodigal Son in the Language itself, and also a short original story.
The Kundwari language is language of the Kundwaris, i.e. the people of KunAwar,
cc, the -avarta or -avara - 'abode', of the Kun- people: the name is accordingly of
Indo-Aryan origin, like various others ending in -aur, -crwar. As adopted in
Kundwari, the word is now pronounced in a way represented by Dr. Grahame
Bailey as Kanor, in regard to which it should be mentioned that in 1854 Captain H.
Strachey gave as variant spellings Knor, Kanor, Kanoring, Kunawar, etc.: Gerard,
as we have seen, writes Koonawur, Hodgson Kirmaver.The u in the first syllable
has already been justified: and as regards the whole word it is not evident why in
English and in scientific writing we should apply to an old country and speech a
form of name following the niceties of a present-day local pronunciation: we do
not write of 'England' and 'English' as 'Inglund' and 'Inglish'. The Kanehvari of the
Linguistic Survey seems likewise to be meticulous.
The two main dialects, as described by Gerard are (1) Milchan, with
subdialect of 'the small district of Zhungram' (Gerard, Vocabulary, p. 547) and (pp.
548-551) that of Soomehoo (Shorn-cho, 'Three Villages', sc. Labran, Pilo or
Yulchung, and Kanam); and (2) T.heburskud (Tibar-skad, with skad (Tibetan),
'speech') . The Zhungram district adjoins that of Shum-cho on its wouth-west (right
bank of the Sutlej, see Gerard's map). The 'T.heburskud' of 'Soongnurri' (Sunarn)
and 'Sheasoo' (Syasho), belongs to the Gangyul district, adjoining Shurn-cho, and,
as the most northern part of Kunawar, is adjacent to the Tibetan district of Hangrang.
Milchan, written by Pandit Joshi (Ethnography, p. 584) Manthanong, is
explained by Dr. Bailey as a nickname, minchan or minchanon, applied by Koci
(Indo-Aryan) people to the neighbouring KunAwari: the alternative, ilialhesti,
mentioned in the L.S., is not explained (Ma/ < ME!?). In general Milchan
corresponds to Bailey's 'Kanauri proper or 'Standard Kanauri', a term which seems
acceptable, since this form of the language prevails not only on the right bank of
the Sutlej, but also over the large area on the left bank. The 'Zhungram' sub-dialect
is distinguished by Gerard only as having Verb Infinitives in -ens, which J. D.
Cunningham (p. 224) would write (in Lidang or Lippa speech) as -ent or -enh. In
regard to iSoomchod Gerard remarks (p. 548) that it differs, 'principally in the
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tenses of the verbs, but some of the words are likewise different'; and he gives a
not very exiguous vocabulary, including a few such. Some items recur in Tibarskad, which suggests that they may be derived from Tibetan (Labrang and Kamm,
two of the 'Three Villages', being important Lamaist centres), more especially as
gee' (in place of ra),'100', and tong, "1000',are certainly sc: the Infinitive ends, as J.
D. Cunningham also notes (p. 225) for Kiinarn, in -ma. In MA Barn Joshi's
Ethnography, songs nos. IV, XII, and others on pp. 567, 570, 575, 584, are stated
to be in the Sum-cho dialect.
Dr. Bailey's two additional dialects, 'Lower Kanaurf and 'Chitkhuli', belong
respectively to the extreme south-west and the extreme south-east of the Kunhwari
area. 'Lower KanaurF, spoken over a space of about 12 miles along the right bank
of the Sutlej, should appertain to the district of 'Pundrabees' (Pandrabis), half of
which Gerard allots to his iMilchan'. Dr. Bailey's rather full grammar (with
vocabulary) records a fair number of differences in detail from 'Standard Kanauri'
from which, however, he states (p, 661) that 'it does not greatly differ', and notes
many words as borrowed from Koci (an immediate neighbour) and Hind .
'Chitkhulf
, the speech of two villages situated high up in the valley of the Biispa
river, where it approaches Garhwal, and visited long ago by Gerard and Strachey,
is the subject of only a sketch, with brief vocabulary accompanied by 'Standard'
and other equivalents: it differs notably from the other Kunawari dialects, and in
the Simla Hill States Gazetteer (1912, Directory, p. xii) it is said to 'have a large
admixture of Garhwalr (Bhotiya or Pahari?). Concerning the 'T.heburskud' Gerard
wrote in 1819 —
'The inhabitants of Soongnum speak a language totally different from the
Koonawuree and Tartar [Tibetan] dialects, the infinitive of verbs ends in pang
and bung (pan and ban): and on my arrival I could not understand a word they
said'.
The Linguistic Survey hardly does justice to the Tibar-skad by its statement that
'The [Milchan-Kanawari] dialect is also known under the name of Tibarskad'
,
whereas its note reports Dr. Bailey's information that 'Theborskadd is a name given
by speakers of ordinary Kanitwari, to whom the dialect is not intelligible'. Dr.
Bailey's own statement is that —
'ThAor skad , is spoken in the villages of Lima, Asian, Labraii,
Shunnarriand Shas6.
The name, if, as it not unlikely, it is Tibetan (with Ii, 'river', in place of Tib.
chu) or even if not, could mean 'river-between (or middle) -speech' in the sense of
'between rivers (sc . two tributaries of the Sutlej) -speech' or 'as far as (se. on right
bank of) the river (Sutlej) -speech' or 'middle (stretch of) -river (Sutlej) -speech', is
according to J. D. Cunningham (p. 224) also sometimes replaced by Sungnam-pa-
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skad ['Su-nom people's speech'], 'but is frequently applied to all the dialects
different from the common': Cunningham, in fact, in the 'Tibberskadi column of his
Vocabulary (pp. 225-8) notes many of the words as used in L. (Lippa) and K.
(Kanam). The alternative ISunarn dialect' is attested also by the Simla Hill States
Gazetteer (1910, p, 'oily) and accords in part with Gerard's original statement (p.
551) that the language is spoken in Soongnum (Su-torn) and Sheaspa (Shasho). In
reporting the speech of Shrisho as dialect of Gangyul, the northernmost district, the
Gazetteer, which seems to ignore the term Tibar-skad is very likely using a term
which essentially covers both. See the definition of area supra (p, 39), and note
that Jaeschke also writes (p. 94) of the Tibar-skad as belonging to a frontier
district in relation to Lahul, Dr. Bailey, in reporting hoceit. the Ti-bar-skad as
spoken 'in the villages of Lippa, Asran, Labran,
Shilnam and Shaso', is not
supported by the Gazetteer, which attributes Kanam, Labran to the Shute-chko
(Gerard's Soomchoo) dialect, Su-nam and ShAsoas above, and does not specify in
regard to Lipp. and Asran: the fact may be that the Sum-cho, 'Three villages'
(Kanam, Labran and MI6) are important centres of Tibetan Lamaism with some
consequent Tibetan intrusion into an essentially common dialect. The LS., in
defining 'Kanawari', with which it mistakenly, however, regards Tibar-skad as
synonymous, as the dialect, or dialects, spoken in the Sutlej valley from the
junction of that river with the Spiti stream', is sufficiently accurate.
A decided difference of the Tibar-skad from the standard speech was, as we
have seen (supra, p. 58), promptly noted by Gerard. Dr. Bailey's analogous
observation —
'This dialect I have not had an opportunity of studying . Kanauris living within
ten miles of where it begins to be spoken say that they cannot understand
more than half of it'
would perhaps have been modified if he had been acquainted with Garard's work.
It seems likely that Gerard himself, if he had written after compiling his
vocabulary of 1000 'T,heburskud' words, with sentences and grammatical sketch,
would not have laid stress upon its unintelligibility. The fact apparent in the
parallel column of the Vocabulary is the identity, or at least the etymological
connection, in a majority of the instances, of the corresponding terms in the two
dialects; and, where the Tibar-skad diverges, it is often by adopting the Bhotiya (i.e.
Tibetan) term: from the parallel sentences the general grammatical construction
can be seen to be the same, despite differences of particular Suffixes. The real
situation was expounded in 1846 by General Alexander Cunningham, who, after
adducing some eight parallel words in 'Milohan', 'Tibarskad' and Tibetan, remarks
that —
'In these examples there is
, as might expected, a greater admixture of Tibetan
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words in the dialect of Upper Kanawar, which lies next to Tibet'.
The philological side of this conclusion can be strongly reinforced. Firstly, the
mentioned Infinitives in -pung (-pail) and bung (-barb)can be merely the Tibetan
Verb-nouns in -pal-ba if not actually their Infinitive, properly Locative, fon-ns in
part-bar; for an -A Locative, corresponding to Tibetan -r Locative, is regular in
the cognate and adjacent language of Bu-nan; and in the Milchan itself there is a
Dative/Accusative Suffix -pung (-pan). A decisive proof of the connection of the
-pang/-bung with the Tibetan -pal-ha may be seen in a number of Tibar-skad
Nouns (not Infinitives) equivalent to Tibetan Nouns in -pal-ha: such za-bung (Tib,
za-ba), "food'; na-bring (Tib, na-ba), 'sickness', 'sick'; geal-bung (Tib. rgyal-ba),
'victory'
, 'victorious'; neezoor-pung (Tib. Iii-far-ha), 'sunrise': sho-bung (Tib. fospa), 'ripe': in the case of poosh-pung, 'knee', the only one of these occurring in
Milchan also, the Tibetan has a different Suffix, pus-mo. The Tibar-skad has also,
from -n -roots, a few Infinitives in -mung (-man), with the -in of Milchan
also Sum-cho, Bu-nan, etc., Infinitives.
Tibar-skad has also some Tibetan loan-words with the -pal-ba Suffix
unmodified: such are - pakh-pa (Tib, 1pags-pa), 'skin'; shok-pa (Tib. gag-pa, fogpa), 'wing"; k-al-pa (Tib. rkyal-pa), 'swimming-bladder'; sil-ba (Tib. zil-pa), 'drop';
geokpa (Tib. rgyugs-pa), 'quickly; zam-pa (Tib. zam-pa). 'bridge'; tongpa (Tib.
ston-pa), 'empty"; neen-pa (Tib.
'old'; etc., etc. Milchan has a few of
these, e.g. ral-pa (Tib. ral-pa),
goum-pa (Tib. gom-pa), 'a step'. These,
which are obviously recent, serve to invest the -pungl-bung words with a relative
antiquity.
A further case of extensive Tibetanization in the Tibar-skad is to be seen in
the numerical system, where for '10' (and also in 11-19) and '100' the sa and ra,
general in the whole group of languages, are replaced by cu (Tib. bcu) and gyre
(Gerard gea, Tib, brgya).
A somewhat choice feature of 'C [entral Tibetan]" and later literature" (S. C.
Das' Dictionary) is an Interrogative 'e usually prefixed to Pronouns and Verbs. This
appears in Tibar-skad ene, eneta, "how many?', 'how much?', eno, 'when?': it is
entirely wanting in Milchan, where the Interrogatives have initial t or h, and even
in Bhotiya; possibly, however, Milchan has it (in common with some Nepal
dialects) as a Root in iee-tnigi (i-mig), 'to ask'.
The naming by both Jaeschke and Heyde, so long resident in Kye-lang and so
devoted to the study of the whole region, of the Ti-bar-skad as a Kunawar dialect
closely akin to speech of Lahul (Bu-nan) accords not only with the geographical
situation, but also with the historical probability and tradition that Lahul was
during some period included in the Gu-ge State, which can hardly have failed to
embrace also the adjoining Gangul district of Kunawar. The matter will perhaps
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call for considerationhereafter:in the meantimeit may be noted that in the rather
importantitem of the Infinitive Suffix there is divergence,Bu-nan having not
-pungl-bung(parr/-ban), but -cum: see Jaschke's list (pp. 97-8, -chum). But the
likelihoodis not increasedby the Tibetan intrusionsin Ti-bar-skad,whichmay all
belong to the period of advancedTibetanizationin Gu-ge: in fact the northern
district of Kunawar,included in, or adjacent to, the Tibar-skadarea, is that in
which are the chief centresof Lamaistic Buddhism,similarlyprevalentin Lahul
and Spit. Thus in regardto the original(now extinct) aii-kunlanguageof Gu-ge
the Tibar-skad may be less instructive than the speech of remoter and less
Buddhisticparts of Kunawar.
In regard to the Sum-cho dealect, which by Gerard is treated under
IT
,heburskud,and concerningwhichhe states that it
'differsfrom the others, principallyin the tenses of the verbs, but some of the
wordsare likewisedifferent'
the only availablematerial,exceptingthe above (p. 55) -mentionedsongs is his
selectionof c.160Nouns,c.30 Verbs,and the numerals1-20,the decads30-90,and
100 and 1000,and 10 sentences.This material,partly of Indo-Aryanorigin,does
not suffice for a seriousjudgement; but a moderate scrutiny of the vocabulary
shows that in cases where there is an alternative Sum-chomostly agrees with
Tibar-skad.In the numeralsystemthere is agreementas regardsneesb (nis) '7', in
place of the notablesteesh (stir) of StandardKunawari,on whichsee infra, and in
regardto the '1001and 11000';but the Ti-bar-skadis not followedin its substitution
of Tibetanshoo(cu), in placeof originalsa, in '10' and its derivatives.loom (ham)
Tibar-skadsoom(sum,p. 482),is peculiar.
The Infinitive-ma has a m whichin Infinitivesand Gerundsrecurs in most of
the languages,e.g. StandardKun5wari-mig-m, Tibar-slcad-mung(man), Bu-nan
-cum, andwhichaccordinglyis ancient:probablyit is the -ma of Tibetan Nounsof
action and Adjectives,quite distinct from -ma fominineand far more wide-spread
in Tibeto-Burmanthan the specially Tibetan -pal-ha, whence came Tibar-skad
-pang/-bung
For 'Zhungraml,a small district adjoiningSum-cho(Gerard,Account,map),
our only informationconcernsits above-mentionedInfinitivein -ens (cf. Bu-nan
-men, Tib.yin, 'be'?).
7. Kun5wari,a phonologicalitem.
The most distinctivefeature in phonologyamongthe languagesof the group
is that exemplifiedin the above-citedstish < snis, it is a change of initialHi-,
sn-, no doubtthroughstn-, to st. Furtherexamplesare —
sn > st ; I un. sto, 'face' < skno< sno = Tib. no.'face'.
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sn > st : Kun. sting, 'heart' <
< man J Tib,
Kun. ste-mig, 'knead' < stne < the = Tib. mire's, 'tan', 'rub',
'make pliant' .
: Kun, stair,'gums', < sriel or slid = Tib.
'gums'.
Kum stare-'nag.'smell', <
= Tib. sea, 'nose',
stagusista-kuch, 'nose', 'nostril'
= Tib. sna, 'nose',
sna-khun, 'nostril'.
These, curiously limited in range, are not found in Tibar-skad or in the other
languages of the group. The most striking analogy is that of Mi-nag Owl < thwi, '7'
= Kun. sash. But in principle there is affinity to the change exemplified in —
Kun. stag, 'bridle' = Purik strap, Balti sirup, 'bit' = Tib. srab, 'bridle'.
Balti string, 'sister', bid-string,'woman' = Tib. srin,
Balti strun,'pea' = Tib. sran, 'pea'.
Kdshtawar strok, 'life' = Tib. srog, 'life'.
sit > st

8. Kun5wari Grammars and Vocabularies.
Any other relevant features of the Kunawar dialects may be adduced infra in
connection with the whole group of languages. But in passing it may be
appropriate to record one or two observations concerning the Grammars and
Vocabularies which we owe to Pandit Tika Rain Joshi and Dr. Bailey, all markedly
restricted to the languages as now current.
The Panclit's compendious Grammar is clear and adequate for the
understanding of the large collection of modern popular songs and proverbs
contained in his article on ethnography. The transliteration is satisfactory,
consistently marking vowel lenght, and dividing polysyllabic words into syllables
making clear (but in certain classes of cases disguising) their formation. The
vocabulary, which has the authority of a learned official native in the Bashahr State,
indicates with fair precision the originals of many of the wars or word-roots
borrowed from Tibetan or Indo-Aryan, and occasionally cites dialectical variants.
The liberal citation of Verbal forms reveals the fact, which does not seem to be
stated in any Grammar, that many Verb-roots have also a secondary form in -yä,
e.g., gha-rya (read ghat-yil) -mig, 'decrease', from gha-to (read ghat-a), 'small',
'little'
, sometimes Denominative or Causative, whereof the -yd, or at least the -a,
may be derived from Indo-Aryan Causatives.
Dr. Bailey's Grammar is marked first, as usual, by the very precise description
and representation of the pronunciation, registered by his own expert audition. In
the case of a previously unknown language for the first time scientifically recorded,
this procedure is invaluable or indispensable, provided that we do not forget that
every pronunciation is an average, a standard in a system, a phoneme varying with
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individual and occasion, and subject to secular evolution. Only the naive are
convinced that they pronounce as their grandfathers did. The current pronunciation
is requisite for those who have occasion to speak a language and also is a sound
basis for philological conclusions concerning its earlier utterance, where not
ascertained by direct evidence. But, if applied to earlier stages of the language, it
may be grossly misleading, as is notoriously the case of Tibetan, Chinese and
many other languages. Thus Dr. Bailey's sisimudron,'river', the lean-word which
Gerard writes as sumudnrng (samadran), J. D. Cunningham samundrang, and
which in Sanskrit is transliterated samudrali, informs us that in current KunAwari
the dull Indian a has become o, as in Bengali, and, further, in certain situations d;
but we do not know how, or during what period, the change took place, The
Kunriwari language has probably been used, at least to sonic extent, in writing
during many centuries: in such cases any traditional spelling should be ascertained
and used in dictionaries and grammars, modern pronunciations being inserted in
brackets; this is the normal practice, exemplied, e.g. in the Oxford English
Dictionary, whereas Dr. Bailey's writing of Kuniwari presents the Kunitwart in a
form, which, while serviceable for intercourse, is historically and philologically
disguising.
A second practical feature of Dr. Bailey's Grammar is a certain normalization
in the Accidence; thus for the Datives and Ablatives of Nouns he gives
respectively only the Suffixes -poll and -dokfts, whereas Gerard gives in Milchan
Dative -pung (-pati), Ablative -ung (-an), -rung (-ran), -die
-uks (-aks), -na,
and -no: similarly as regards Personal Suffixes in Verb-Conjugation. Here, while
recognizing the practical value of the normalization, we must admit also the
philological significance of what Gerard had encountered in his journeyings.
Dr. Bailey's Vocabulary is composed mainyly, no doubt, of his own
collections: some words are marked as derived from Pandit Joshi's work. A fair,
but not more than a fair, proportion of the loan-words are referred to their sources:
if that had been done in all ascertainable cases, which, so far as Indo-Aryan, at
least, is concerned, would have been well within the competence of the
accomplished author, there would have been an aid to discrimination of the
original Kunimari terms, such as for Burushaski is furnished by Colonel Lot-imer's
work on that language. What proportion of the terms in the Vocabularies of Pandit
Joshi and Dr. Bailey are, when superficial differences of transliteration, etc., are
ignored, respectively identical, could not be ascertained without excessive labour;
but a comparison of the two with Gerard's Milchan Vocabulary of 1819 points to a
diminution of the native content and a marked increase in the foreign accessions,
consequent upon the more active intercourse of the KIXth century.
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9. Class-featuresand interrelationsin the 'Westernsub-group'.
The L.S. description of the above languages as 'Western sub-group of
Complex PronominalizedTibeto-Burman'languages involves three mutually
interdependentmatterswhich severallyare somewhatimprecise.The basic TibetoBurman could not be specified by affinity to any particular group of the
enormouslywide and varied Tibeto-Burmanfamily;the importantobservationof
morphologicalresemblanceto the Pronominalizedlanguagesof Nepal could not
presume a common historical development rather than a merely analogous
influencing by possibly different 'substrate'dialects; and the geographicalterm
'western' might be linguisticallyunessentialand might tend to ignoring of any
internalgroupings.
In the L.S. these uncertaintiesare partly obviated.The Tibeto-Burmanbasis
may be taken as fully demonstratedby the high proportion of etymological
identitiesapparentin the severalComparativeVocabulariesand in the volume(I.ii)
of 'Comparative Vocabularies'. The common, or separate, origin of the
pronominalizationcannot indeedbe said to have been consideredin etymological
detail.The geographicalquery is partlymet by a moderatelist (L.S.III.i, p. 428) of
terms exhibitingan etymologicalaffinitycovering the whole 'Westernsub-group'
and partly by observationsof certainspeciallyclose connectionswithin that subgroup; but the questioninevitablyraised by the generalgeographicalsituationof
the languages,which practicallywithout exceptionoccupydistricts borderingon
territoryhistoricallyTibetan,is not fullyansweredby the suppositionof two lines
of connectionbetweenTibetan and Burmanas respectivelythe northernmostand
southernmostTibetan languages,the one line leading 'from Tibetan through the
Himalayanlanguages,into Bodo and Kuki-Chin'and then further into Burmese.
The implicationof a specialaffinityas well as geographicaladjacency,of Tibetan
and Himalayaninvitesa considerationof any relevantparticulars:and, as this may
simplifythe problem of the 2aii-tifi language,we may here premisesomething
concerningthe matter.
As regards vocabulary,evena slight comparisonof the parallelversionsof the
Parable of the Prodigal Son will demonstratesweeping differencesbetween the
several languagesof the 'Westernsub-group'.The differencesseem to be, in fact,
greater than those betweenthe Indo-Aryanvernacularsof India and comparableto
those between the various Teutonic or Latinic languages of Europe. The
circumstancethat the languageshave all advanced,though not equally, from an
original monosyllabisrnto a stage of 'inflexion' renders the partly maintained
monosyllabictransliterationsnot infrequentlymisleading:thus to write Bu-nan elm, 'went', and ii-kog,'one-to',as if they were actuallycombinationsof d-Fza and
ri+kog obscuresthe phonetichistoryand actualmorphology.
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Despitethe diversitiesthe generalstructureof the sentencesand the particular
constructions are predominantly in accord with Tibetan; and in regard to a
considerableproportionof the vocabularyand locutions- we ignore,of course, all
loan-words,Indo-Aryanor other - a Tibetan affinity is commonlydetectable:
where substantialvocabulariesare available,this is in generalmore immediately
evident.But this may be largely due to the centuriesof historicalintercoursewith
Tibet and Western Tibet. In the more extensive vocabularies,such as those of
Gerard for the Kundwarldialects, we find a fair number of terms which, while
apparentlyoriginal,are without obviousTibetan cognates. For Bu-nan Jaeschke
printeda rather considerablelist of commonwords not traceablein Tibetan and
regarded by him as of independentorigin: some of these indeed must now be
omitted,In the languageof the medicalMss., whichwe have takento be, as 2aiikufi, an early congener of Kunawari, there are masses of monosyllabicwords
which have, apart from phoneticdivergencies,a sufficientlyTibetan appearance,
but for their identificationrequirea considerableetymologicaleffort.On the other
hand, it may be said that the inadequacyof our presentknowledgeof popular or
dialecticalTibetanspeech leaves open the possibilitythat any one of the doubted
items may actuallyoccur therein.For this reason, and also becauseterms clearly
cognate with Tibetan may belong nevertheless to the native heritage of the
languages, any inference from the general vocabularywould be, no doubt,
premature.
It was not within the scope of the LinguisticSurvey to broach, except in
incidentalparticulars,comparativeor historicalviews concerningrelationsinter se
of the severallanguages,or of relationsbetweenthe group and other groups.The
fact that the languages have no history and the view that they had an alien
substratumwould in any case have been difficulties:and the immensemass and
variety of 'Tibeto-Burman'languages seems at present to restrict us to a
geographical classification:to the L.S. we are, however, indebted for such
observationsas that Kanashiis closely relatedto Kanawri,and similarlythe Lahul
dialectsand the Almoradialectshavegroup features.
The recognitionof a language as 'Tibeto-Buruman'is usually a matter of
ultimatevocabulary.It is hardlyever dubious:not only the Pronounsand Numerals,
the two most durable classes of words, are generallyidentifiable,but a perhaps
unexpectably considerable proportion of the vocabulary of monosyllables is
representedover wide areas; a good exampleis the Verbsad (Tib.gsodbsad), 'kill',
which has cognatesrarely lackingin the several languages.More generalmatters,
such as forms and modificationsof the monosyllables,grammaticalelementsand
constructions,and even word-order,hardly come in for definite determinationat
thisstage.
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When individual groups are considered, obviously comparison and historical
genesis are corntemplated: and this suggests itself notably in the case of groups
which have left the monosyllabic stage and are either passing into, or arrived at,
the status of 'inflected' languages with form-elements, what Hodgson termed
'serviles'
, not surviving in independent use. Such is prominently the case of the
'pronominalized groups . Here there is full scope for comparison and etymology.
But so great is the multitude and complexity of such elements and so modern the
acquaintance with the languages, not to mention the posited alien origin of the
pronominalization, that, apart from incidental apercus, this work has to be left to
future investigators. On the surface we do not remark many special connections
between the Nepal group and our 'Western' group.
In the case of the 'Western' group there is the further complication that all the
languages have been from very early times in contact with Indo-Aryan and from
the Xth century A.D. in intimate relations with the historical Tibetan. Of these two
contacts the former is not very troublesome; Indo-ikiyan elements in the languages,
though extremely numerous, are mostly forthwith detectable, and borrowings in
the reverse direction are individual, sometimes dubious, instances such as are
propounded supra. The case of Tibetan is more uncertain. By reason of the
intimacy of the intercourse any feature in the languages which can have been
borrowed from Tibetan can provisionally be supposed to have actually so
originated. This applies immediately and decisively to cases such as the abovecited Tibor-skad Nouns and Infinitives with the Suffixes -pal-ha and the thence
derived
But where the history of relations between two languages is
obscure there is always a possibility that the valid correspondences are due to
common heritage or to borrowing from a third language. So far we are unaware of
any relations between Tibetan and the 'Western Pronominalized group' prior to the
historical contacts; and we have not even the certainty that the latter are genetically
a group. The first necessity, therefore, is to settle this question.
III Some features of the 'Western sub-group' in relation to Tibetan.
(A) Vocabulary of root-forms.
Here it is necessary provisionally to disregard the actual 'pronominalization',
which is far from even over the group and which has been regarded as in origin
extrinsic: nor does it seem prudent, in view of the large number of the languages,
the exiguity of the materials and the irregularities of the writing, to venture upon
any but slight occasional consideration of phonological matters, more suitable for
the conclusion than for the outset of a research. The particulars here apposite as
being common, or at least wide-spread, may be specified as follows: —
The versions of the 'Parable of the Prodigal Son' and the texts of narratives,
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etc., printed in the L.S. volume or in vocabularies elsewhere do not present many
root-forms which cannot be forthwith recognized as of Tibetan affinity when not
clearly Indo-Aryan. But this observation is of restricted range; words in the Bu-nan
language cited by Jaeschke as not found in Tibetan, have in general a Tibetan or at
least Tibeto-Burman appearance and might have prima facie claims to be regarded
as survivals from a pre-Tibetan period of the language. Such a possibility remains:
but, despite Jaeschke's authority, a considerable deduction should now be made, so
far as root-forms are concerned, from the list; and in general it would now be hasty
to assert that no root-form with the given meaning could be found in some dialect
of Tibetan.
In Gerard's ample lists of Kun5wari words there seems to be a fair number of
root-forms, and even of Verb-roots, which, with the stated meanings, are not
forthwith seen to be Tibetan or Indo-Aryan; but these also, being particular
instances, should in prudence be left to future research.
There are, however, some groups of words which allow of solid judgements:
such are —
(1) the numeral words for 1' - '10%conveniently shown in parallel columns in
the L.S. volume, pp. 532-5: here the forms for 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, though variously
modified in the several languages, are all easily identified with those of literary and
dialectical Tibetan. But for 1, 4, 7 we find —
for '1'; id (Kunawari), idly(Karishi), idi (Manchati) i ti (Charnba-Lahuli);
tad (Bu-nazi),tad/ (Rangkas), raku (Darmiya), tig (ChaudLingsi,By5ngs1).
These do not appear in normal Tibetan; but all three, as id (= old Chinese ir), ti and
ta, are abundantly found in Tibeto-Burman; and even in Tibetan ir must once have
existed, since in ra-ba, 'first', it survived, while normal Tibetan gig must be
derived from a gtig (wig).
for
(KunAwari), pti (KanAshi), pi (Manchati, Chanaba-La-hull, Bu-nan,
Rangkas, ^'armiya, ChaudRngsi,ByangsI).
This pi; is whereof the variant pd is a dialectical form paralleled by other cases of i
> Liin the more westerly area, is derived from an ancient bldyi, which in the
earliest known Tibetan had become bti. The b is a Prefix, and, like the other
numeral Prefixes (e.g. g- in gag, giiis and gam, b- in bdun, brgyad, bcu and brgya,
d- in dgu), it is omissible, or by rule omitted, in certain circumstances: the
remaining My/ is represented by very numerous forms, 11,le, etc., etc., in TibetoBunnan languages and was borrowed, as also was bldyi, by some Sino-Tibetan
borderland languages outside.
for '7': stish, fish (KunawarI),
(Manchati, Bu-nan), nhisi (Rangkas), nisii
(DrirmiyA),nis (Chaudangsi, By5Tigsi).
The developement of snish > stish (Kunavvari) is paralleled by rather numerous
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other words in the same language:the prior snis, which in viewof Mi-nagskwi-bi
was probablyat first she's,is very widely and numerouslyrepresentedin TibetoBurman.The Tibetanbdunis of altogetherdifferentorigin,
for'10': sal (KunAwari),sd (Manchati, Chamba-Lahuli), ciii (Bu-nary), ci
(Rangkas,Dharmiya,ChaudEtngsi,
By5ngsi).
The sit forms are apparentlyunrepresentedin Sino-Tibetanborderlandlanguages:
in the 'WesternPronominalized'group their originalpredominanceis provedby the
almost exclusivezalsa of ni-za, na-sti, etc., '20' ('two tens') and '30' - '90': they
occur also in someNepal Languages.
The cu and ci forms are related,of course, to
Tib. beu.
(2) the PersonalPronouns:In cognatelanguagesthe Pronounsof the I" and 2"
Personsare apt to preservean originalphonetickernel variouslymodified,in part
throughsocial sentiments.The Tibetanna, 'I', khy(od),'thou', suffice,no doubt,for
the etymologyof the forms,collectedin the L.S. volume,pp. 532-6,with initialg-,
j-,
ing-, ng-, for 'P, 'me', etc.; and with initial/to-, Aye-,ga-, go-, gu-,
for 'thou','thee', etc. And this pair is, no doubt,rather general,since it accountsfor
the bulk of the forms presented by the Nepal languages,pronominalizedand
unpronominalized.But for the 2" Person several languagesof the Sino-Tibetan
borderlandshave definitely dental n-, and the same is almost universal in the
further eastern Tibeto-Burman.Since a n- apparently the same occurs in some
Nepal languages,pronominalizedand unpronominalized,as well as in ChaudangsI
and Byarigsi,and since in the W. pronominalizedVerb-formsa n- Infix signifying
the 2'd Person is general, it seemsthat this zr--may have belongedto the ancient
heritageof the group.
The matter of the Dual forms of the
and 2' Persons and that of the
distinctionof 'inclusive'and 'exclusive'Dual and Pluralforms in the case of the l'
Personmayhere be passedover, since theiralien, not Tibeto-Burman,origin is one
of the mainconsiderationsin the pronominalization
doctrine.
For the 3rdPersonthe L.S. gives (pp. 536-7), but only for the more westerly
membersof the sub-group,a form whichmay be generalizedas do (Bu-nan tat);
this can be equated to Tibetan bdi, 'this', de, 'that', though these are rather
Demonstrativethan merelyAnaphoric.Other forms(n-, 'that',j(±), 'this'), including
the quitedifferentset of the Rangkasand other moreeasterlylanguages,we are not
prepared to discuss. But a Demonstrative,and also Interrogative,th-, seen in
Kun5warithu, 'what?'or 'why?', (also le, 'how great?', fa, 'why?'), Manchatitai,
'how many?
, Chamba-Lahuliccmi,'how many?',Bu-nanthe 'this', tha-zu,'that', is,
no doubt, important,since the same double use of the di- is frequent in some
languagesof the Sino-Tibetanborderlands(see Nan, p. 93), and there is in the
same area another,very special,idiomwith tha
p. 97), which in the Western
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Sub-group is unquestionably historic,
(3) the Verb Substantive: In Tibetan a plurality of words for 'is', 'be', is
characteristic, involving discriminations which may be seen studied in M. Bacot's
Grammaire (1946), pp. 73 sqq: see also faeschke-Francke, §40 and pp. 147-8. The
most normal expressions are —
a. yin, signifying 'subsistence' or identity: negative ma-yin or min, the latter
being most usual in expressions such as bzwi-min, 'not good'. Where the thing
denied is a noun, as in miles-med, 'without strength', min is commonly
replaced by med, which had a different origin.
b. yod, which usually, though not always, implies 'existence' or reality: negative
usually mi-yod or med.
c. lidug, literally 'sit', i,e, 'actually, or now, exists', an idiom which we see
developing in the historical Tibetan and which here is unimportant, since we
have agreed that its employment, as dii, duk, etc., in the 'Western sub-group' is
simply a Tibetanism.
In addition to these three there are certain forms which are in some way restricted
or perhaps survivals or dubious: thus we have —
d. mod, in sense an emphatic equivalent of yod, as signifying real existence, but
mostly confined to the expression mod-Ityi,'although (or whereas) there exists
(or have', etc.)'. This form, which so strongly refuses to be paralleled, as
containing a negative, to med, with which it shares the -d, would suffer from
etymological isolation, were it not apparent that as Verb Substantive and as a
Tense-suffix it retains a considerable vogue in the 'Western sub-group' and
Nepal languages: see infra, p. 129.
e.
This, which may be here cited as doubtful, is common in early
Tibetan as a Postposition added to Verb-roots to constitute a Gerund: e.g.
byed-ciri, 'doing'. The possibility that originally it was not a Particle, but a
Verb-root signifying 'be' is evoked by its occurrence also with Nouns and
Adjectives, e.g. in dgun-±in, 'being winter, phyir-tire, 'being late', where the
sense of 'being' is independently contributed by it.
f. delteiste: These also are in early Tibetan used as appended to Verb-roots and
yielding the sense of a Gerund of time present or past, e.g. byed-de, 'doing',
byas-te, "done'. Sometimes, in connection with certain Auxiliary Verbs, they
are practically equivalent to Infinitives of Object.
The fact that this del lege is common also in Nam (see pp. 188-190) proves
its antiquity, which may also account for such writings, after Verb-roots in -d, as
chode in place of clod-de, cf. yarlyarrilya-miyar-ru. In view of a circumstance to
be mentioned infra it is to be suspected that the -d of mod, 'exist', and of its
contradictory med, 'not exist', is an abbreviation of this de.
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g. re, sometimes, red, 'is': This is very common in ordinary Tibetan speech.
According to S. C. Das' Tibetan Dictionary, it largely, in Central and Eastern
Tibet, 'replaces the other auxiliaries. It rarely occurs in books, though
occasionally in Mil [a Ras-pa]': it is found also in names of the form 'Rum-tore (see Nam, p. 185). This evidently means that it is eigher popular or
dialectical. In fact, however, re in na-re, which S.C.D. likewise unduly
restricts chronologically, is frequent in old books: the meaning, 'he (some one)
says or said', is not conveyed by any Verb of saying, which, as in English and
other languages, is often omitted in tales and narratives: it corresponds to our
inverted commas, in direct quotation and to the use of iii, 'so', 'thus', in
Sanskrit: the literal translation is 'so it was or is (re)'. In the Nam language (pp.
172-3, 200) re is very frequent, generally as a Gerund, 'being', but sometimes
as a main Verb, 'is': it is often attached, like telde, to Verb-roots, constituting a
Gerund.
h. to, ta: These two are exemplified in normal Tibetan only as Suffixes in
particular expressions, the to, with apparently the sense of 'being' or
'becoming'
, in certain ancient Proper Names presumably from the N.E. of the
country, the ta in a few words, e.g. rgyal-ta, 'a fine', ial-ta, 'a service, an
instruction', Slog-ta, 'a returner'. In the Nam language (pp. 182 sqq.) both to
and to are in common use, e.g. in dgu-mu-to, 'hot become cold', star-to,
or 'fled', glo-w,
blab-ta, 'talk', hies-ta, 'knower': and it seems, in
fact, that in that language, which was without the -pal-ha Suffix of normal
Tibetan, signifying action or agent, its function was discharged by ta, which is
still so used in E. Tibet. In fact the -pal-ba of normal Tibetan seems to have
belonged to the S.E. of the country, where that dialect originated, and was, as
will appear, simply the early form of the Verb byed, byas, bya, 'do'.
Of these Tibetan forms of the Verb Substantive some are apparent in the
'Western sub-group', while others can be plausibly recognized in survivals:
omitting the forms of dug, which we have regarded as borrowed from the historical
Tibetan, we may note as follows:
a. yin has been recognized in Bu-nan yen, a normal equivalent of 'be', and further
in the Bu-nan Infinitives and Nouns in -men < -ma-yin, e.g. as-men, 'to eat', or
'food'. It is also probably to be seen in Kurtawari twig, 'I am not' (ibid., p. 435,
Dr. G. Bailey, Grammar, p. 667). Whether it can be considered accountable
for the -i sometimes appended to Verb-roots ending in vowels, e.g. —
Manchati lha-i-ga, have done', ra-i-nal gayest' Chamba-Lahuli ku-i-g, 'I
said', tha-i-n, 'heardest', Rangkas ga-i-s, 'I did', rho-in-sick, 'lived',
Danniya khwai-ta, 'he digs' gay-ta, 'does' Chaudangst sa (Tib. gsod,
bsad)i-ta, 'strikes', sai-gas,'I have struck', khwe (Tib. rko)-ta, 'he digs'
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We must leave for later consideration.At presentwe see that the i, which is
somewhatwidely,thoughunevenly,attested,is at any rate an elementappendedto
Verb-roots,of which it is not a part. Parallels in phrase, e.g. Tib. rico-yin-mchis
=
would be easily supplied from Tibetan: for yinfin in Bhotiya see
Gerard,p. 542 (Futuresin -en =yin and -men = to-yin)and L.S., pp. 85, 87.
b. yod, Bhotiyayo-zha, 'be', frequent in formingPassives (Gerard, p. 544), is
thereforeperhapspreferableto yon in ManchatiPassivessuchas teng-za-yo-g,
'shallbe struck'(L.S., p. 458).
c. mod maybe ignored,as it could scarcelybe disentangledfromthe mulmo,'be',
which in fact appearsin variousNepaldialects,and from the various-m, -ma,
-mu Suffixes in the 'Western sub-group' which serve to form Infinitives,
Participlesand Tense-stems.
d, citkigirii±inijiti
may reasonablybe detectedin Gerundforms wherethe original
Tibetanwouldbe equallyin place: suchare
Bu-nan el-fi, 'having gone', idiom (Tib. lawn, khums) -ji, 'having
finished',yarn-si,'havingarisen'.
Rangkasret-ch,'coming',
Chaudiingsira-ehig,'rising',Si-chig-aniye,'1am dying'.
and thenalso in cases wherethe Gerundfunctions,like other Gerunds,as
a FiniteVerb,e.g.
Rangkasraj, 'he came'
Darrniyani-chn,'he was'
Chaudangsitan-ch,'he was found'.
Some difficultymay here arise from the fact, noted in L.S. (pp. 425, 436, 482-3,
493, 508, 521), that there are, especially in the more easterly languagessome
instancesof a conceivablymerely phoneticalalternationof eh and s.: also the
multitudeof Tibeto-Burmanforms of the VerbSubstantiveincludesnot a few with
initialeh,
In the Bu-nan languagethere is a Suffix de, 'used to form an Infinitiveof
purpose'(L.S., p. 475), [or object] as in ei-de-ma-phod-za,'could not go', which
seemsto be the same de, all the more probablyas re (see infra) is similarlyused.
Hence the de, le, di, ti, d of the neighbouringManchatiand Chamba-Lahuliis
probablythe same: L.S. (pp.457, 463),connectsde with the Verbda,' give',which
is less likely,since there also the alternativere occurs. Ti/dioccursin Rangkas(p.
483), DarmiyA(p. 494, also te) and -d in ChaudAngsi(p. 509): -id (si-d) and -d in
Byangsi(p. 522).
e. re: This re is apparentlylackingin mostof the 'Westernsub-group'and in the
pronominalizedlanguagesof Nepal: but in the Lahul languages(Manchati,
Chamba-Lahuliand Bu-nan)re, ri, is foundboth in Gerunds,e.g. —
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Ch.-Lahult dro-re, 'running', 11 ri, 'seeing' (L.S., p. 464).
Bu-nan za-re-khom-ji, 'having finished eating (p. 475).
and in Indicatives, e.g.
Manchati khog-si-ri, 'has been found', Sring-re 'has become alive', zea-tore, 'they ate' (p. 457)
Chamba-Lahuli, khosi-rt, 'has been found', rosheshr-n- rosesi-ri, 'became
angry' (p. 463)
Bu-nan roag-ka-re, 'he is grazing', khyed-cart-re, 'thou strikest' (pp. 473-5).
a similarly used relri, which is all the more likely to be identical in origin with
the Tibetan re inasmuch as, if not ancient in those languages, it can have been
borrowed at any period from the Tibetan of Ladak. The re, which in general
serves perhaps, as in Tibetan, as an alternative to de/te, is sometimes
combined therewith, e.g. in Manchati yhosh-ri-te, 'lost-been was' (L.S_, p.
457) Ch.-Lahuli hOsh-te. It is possible that the same re in a reduced form, -ra
and -r, should be seen in Manchati roshregsh-ra, thoregsh-ra (p. 457), 'having
become angry', transgressed', and shu-ta-r, 'being', teng-zi-ia-r, 'beating'.
The preference of -rep-r, in Manchati and Ch.-Lahuli (pp. 456, 463, 474) for
the 3`4Person is not paradoxical; such differences of attitude to 'be' and 'being'
are deep-seated in Tibetan (see Bacot, op.cit., pp. 72 sqq.) and not foreign to
languages such as English, which distinguish 'I am' (ich bin) from 'he is' (er
ist).
The above roots having the force of the Verb Substantive have been traced by
comparison with Tibetan; but for the most part they are not in the Western Group
independently employed as such: they survive as Suffixes, morphological elements.
The Verb-roots in normal use as signifying 'am', 'be', are in Kunawari tolia (L.S., p.
435, cf. Gerard, p. 524, Bailey, p. 676), where we put aside dok as a loan from the
historical Tibetan. The same tolta prevails also in Kanashi, IvIanchati, and
Chamba-Lahull (along with shri): see L.S., pp. 445, 456, 463. In the more Westerly
languages their place is taken by forms such as ni (used also in Kunawari, Bu-nam,
etc.), Me, !hi and si, si (L.S., pp. 473, 482, 493, 507, 520).
To is by no means to be connected with Tibetan sdod,
(L.S., p. 435). Its
occurrence, with the sense of 'become' or 'be' as a Particple-forming Suffix in Nam
and also its analogous employment in ancient Tibetan personal names in -to-re is
so similar to its employment to form Participles and Tenses in the 'Western subGroup' that it must be an ancient heritage; this will be abundantly confirmed by the
2aii-kuti evidence to be adduced infra. But its relation to the ta, which as a
formative of Participles and Tenses is similarly attested in Nam and in Tibetan
dialects and which in the Nepal languages is, in fact, far more common than -to,
demands discrimination. Mutual interference of the to and to is prominent in
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Chamba-Lahuli(p. 463) and apparently occurs also in Manchati (p. 456). In
KunAwariTika Ram Joshi, who perhaps is followinga spelling in native script,
givesthe Infinitiveas tan (< tad)-migand writesto, i.e. to, only in the Third Person,
where it may havehad a specialhistory.This cannotindicatethat the to of Gerard,
Baileyand the L.S. is merelya phoneticaldevelopmentof the to or viceversa: both
to and to are in the actualmodern languages,not to mentionthe ancientNam, Zafi
kiiiiand Tibetan,too wide-spreadto haveoriginatedin a merelyKunawari,perhaps
fairlymodern,pronunciation.Two considerationspoint to an originaldifferenceof
meaning,to having signified'be', 'become',la 'do' or 'make'. In Kunawariitselfto
-meg, Tibar-skadta-ban (Gerard, p. 521), as an independentverb, signifiesan
activity,'set','place', 'appoint',not a 'being'; in the Vayulanguageof Nepal,where
also -ta is a regularsuffix of Participles,it signifiesas an independentVerb'place',
'put' (Hodgson, Essays(1880),I, pp.258, 301); in Bahing'get', 'obtain','find'(ibid.,
p. 385). This Active sense of ta, which does not conflict with the occurrencesin
Nam and dialecticalTibetan, and which accords with the fact that the Tibetan
palba Suffix of Verbs, equivalentto Eain the other languages,was originallya
Verb meaning'do', is also connectedwith a Syntacticalusage:as frequentlystated
(see L.S., pp. 432, 443, 454, 461, 471, etc.), the languagesin questionplace the
Subjects of Intransitive Verbs normally in the NominativeCase, but those of
Transitivesin the Agential:thus we have'he is', but'by him do'. The formulationis,
as appears in many instances, inexact, the real distinction being not between
Intransitiveand Transitive,but between'is' and 'do' predicates.Whena composite
Tense of any Verb is constitutedby an 'is' Suffix,e.g. to, the Verb is naturallyin
Participialform,as —
lodo-duk,'saying(ActiveParticiple)is', siya-to,'dies'
whereas,when the Suffixsignifies'do', the Verb is properlya Verb-stemas a Noun
of Action,as —
bo-tag,'saying(Noun)do'
This well appears in Joshi's paradigm,where am' is gii (Nominative)-duk (or
-talc), '1 am writing', gii cheo duk, but 'I shall be' is giis (Agential)ni-tak, '1 shall
write' giis che-tak. The difference, which is doubtless actual, as given by a
Kunawarofficial and scholar,is also in agreementwith Dr. Bailey, who gives (p.
677)
'I am falling'garo-dtig(or -tog), 'I shallfall' gar-tog. The variationin the Case
of the Subject is patently connectedwith that of the Verb-form,which in cheo,
gam is a Participle,but in che, gor, is a Noun of Action.The forms with the
Auxiliaryto-, which Bailey also recognizes(p. 669) in the Future Tense (only)
elsewherealways writingtog, were, no doubt originallyAoristicPresents, do' as
distinct from am doing', whence the transition to shall do' is a thoroughly
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natural one, exemplified in all the Indo-AryanTertiary Plakrits. The express
futurityof the to- form is wellmarkedin the Parablepassagewhereit is said —
'I go (bi-tog
, se. 'shallgo') to my father and will say (lo-tag, sc. will say') to
him'
and it is noticeable that in the same passage most of the languages likewise
distinguish,by their several idioms,the times of the two actions,though Kan5shi
has tak, and Manchatiand Chamba-Lahuliuse for both theirAorist-Presentforms.
But to maintaina distinctionof 'be' and 'do' Auxiliariesattachedto Verb-roots
is, no doubt, beyond the capacity of common human speech: not to mention
variations such as betweenFrench,jai ite and German ich bin gewesen,English
suppliesboth 'I am (or was) saying'and do (or did) say' and even at times 'I do
(or did) bei: moreover,as the Kunirwartbi-tog shows,there is nothingto prevent
the 'is' -form to- fromattachingto (suitable) Verbs of action (here br is 'go); and
this was, no doubt, original in Nam and Tibetan also, and it is, in fact, inevitable
when the sense is Passive,as in Latin amatus sum, '1 was loved', etc.: Where the
sense is Passive,the agent is naturallyin the AgentialCase, 'By A was struck F.
Whatis not to be expectedis that the 'do' form to shouldbe affixedto a Participial
Verb-formsuchas lady 'speaking',chop,'writing';if we say 'do writing','writing'is
a VerbalNoun, not a Participle.It may, in fact, be questionedwhetherwith the -o
Participlethe -la form is ever found, Pandit Joshfs -tak being here perhaps, as
suggestedsupra, a matterof spelling.With -a forms from Verbsinstancessuch as
burs-tak, 'comes', are found; but these -a forms though they still require
elucidation(as do also someother particulars),are perhapsnot Participles.
Confusion in the syntactical construction, i.e. between Nominative and
AgentialCase of the Subject,is certainly not infrequent:thus dodo-duk,'saying
was', in which the -duk,Tibetanhdug, is essentially,like to, a Verb of 'being',not
of 'doing',is severaltimesfound withthe 'Subject'in the AgentialCase.
The other usual Verb signifying 'be', 'become', is ni, which is found in
Kan5shl,Bu-nanand Kundwari,and in the more easterlylanguages,Rangkas,etc.,
whichhave no to. In the latter it is frequentalsoas an Auxiliary,the Subjectbeing
in all clear cases in the NominativeCase. Outside these areas ni, 'be', is not
apparentin Tibeto-Burman,unless Lepcha nyi is cognate.But, being frequent,as
will appearinfra, in 2an-ktiii,it is indubitablyancient,alongwith a na, formwhich
possiblymay be relatedto Sunwar(Nepal)nave and Vayuno.
Lhe,lhi, le, li, has in the same easterlylanguagesthe two senses'be' and'say,
the latter likely to be derivedfrom hen,'do', which is wide-spreadin the 'Western
group':the occurrenceof the two sensesin the same brieftexts suggestsa doubt as
to etymological identity. The Slist found in the same languages might
phonologically(see infra, p. 97) be the shu of Manchatiand Ch.-Lahuli(L.S.,pp.
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456, 463), But concerningall these, and also concerninga few rarer forms, kya,
etc., apparentlysignifying 'be', which might be paralleledin the Tibeto-Burman
multitude,we have no occasionto ventureanything.
(B) Modificationsof root-forms
As mattersimportanton the Tibetan sidemay here be mentioned(1) Prefixes
and initial groups of consonants,(2) Ablautof vowels,(3) Terminalconsonants.
(4) Addedvowels.
(1) The Tibetan ConsonantalPrefixesg-, d-, b-,
r-, 1-, s- were originally
significant,modifyingthe sense of the Verb-stern,and in some cases spreading,
perhaps secondarily,to Nominal forms. Even in the earliest known Tibetan a
weakening of their force, with alternations and confusions due largely to
phoneticalcauses,is ubiquitous;and subsequentlythey have becomephonetically
almost nugatory and in distinction of meaning merely lexicographical.One
particularclass of cases, suchas spolhAo, 'change',spargthar, 'burn',stonfhthon,
'show'
, in which the s- form has a Causativeor Transitiveforce, has been partly
maintained,probablyby reasonof idiomaticconvenience:this explainsits invasion
evenof someoutsidelanguages,e.g. Burushaski,wherethereare severalinstances,
e.g, askullrul,'burn',Transitive/intransitive,
and even more naturallyits extension
to languagesof the westernPronominalizedgroup, in several of whichexamples
havebeennoted withoutdue recognitionof its affinityto ancientTibetan.
Otherwise the old Prefixes are altogether unevidenced in the modem
languagesof the group; and it mightbe argued that they have never been present,
were it not that two of them,viz. r and s, have been shownto have beencommon
in
Thetotal extinctionof the Prefixesin the 'Pronominalized'languagesis
in markedcontrastto the situationin the WesternColonialdialectsof the Tibetan
itself, where, with certain modifications,they have been preserved far more
extensivelythan in the home-land.
It may be added that in the more easterly languagesof the group there are
some instances of use of a posterior kind of Prefixes, Consonant + vowel,
characteristicof large groupsof Tibeto-Burmanelsewhere.
As will be apparentfromthe L.S., there havebeen in the languagesextensive
and multifariousreductionsof initial consonantgroups in general.The outcome
may be seen in the L.S. ComparativeVocabularyof the group and more fullyin Dr.
Bailey'sand PanditJosh's Vocabulariesof Kunawari.Practicallythe only groups
are those withy, r, 1 or w as posteriormemberand a few with initialsk, st, sp:
ish and dz being not compound consonants. Even the cited groups are partly
delusive,since wa is often derivedfrom,or merely a writingof, o, as in rwag (also
roag), rokshi,'graze' = Tib. Wog: and similarlyof ya for e, both whichspellings
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are desperatelyprevalentin texts of Nepal and Pah5r1languages(L.S., p. 215 and
IX, iv. pp. 22 sqq., 114sqq.):the cases with s- are largelyexamplesof the abovenoted practiceof formingTransitiveVerbs.The reductions,whichare by no means
confinedto combinationsdue to Prefixes,includecases suchas le, 'tongue',= Tib.
Ice, andlig, 'heavy, = Tib. lei, tong,'beat' = Tib.
(2) Ablaut of vowels; In Tibetan most Verb-rootscontaininge or a substitutefor
these in certaincases, especiallyin the Preteriteand FutureTenses, a, e.g. lydren,
hdratis, drati, 'lead': in the Imperative both e and a roots, as well as a roots,
commonlyhavea. In TibetanConjugationthese old Ablautsare partly ratherwell
preserved,e.g. in byed,'do', byas (Preterite),bya (Future),byos(Imperative):often
they have given rise to alternativeVerbs, e.g. rgodirgad,
zolza, 'eat', and
outsidethe VerbConjugationthey can occur miscellaneously.
In the Pronominalizedgroup there does not seem to be any trace of such
Ablauts,the vowelremainingconstantas found in the Infinitive:nothingcan so far
be concludedin regardto their original presencein the languages,which are far
more degeneratephoneticallythan the old Tibetan:the a < o in e.g. the words
'see' (Tib. mthon), Ma, 'hear' (Tib. rhos),gas, 'clothes'(Tib.gos), whichobscures
the whole matter, is a geographically,not linguistically,determined change, of
which the chronologyalso is indeterminate.There are also variousother vocalic
(and consonantal)changesof whichone may be specifiedhere.This is i < u, which
presents itself first in KunAwaripa (Tibar-skadpui, pi), Kanashi pa, '4', all the
other languageshavingthe originali (see Gerard,p. 506,J. D. C.,p. 227, Joshi and
G. Bailey,s.vv., ES., pp. 532-5).In the greatmass of Tibeto-Burman(see L.S.
ComparativeVocabularies)a in this word is almost non-existent;in one or two
minor Nepal languagesit does occur and also in Mo-so(Ira);and in Tibetan of the
Sino-Tibetanborderland,confusionof du is well attested (Nam p. 367). Being
found in Kuriawarland Kanashi,the changei < -u (and vice versa?)is likelyto be
traceablein the adjacentBu-nan,Manchatiand Ch.-Lahuli;and this emboldensus
to detectit in —
(a) Manchati,Ch.-Lahuli,shu, 'be' = si/gi of the easterlygroup, Rangkas,etc.
(L.S.,pp.456, 463).
(b) the common Bu-nan Infinitives in -churn< -chim < ch-yin)(Jaeschke,
op.cit,,pp.97-8),
It is patentin particularwords, viz.
Bu-nan goon, 'house' = Tib. khyirn,Kunitwarlkirrr,kyur , Tibar-skad
kyum(Gerard,p, 492), Manchatichum,etc. Ch.-Lahulicurnh(L.S.,p.
540) byte-tsi,KunRwaripia, 'rat' = Tib. byi-ba (Jaeschke p, 95).
Kanashiburari, 'cat' = Sk. bidala (L.S.,p. 540) Kanawarizir, Tibarskadzur, 'comer',=Tib.zur, id.
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(3) TerminalConsonants
of roots:TheProminalized
languageshavingceasedto be
monosyllabic
and havingattainedthe 'inflectedstage,the root-formsno longer
stand out clear;their final consonantsare affectedby miscellaneousSandhicombinationsas is the case, e.g., in Latin.A terminalconsonantlost in the
Infinitive,which is the base of Conjugation,sometimesin favourable
circumstances
reappearsin otherpartsof the Verb-system:
thus san-migisan-nig
,
'to
hasthed of theoldrootsad (Tib. gsod,brad)changedto a, losesit in satak,'1
andrecoversit in sat-ka,'killed.Suchcasesare frequentin connection
withotherconsonants
andphilologically
theymayproveuseful:thussat-kaproves
theantiquityof the Participlein -ka.ThedoublefinalswhichTibetanallowsonly
in casesof -gs, -ds(veryrare),-bs,-ms,mostlythemselves
also unstable,and
of thearchaic'd-drag in -ad,-rd,-1d,arewantinginthe'Westernsub-group',
They
werecurrentin the old
whichevenadded-figand-nth.Theprehistoric
'root-determinative'
-d of Tibetanskyed,'beget','increase'(fromskye,'be born'),
libyed,'divide'(bye), byed and bgyid, 'do', yod and mod, 'be', is perhaps
exemplifiedin the #od-and tad- formsof the modemVerb Substantiveand
Auxiliary,to-,ta-,'be','do'.IntheVerb-system,
as willbe seen,therearenumerous
otheraccretions.
(4) Stem-bases
forDeclension
andConjugation.
In Tibetanthese are usuallymere root-forms(or compounds)with such
Suffixes,e.g. -pal-bat-ma,
-pol-phol-boi-mo,
morerarely-rti-gu,-cal-tsa,-ta, etc.,
in theNoun.,-pal-ha,in theVerb,as belongto themeaningof theparticularNoun
or Verb as base for Declensionor Conjugation.Such Suffixesare liableto
omission,whenotherSuffixesfollowandin Compounds.
In themodernlanguagesof the 'Westernsub-group'theNouns,if weexclude
the verynumerous
loan-words
fromIndo-Aryan,
arestill,as thevocabularies
show,
prevalentlymonosyllabic,
derivablefromTibetanbymerephonology:theTibetan
Suffix(witha thencederived-paiii-bail)is lacking,and anyof theothers
occuronlywhen'fixtures'.Thereare,however,instancesof appendedvowels,e.g.,
Rangkas,etc.,like,lak5,liki,'foot',= Tib.lag.
DEiriniya,
etc.sinn,'devil'=Tib.
Thecaseof beingcommonand wide-spread,
deservesmention_
Manyexamples
of Adjectives
in Bu-nanwithappended-I,e.g.kyur,'lone, tingi,'blue',nof,
zi/i,'bright',wereadducedby Jaeschke(op.cit,pp. 96-7):and in theL.S.volume
(p. 472) noticewastakenof some,and it wassuggestedthat they werereally
Genitives,whichCase in the languagehas after vowelsthis Suffixand after
consonantsthelikewisecorresponding
TibetanSuffixesgyi,kyi,gi). As appended
to numerals,it is foundsporadically
in nearlyall thelanguages,e.g.in —
Kunilwari
rai,'8',pi; '9', sal,' 10';
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Manchati idt, '1', true, '6', nyizhi, '7';
Chamba-Lahuli tetT,'1', trui; '6';
Bu-nanSteMi,
'3', ngaii '5', irldi;'6', nyizhi,'7',gyei;'8', chili, '10';
Rangkas nisi, '2', nai,'5', nhisi, '7', gvi, '9';
Darmiya ngalf, '5', gvi, '9';
Chaudangsi
gvi, '9', safe;'100';
Bydrigsi nisi, '2', nge (<ngai), '5', gvi, '9', saii,'100'.
In the more easterly languages, where the Genitive Suffix is commonly -g,
presumably derived from -go, the latter sometimes appears as -gal. The Tibetan
itself has after vowels -6i, which cannot have been derived from -gyil-kyi: it is
likely therefore that -gyil-kyl itself is secondary to a -gal.
For a comparable -i -Suffix common in ancient N.E. Tibet see Nara ..., pp.
190-2: it is hardly dubitable that the two are historically identical.
Consonantal Affixes constituting noun-themes are not cited in the L.S., and
any that may be traceable are likely to have resulted from loss of final vowels. The
-pifinal in loan-words from Indo-Aryan and from Tibetan has been noted supra (p.
[...]). Its use to form Locatives in Bu-nan is not explained. We may slightly
mention a 1in Bu-nan tai, 'he', 'that', dal-tso-re, 'they, which there is some reason
for conceiving as ancient: an Adjectival g, doubtless < go, in Bu-nan tunig, 'short',
Kun. shwing, 'red', lisle, 'cold', thisk, 'lazy', war*, 'far', puzrak, 'square' (pu-zir and
zur, 'four-side'), etc., etc.; and a notable frequency of old Adjectives in -as, which
may ultimately figure in the etymology of Kaillisa and Kanasii[i]. The frequent
chits, apparently diminutive or hypocoristic in Kun. pyats, 'small bird', changts,
'small son', (Bailey, p. 665), and many other Nouns and Adjectives (Zigiis,'small',
nakich, 'lean') is manifestly syllabic in origin, corresponding to the -1st, very
common in Bu-nan Nouns (re-tsi, 'ear', am-tsi, 'road', etc.) and Adjectives (petse-tsi,
'small', dam-shi, 'pure' = Kun. dambash, 'good), te-zi, 'great' = Kum leg, or to the
tsa in Tib. bu-tsa, 'children': the same appears in other languages, e.g. Chaudangsi
bongch, 'ass', - Kun. phoch(ts), Tib. bon-bu, Manchati kondza, 'foot' - Ch.-Lahuli
kunz, Tib. rkan. The 1st of Bu-ran is the only such syllabic Noun-theme formative
mentioned in the L.S., p. 470. In the Noun such formatives„ if we exclude (a) cases
of recognizable compounds such as English taskmaster, postman, etc., Tib. §inmichan, 'wood-expert', 'carpenter', bud-red, 'senseless', 'woman', glair-ehe, 'great
cox',sc. 'elephant', (b) those indicating Number and Case, which arc Declensional,
(c) those forming Participles, etc., which are Conjugational, the sole example
seems to be that written by Dr. Bailey (pp. 665, 671) as (sea, zea, dea, sea (Fern.
ise, * de, se), by Joshi (p. 7) as chyer,dye!,jya, shyll (Fein. cline,de,je, she). These
correspond in use to Hindi Baia,attached to Verb and Noun stems, and English
'garden-er' Tib. -pal-bal-ma, -pol-bol-mo. The etymology is not clear: the
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Pandit's form is probably the more historical; the initial consonants may have been
only two, viz. isidzig and d; the discrimination of Gender by vowel in -yule is
perhaps unique in the 'Western sub-group'.
Actions, 'eating', etc., can always be expressed by infinitives: perhaps also
some Abstracts, e.g. 'goodness' by 'good-being'.
In the case of the Verb, where we have had to remark upon the frequent losses
or modifications, due largely to Sandhi-situations, of terminal consonants, there are
also numerous accretions of vowels or consonants (with or without vowels),
constituting secondary Verb-sterns ("themes' or bases). These, which are quite
analogous to the secondary Verb-stems of Greek (ti-ma-, ti-, deiknu-, etc.), Latin
(fuer-, veni-, fad-, etc.) and other Inflectional languages, differ from
Conjugational Suffixes proper inasmuch as they belong to the Verb itself and not
to the several Moods, Tenses, etc., and pervade these latter more or less completely.
In the L.S. this distinction is not adequately recognized, so that we have some
inconsistent hyphenings (a very difficult matter, indeed), as (p. 457) Manchati —
siya-te, 'he had died'
shea-to, 'he has killed'
si-vd-to-g, am dying'
Chamba-Lahuli sivada, 'die'
where probably in all three cass we perhaps have one common Verb-stem shiya
(s'iya), extended from shi-, `die': in si-vel-to-g va is treated as if it were on a level
with to. The morphology of the language is thereby somewhat obscured.
This
Suffix is not etymologically or in meaning clear. The long a has in
conjugation several different employments, of which the Preterite (Gerund and
Participle), common in Kunawari, may be applicable here. That it belongs to the
Verb-stem seems clear from the fact that it recurs before Suffixes other than the
441-de, e.g. in Ch.-Lahuli zawa-delzawa-ni, from zQ, 'eat', bhawa-iti, (L.S., p. 464),
and that the same -dal-de can follow other vowels, as in Kundwari pore-du,
lage-da,
Ch.-Lahuli shuji-de, 'became'. The -yet which in Kunikwariconstitutes
a very large class of secondary Verb-stems (s. infra), pervades the whole paradigm.
The suspicion that this
is, in fact, an imitation of Indo-Aryan -a, e.g. in
carnalearii-0, 'graze' (Intransitive-Transitive), common in all Pahati languages,
need not be forthwith dismissed: the -6 seems to be practically non-existent in the
more easterly languages of the 'Western sub-group', and some of the above Verbs
(also sunchei-lsoniza-) are, in fact, loans from Indo-Aryan, e.g. Rangkas mural,
Darmiya mane-, 'entreat', sunai, 'hear' (Ind. ?nand-,sunny-).
The -4 seen in —
Kan5shi ya-k, 'befell', bura-kibura-ke-k, where the k- is Suffix of the
Preterite;
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ManchatiandCh.-Lahulianja-d, 'came' shringa-d,'has becomealive';
Rangkas.rya-ch(\IK),'was',pyanga-t, 'to fill';
Chaudangsi tiinga-m, 'drinking', syunga-in, 'to make', phytinga-ch, 'was
dead'(-mSuffixof the Infinitive)
is particularlyfrequentin the more easterlylanguages,where after vocalicroots it
usually inserts a y-, e.g. in gaya-su, 'did', sometimesa k, g, or a. There is no
difficulty in recognizingan old Participle in
which, in fact, we have in
reduplicationGerunds, such as bya-bya ('dbi) 'going', slightly distinguishablein
sensefrom
byo-byo,the latter patentlyParticipial.Its immediatelypreceding
the Tense Suffixor Auxiliary,k, d, t, ch, and eventhe Infinitivem-, is quitenormal
as soonas it has becomethematic.
Neverthelessthere is good reasonfor inferringthat in many, if not most, cases
it is merelya matterof writing,as in English'winged','filled','commissioned',etc.,
or an avoidanceof the dislikedconsonantcomplexes.Thusanjad would be merely
an accommodationform for anj-d (<-da), shringad for shying-da , itingam for
tung-m(a).The reasonablenessof this interpretationderivesfrom the fact that the a
is frequently,perhapsmoreoften than not, omitted:thus we have
for -ad: d in Chaud. naeh-syung-d,'dancing',tan-d-ni,'getting', tang-d-ali(or
tang-da-1), 'alive je, Byangsitang-d-ka-)hi.
for -aeh: eh in Rangkasgansya-ch,'were making',gansi-ch,
Chaud.
tan-c;, 'is found', following immediatelyafter [pa-]/hang-ach,'died', =
Diumiyapung-ehn,'died', Byangsi[tab-]lyang-cho(1-ni),
for -am: in, the Infinitiveor Verb-actionSuffix, quite outclasses the -am in
frequency,both after vowels (see infra) and after consonants, twig-n,
sung-m, pim-in (Manch.ping-mog, 13u-nanbing-de,Rang. pyangat, to
fill'), twig-mo,yang-rn, niang-in etc., etc.; Chaud. rangam, 'to sell',
ByFingsirang-mo-kha,'in selling.
for -at and -as: Chaud.phu-phidaiy-ta,'squandered',Dan-n.gay-ea,'made'.
Ch. dan-as, 'gave' dan-su,'gave', Rangk, tang-n-su,'gottest',Byang.dananso, 'gave',Dam. gaga-su,'made'(gay-lhi,'made'),ga-inci-tay-su.
An -/ appendedto Verb-roots appears in Manchati Ma-i-ga, 'did', and ra-i-na,
'gayest', kuti-mi, 'to say' (Ch.-Lahuli
kui-ni-sai-ta, 'saying', and in
KunAwaribide-rang, 'on coming',if this is for budail, as suggestedby the above
burn-k, etc. But its main area is the more easterly languages,Rangkas, etc.: we
may cite
Rangkas
rhai-ck, 'living', rhai-san, 'livedest',Thai-n-siek,'lived', lai-s, 'said',
sai-s, 'killed',thai-pa-ehlto-pa-ch(Darrniyatet-t-h5),
'went'.
Ddrrniyakhvai (Chaudangsikhye,Bfangsi khva) -ta, 'digs',sai-t14-sti,
'killed',
rai-cha (and -su), 'brought', rai-lang,
gay-rii,'made', thai-ma,
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'expelling'.
Chaudangsi rai-i-ya, 'bring, rai-g, 'bringing', rai-s, 'brought', Isi-]sal-td,
'killed', losi-g, 'mistaking'.
Byangsi rae-ni, 'bring', manyiii-so, 'entreated', [ra-]rai-tri, 'had brought'.
In the last three of these languages the r is found also appended to Suffixes in ,i, e.g.
in —
DArmiyalhve-thai-cha, 'was lost', thok-that, 'returning'.
ChaudAngsi-ti-nailta-rte.
Byangsi rachi-gai, 'rising' (Chaud. rachi-g), ro-kart, 'grazing', ying-gal,
'hearing'
, lost-gal, 'mistaking.
This seems to be complex matter, and we cannot proffer any MI explanation;
only some particular observations can be ventured; it seems likely that the more
easterly languages, in which alone the i- appendage has the frequency of an idiom,
exemplify a somewhat posterior stage, more affected by relatively late contacts
with Tibetan or Indo-Aryan.
In the first place, the -i is not always equally persistent: thus in the case of
Rangkas rhai, 'live', or 'stay', we have rhai-ch, 'living, ka-rhai-ch, 'stayed', rhatsan, 'lived', rhainsi-ch, 'lived';
and for rd-, 'come':
rd-ch and rd-j, 'came', 'coming', rd-chu, 'came', [Ica-]rd-ch,'ran', khu-rer-cue,
'stolen';
Darmiya rdr-cha,rd-su,'came', rd-ln-chit, 'coming';
Chaudangsi rd-ni, rd-s, 'came', rd-g, 'corning';
Byangsi rd-so,'came', rd-gai, 'coming', rd-lang, 'on coming';
for rat- 'bring':
Rangkas rhao-ne, 'bringing', rha-s, 'brought', rhai-s, 'brought';
Darrniya rai-tyd (Imper.), rat-cha, rai-su, 'brought', rai-lin-cha, 'bringing';
Chaudangsi rai-i-ya (Imper.), rai-g, 'bringing', rat-S, 'brought', Iri-jrai-ta,
'brought', rai-sid, 'brought';
Byangsi rat-so, 'brought', ni-k, 'bringing', ra-std, 'brought', [ra-]rai-ca,
'brought';
for galka, "make', 'do':
Rangkas gd-tai (Imper.), ga-ni, 'doing', ga-ma, 'to make', gd-tas, 'made', gd-s,
'made'
, gai-g, ge-s, 'did';
Darmiya gei-iya (Imper.), gd-rn, 'to do', ga-rna, 'a doing', gii-sd, 'did', gli-linchn, 'doing', ga-lan, 'doing', gd-di-sir, 'did', ga-lna-toy-sti; gaya-su, 'did',
gay-id (Imper.), gay-111i,'did';
for da, 'give':
Darnaiya, Rangkas, dri-s, da-g, 'gave';
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Darmiyada-sa, 'gave';[ka]dart-sii,'gave";
Chaudangsida-g, 'giving; da-ta,'gave;
Byangsida-gai, 'giving',[daddii-iii,'gave', [kab-daids5,'gave';
for ca,'strike','kill':
Rangkassai-s, 'killed';
Ddrmiyasai-to-sa,
Chaudangsi[si-]sai-ta,[si]se-ta-ne,'killed'.
Othercases,more sporadic,are
Rangkasli-s, /ai-s, 'said', thai-ne,'taking out',khisai-chii,'despairing,manaine, 'entreating',11p2i-s,
"squandered';
Darmiyathe-sn,
mane-/an,'entreating',khisai-ian,'despairing";Mai-ma,
'expelling';
Chaudangsi/hi-s, the-s,'said',tai-g, 'knowing';
Byangsi[kaduA-ta,' squandered', manyai-so,'entreated%
It doesnot seem possibleto proffera satisfactoryexplanationof the -i in these
cases.The L.S. suggestion(p. 522) of a possiblycausal significationdistinguishing
rai, 'bring', from rd,
will certainly not accord with the instances, which
exemplify both r- forms from a- Verbs and vice-versa, Its almost complete
restrictionto the more easterlylanguages,considerablyinfluencedby Indo-Aryan
Pahari (Kumaoni,or Garhwali),from which, in fact, some of the Verb-stemsare
borrowed,suggeststhat the f- forms should be, at least in part, contemplatedas
possiblyof Indo-Aryanprovenance.This matterbeing obviouslyoutsideour scope,
we can makeonly a few observationsof fact —
(1) Clearly someallowanceshouldbe made for casual variationsof spelling,
or pronunciation,such as those of the vowels6 and ü in the Preteriteendings-soi
-su, -cha-cha, the Infinitive,or Noun-Action,ending-moi-niu.Such,no doubt, is
the -ail-e variationin Chaudangsi[sidsai-ta and [si]so-to-ne, 'killed', perhaps
dialecticalin Rangkasmanai-ne,Darmiyamane-tart,'entreating'{Byangsi
'entreated');perhapsalso in Rangkaslai-s, le-s, (Darmiya
Chaudangsi
/hi-s) 'said', wherethe ë was primary:so also perhapsin Byangsi[pa-]hve-ia,[pa-]
116-0, 'left' (Chaudangsihve-g,
Darmiya [pi-]hve-Thai-chu,
"left"):but
certainly not Byangsi hva-k, hva-kai, 'leaving'; so again Chaudangsikhve-ia,
Darmiya Oval-0, but not Rangkas khva-da, Byangsi, khva-ta, 'digs': nor in
Rangkas
Byangsi
'squandered';but again in Darmiya[ka-]phakai-sty,
Chauddngsi phu-phuk&y-tei,
'squandered',for which Manchati phukeg-ii, Ch.Lahuliphuge-keto,presentthe e.
(2) An i- Suffix, preferablyof the Preterite,has been mentionedas widely
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evidenced in the 'Western sub-group', occurring either sole, as in to-i, 'was', or
attached to a Preterite Participle in -ka, as in to-ke (< ka-i), 'was'. In the more
easterly languages the usual Genitive Suffix is -g or -gai, sometimes written with
k-; and the L.S. infers (p. 509) that the Participial -gai is really a (lenitive: but this
does not seem at all likely; and it forthwith raises the question of the parallel thai
of ri-thai, 'rising', thok-thai, 'returning', khve-thai-cha, 'stolen', which is common in
the languages in both these two situations, and is never written otherwise. Tha,
however, is found as a Suffix in 1„ .1, and the parallelism of -kl-kai, -gi-gai, which
are probably the old -kal-ga Suffix, with the vowel lost in -kJ-g, but preserved in
-trail-gai, seems to indicate that the i- is a common element, restricted to the more
easterly languages and probably not ancient. We cannot deal with the fact that
Pahari has a Participle (Gerund) in -k and also an emphasizing -ai, and Conjunctive
Participles in -i.
(3) The fact that what in the Verb-forms immediately precedes the -sl-eh, -to,
etc., is commonly a Participle, as is natural, when it is not the mere root, and that
this is manifest in the case of the -Ian/-lin Participle seems to show that the -trail
-gai and -thai , existing independently as Participles, function in the Verb-forms as
such, and that that which gives them their Participial quality is, in fact, the -i. In
that case the derivation of the -i from the Tibetan yin, 'be', 'is', which has been
suggested supra in regard to the -i of the Preterite, and which is incontestable in
the expressions, "Jag, mai, etc., 'is not', need not be particularly ancient in its
further application in the restricted area; here also we can quote definite evidence:
thus 'what mine is, that thine is', where for 'is' the Western languages use their to,
shu, and ni, Rangkas its si and the, Darmiya ni and Ike, Chauffingst ant, in Byangsi
is —
fi-gai in dai nil-gai Ia
'whatever mine is
, that thine is'
In case this was actually the origin of the -i -forms, they will have had at first the
'durative' sense of the Greek and Latin Imperfect Tense
, represented in Tibetan by
expressions such as hyed-ein-mehis, 'is (or was) doing', which in narrative adds to
mere statement the sense of description. In Rangkas (L.S., p. 487) we find chain-si
-eh, 'lived' (durative), followed by gan-sya-ch, 'making' (durative, with definitely
Participial -sya) and that by gan-si-ch (merely narrative), 'made'.
What may be regarded as proof of the conjecture is presented by the
Kunawari mar-g, mai-ts (Bailey, p. 666-7), 'not am', 'not is', 'no', Kandshl mai, etc .,
etc. In all these languages 'no' is expressed by 'not is', the 'is' varying with the
language (see the L.S. Vocabularies, no. 99), in Tibetan min, mayin. There seems
to be no doubt that mai-g, marts are from ma-yin-g, ma-yin-ts.
In addition to
and -i singly an -ia or -yei, which may perhaps be a
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combination of the two, must be mentioned as constituting secondary Verb-stems.
From Pandit Joshi's Vocabulary it will be seen that in Kunawari there are very
numerous Verb-stems of this form, many of them, e.g. eapyri-mig, to heat', tolyamig, 'to weigh', but by no means all (e.g. Kun. rokya-im, 'to hinder', Ch.-Lhauli
melid-di, 'not went"), being derived from Indo-Aryan.
The most prominent, however, of such Verb-determinants is the very frequent
-chi/-shi exemplified by Kun5wari hachi-mig , 'become', toshi-mig, 'sit'. Regarding
the modification of the meaning it is stated by Dr. Bailey (Grammar, p. 666) that
the shi expresses 'a reflexive or mutual or even passive sense': the L.S, speaks (pp.
434, 436) of 'a reflexive or reciprocal meaning'. As constituting a sort of Middle
Voice, it is well exemplified in rokshi-m, 'to graze (of cattle)', from rogi-m, 'to
make (cattle) graze'. The -shi, which belongs to the Verb-stem, is to be definitely
dissociated from the -skis (Bailey, p. 671, L.S., p. 438) which is a Conjugational
(always terminal) Suffix having the sense of a Preterite (Passive or Intransitive)
Participle formed from all Verb-stems simply by replacing the -mig of the
Infinitive: not infrequently it follows Verb-stems in -shi or -chi, e.g. in shokshi-.phis,
'ridden'
, unchi-skis, 'begged': this -skis is obviously only an -s Preterite (on the -s
see infra) of the regular (and ancient) Auxiliary Verb shad, which in Kurtawari
forms Preterite Indicatives (Joshi, pp. 15-6, Bailey, p. 670, L.S., p. 436); but the
distinction has to be remarked because -s- Participles can be formed also from -shi
and -chi Verb-stems, e.g. sarshi-s, 'arisen', hachi-s, 'become'.
By Dr. Bailey (p. 666) and in the L.S. (pp. 434, 436) the -shi and -chi forms
are distinguished, tong-shi-g being interpreted as 'I struck myself and tong-chi-g as
struck thee', though the c/a usually is said to 'indicate an object of the first or
second person'. Dr. Bailey, however, admits (p. 682) that 'in a number of verbs
whose roots end in c and sh 1 have not found any meaning such as that just
indicated'.
The very numerous -shi Verbs recorded in Pandit Joshi's Dictionary seem on
the whole fairly well to harmonize with the attribution of 'a reflexive or mutual or
even passive sense': and this may seem particularly clear in some instances, such
as —
rwang-shi-mig, Kun, rogi-m and rokshi-m 'to graze', v. mang-mig, 'to make
(cattle) graze';
shok-shi-mig, 'to ride';
stain-shi-mig, 'to emit a smell', and slam-mig, 'to smell';
tang-shi-mig, 'to appear', v. tang-mig, 'to see';
teg-shi-mig, to grow', v. teg-mig, 'to enlarge';
yar-shi-mig, 'to escape', v. yar-mig, 'to save'.
But it is essential to remark that the -shi-Verb is not necessarily Intransitive: 'ride',
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for instance,does not preclude'a horse'as object,and, in fact, many-shi-Verbsare
recorded by Joshi as Transitive.In the Vayu language,which has a very similar
and indubitablycognateset of -dhe-Verbs,Hodgson,who speaks of 'a reflex form
or middlevoice',remarks(Essays(1880),I, p. 282) that —
'this conjugationin "chi" is very comprehensive
, and admits of many fine
shades of meaning.Thus, lische, to learn,means to teach thyself,opposedto
listo,to teachanother.Again, not only functionalaction, but any of whichthe
effort returns to the agent, as in buying and taking, must be primarily
expressedin thisform.'
In Hodgson'sIist the Vayu-che-Verbsrelate largelyto bodilyor mentalaction,just
as in Kunawari,toshe-,'sit', sarshi-,'rise'(of sun),gya-shi,'wish',hush', 'learn'.The
analogyto the GreekMiddleVoice,whichlikewise is not necessarilyIntransitive,
is compelling.But it will be noticedthat the VayuSuffix is not she,as in Kunawari,
but chelche:andthis raises a questionin regardto the Kunawarichi.
Does Kunawarila-chi-migreally mean 'to place me, us, you', etc. (Bailey,p,
660),and tong-chi-meg,
'to strikeme' (L.S.,p. 434)?It is surprisingto find both the
1" and the 2" Personindicatedby the same sign,eh, more especiallyas for the V'
Person we have alreadytong-she-mig,'to strike oneself'and for 'I' and 'Thou' as
Subjects,the signs are -g and -71,with -eh as Dual and Plural for all Persons.How
againdoes it happenthat we can havenot only particularoccurrences,such as
go toncog,'I willbeat thee'.
ka! tha ioneon,'Why wilt thou beat me? (Bailey,p. 666).
but completeVerbswith Infinitivesand full paradigms,suchas
haci-mig,'to become',
dag-chi-mig,'to live',
dul-chi-mig,'to droop',
gwa-chi-mig,'to leap up',
pul-chi-mig,'to grow',
spin-chi-mig,'be wet',
yo-chi-rnig,'toplay'
NowheredoesJoshrs Dictionarysuggesta personalsignificationin the -chi.
Turningto the L.S. texts,what we find in additionto Dr. Bailey'stachini is —
Kun.angu
tachi-ny,'me servantplace me'.dakche-k,'I lay;
Kanashiriehi-rno,'asked',pieheu
eheo)-ta-k (and to-rig),'choose(s)',angp pichi-gu-n,'me make-me-thou'.
Bu-nanyen-chis-tang,'on havingheard' lochis-tang,'on havingsaid';shkhe-g,
'1 die'
, and a number of Participles,leb-eha,
shi-c/a, 'dying',
hyod-eha,'lost being', skyid-po-lig-cha,'happy-making',khug-shat-gvun,
'to be got-proper'
, and a large numberof others,ma-gyun-shi,'not worthy
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being', e.g. lochi, 'saying', where a -chit-jit-shi is recognized as a GerundSuffix (L.S., pp. 474-5);
Rangkas sichdn-sis, 'dying was (am)';
DarrniyAhichi-si, "dyingam', ttikeh-o, "came', tach-o, 'went";
Chaudangsi sichi-g-ani-ye, 'id', rirechim-chu, 'having arisen", rochi-g, 'rising'.
Byangs! hichi-ye, id.
Manifestly here, in Kun. tachi and Kan. pichi the 'me' of 'place me', "makeme',
is otiose, having already been expressed by angu and ang-pa: moreover the sense
of (*hi] is not 'make', but 'set', 'place', 'appoint', as yok-po-tei in Dr. Bailey's own
Vocabulary exemplifies. The impossibility of understanding chi in fichi-, 'die',
common to hearty all the languages, is patent. In all the cases the value of the-ch(i)
as equivalent to a 'Middle voice' is apposite: in tachi-ny the meaning will be not
'make me', but 'take for yourself, 'accept', and in tacit-a, 'went", it will be 'betook
himself. It is noticeable, further, that in the 'give me' of the Parable not one of the
texts uses a chi form. In regard to the go zoncog, 'I will beat thee', ka' the toncon,
'why wilt thou beat me?'
, and other examples propounded in Dr. Bailey's Grammar
(p, 666), not given as quotations, there are some particular doubts; but in general
we may suggest that the object, 'me', 'you', etc., is simply not expressed, the sense
of the c (eh) being what Hodgson defines (p. 282 n. [...I) as 'functional action',
tone being 'give a beating'. The awkwardness of supposing that the c (eh) signifies
sometimes 'me', sometimes 'you', cannot be overlooked.
The general conclusion is that the chi is simply a phonetical, 'phonematic',
variation of the shi, as in Tibetan
Kn. Its use in the Nepal
(pronominalized) languages also proves a considerable antiquity: and this accounts
for its serving as a ('Middle voice') theme forming not only Infinitives, such as
toshi-rnig, 'to sit', which it constantly does, but also the Participles in a and o,
exemplified in the cited examples, which accordingly we propose to hyphenate as
kbeh-a, hyod-ch-a, khugsh-a, piche-o, tongch-o, etc. The sh may originally have
arisen chiefly in cases of s-ch, where in Tibetan it would be normal; but complete
confusion in Bu-nan, at any rate, is seen in grel-chi, 'running', followed almost
immediately by khrel-shi, 'clasping' (L.S., g, 476).
Other cases of extended Verb-stems, sometimes Denominative or borrowed or
both, may be passed over as casual or otherwise non-significant here, Concerning
reduplication of Verb-roots and concerning compounded Verbs, again, there is, it
seems, nothing seriously distinctive to be adduced. Reduplication, though more
common, no doubt, than in Tibetan, where it is perhaps restricted to onomatopoetic
expressions and a frequentative or distributive sense, as in dyed-byed, 'doing
repeatedly' or 'each doing', is found by the L.S. (p. 428) to be rather characteristic
of the more easterly languages, as in ChaudAngsi syu-syung-try, 'made': from
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Kunawari we may cite Pandit Joshes tap-tap-yii-rnig, 'to feel or grope for',
obviously frequentative. A syntactical use of reduplication which is non-Tibetan
will be mentioned infta. Of Verb-compounds the usual classes, in which the
second member signifies causality, possibility, necessity, wish, etc., have mostly ,
but not always, in Tibetan (see Jaeshke's Grammar (1929), p. 43, Foucaux, p. 56,
and S, C. Das' Dictionary, s,v, byed-pa) an Infinitive Suffix (-par): and this is the
case also with Kun5wari (see Bailey, pp. 668-9, and Lower Kanatori, p. 65). In
Vayu the Causatives (with -ping), Optatives (with -dak), Potentials (with -pha), etc.
(Hodgson, Essays, 1, pp. 278-9) dispense with the Suffix: so in Bahing (ibid) pp.
390-1) the Causatives with -pa, 'make'. It seems possible that the -fa, eha, za,
Infinitives of Bhotiya dialects (see Gerard, op.cit, p. 517-524, 539, and L.S., pp. 87,
92, 101) are all derived from a Tibetan mdzad,
'do'. The -gvid-k, -gid-k,
-kyid-k, -kid-k used in Lower Kanauri (Bailey, Linguistic Studies, p. 56) to form the
Preterite of Verbs, where the common dialect has shill, may very well be merely
Tibetan bgyid, 'make', as a relatively modern loan.
11, Suffixed elements in Declension and Conjugation.
In Tibetan the Suffixes signifying in the Noun Number and Case, are in
general sufficiently constant and distinct. Mostly they are, or can be, written as
separate syllables, and in some instances they are etymologically transparent: even
where this is not the case, as in the instance of the Agential-Instrumental-Ablatival
-s , the function is adequately distinct, whether the -s is appended to the Genitive in
-il-kyil-gil-gyi or to the Locative -na or Dative -Ia . The Plural had an old Suffix
-eagl-cog , expanded from a still earlier -ea; but, perhaps owing to non-expression
of plurality where self-evident, this had become restricted to Pronouns of the
and 2'd Person, and plurality was expressed, where requisite, by new terms having
substantial meanings, such as reams, 'kinds' or 'instances' or 'instalments', tsho,
'group'
, bstsogs, 'etc', man, 'many'.
In the Tibeto-Burman languages the Suffixes for Number and Case, partly, no
doubt from original independence, partly, as we see in the case of Greek and Latin,
etc., from modifications of early common forms, partly from new combinations,
e.g. for the signification of 'from among', and partly from substitution of synonyms,
where there was a substantial meaning, e.g. of 'group', or 'class', for 'many in the
case of plural number, This variety is seen in Hodgson's Vayu and Bahing (Essays,
(1880), I. pp. 274-5, 356-7), where the divergence is complete. As regards the
'Western sub-group' the parallel Declensions in L .S., pp. 544-551, will show that
the situation is not greatly different: and this is despite the fact that the L.S.
schemes are naturally normalizing, whereas even in the single languages (see e.g.,
Gerard's KunAwari) there is sometimes a plethora of different Suffixes, even for
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one same Case, In view of such variety and multiplicity,and also of the special
liabilityof such Suffixalsyllablesto phoneticaldepravation,a generalcomparison
with Tibetan,which is older than any of the languagesby at least 1200 years, is
here not relevant:evenin the instanceswhere a partialphoneticcorrespondenceis
possibleconjecturein detail seemsfrivolous.Hencewe mayrestrictourselvesto a
few certaintieswhichhaveindubitablesignificance.Suchare
(1) the ancient-r-Locative,sometimes,with appendedvowel, ru, seen in Tib.
der, 'there',hdir, 'here', yarirnar, laboveThelove,byed-par,'in doing, 'to do', etc.,
etc., and abundantlyinstancedin Natn (pp. 173-5,193).This, exemplifiedalso, as
the 'old terminative'(see L.S., pp. 35, 42, 55), in the W. Tibetan dialects and in
some Nepal languages(ibid., pp. 184, 191,286), is attestedin Manchati(p. 454),
Ch.-Lahuli (p. 462), Rangkas (p. 480), Darmiyft,Chaudangsi (p. 505), with
probable survivalselsewhere,Its apparent absence from most Nepal languages
supportsthe conclusionthat it was properoriginallyto Tibet.On vowelsappended
to the -r see infra.
(2) The regular -s, Agential-Instrumental,
of Tibetan Nouns and Pronouns,
also Ablativalwhen appendedto ma,'in', and la, 'to', is likewisefound in the W.
Tibetandialects(L.S.,p. 35, Balti,p. 42, Purik(afterconsonants-is), p. 55, Ladaki
(after consonants-is, also -si and -sis). In the W. Pronominalizedgroup we have
Kunawari(p. 432) -s, Kandshi(p. 443)-sh and -s), Rangkas(p. 480) -s, -si,
-su,
Darrniya(p. 491) -s and -su, Chaudangsi(p. 504) -s, -se, -sf, -sal, Byiingsl(p. 518)
-s, -se. The Bhotiyadialects,Nyarnkatand .1.14(p.87), have-su, whichin Garhwal
(p. 101and Gerard,p. 539),as also in the KunawarTibar-skad(Gerard,p. 544),is
Abiatival.Of the Nepallanguagesonly the mostWesterly,Gurung(pp. 183-4)and
lvlurmi(p. 190),have -si, -se (with -chi, -echi,-di, -ji), and NewarT(p. 216) has
-se-na, -si-na,with a commoner-na, or -no. Thus this -s, again, was not originalin
Nepal.
The vowels here seen appendedto the ancient -r and -s Suffixes have little
precedentin Tibetan. The -r indeed is in Tibetan sometimes-tic and there is a
-su-Locative
, which, however, can hardly be connectedwith the -s-Agential:in
these instancesthe -u may be a survival of the -o of the two ancientNouns ro,
'(large)area'
, and so, 'space',whencethe two Suffixeswillhave beendescended.In
the actual Pronominalizedlanguagesthe appendingof vowels to originallyfinal
consonantsis a generalcharacteristic,which we shallencounteragain in the case
of Conjugation:we have the impressionthat the appendagesare in origin not
grammatical,but rhetorical, expressing variations of emphasis or interest, or
feeling for sound,and that accordinglythey are partly interjectional:herewe recall
the remarks of Gerard (A Vocabulary,p. 538) concerningthe 'greatest regard'
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which 'in the tenses of verbs, as well as in whole sentences' the Kuniiwaris pay to
sound, and the observation of the L.S. (p. 239) concerning some Verbal suffixes in
Lepcha used 'with an indefinite meaning, without reference to time'. It seems to be
a fact that some peoples are more apt than others to make play with their means of
expression, But in the 'Western sub-group' we find also, both in Declension and
Conjugation, a number of vocalic Suffixes with functional significance, e.g.
Kunawari -u1-o Genitives and Locatives, -it and -0 -Participles, which, riot being
paralleled, in Tibetan, we here pass over as possibly of extraneous origin.
In Conjugation, as being the main sphere of the pronominalization, extraneous
non-Tibeto-Burman elements might be expected to be most clearly detectable. But
the identification of such would demand a comparison of the other
'pronominalized groups
, a large and difficult matter with which we are not
prepared to deal. Provisionally it may be remarked that, even where a particular
idiom, e.g. incorporation of a sign for the Object, is borrowed, the actual symbol
may have been native material: thus, if for, e.g. a 1s`Personal Object, a symbol,
with a form such as g, is used, it is not likely that it is derived from anything other
than Tibeto-Burman ria, 'I'.
As regards the order of the elements in the complex Verb-forms, it would
appear from various analyses in the L.S. that the symbol for the Object regularly
follows the main Verb, forming with it a composite notion, e.g. 'strike me', 'strike
you': then comes any formative or Auxiliary of the main Verb, with Tense or
Mood Suffixes, followed by the symbols for the Subject and sometimes a terminal
Suffix signifying 'is', i.e. an affirmation: an example might be tong-sh-6-to-n,
'strike-self-being-art-thou' (L .S., p. 434); if the Tense were Preterite, to-n would be
to-ke-n: the final 'is' is here not present, and the iceof to-ke is Suffix of the Preterite.
In this example one rather fundamental matter is involved. The -6- is not a
separate element; save for a special purpose here the L.S. might have printed
tongsho (cf. lodo-du, p. 435), which is simply a 5- participle of the 'Middle Voice'
Verb torig-shi-nag (Joshrs 'to be beaten'), while from tong-rnig, 'to beat', the form
is tango. This raises the whole question what is the Verb-stem of which the
pronominal affix indicates the object The regular insertion of the sh before the -6
of tongsh5, etc, proves that the Verb-stem of the type tongshi had attained
recognition as a complete unity; and this is, no doubt, a proof of the antiquity of
the idiom. The question arises how far the recognition of such secondary Verb
-stems, usually disyllabic, extends: various cases having been exemplified supra,
the matter may here rest. In KunwarI Verb-compounds, such as Causatives (with
-sem), Portentials (with -ham), etc., evidently do not attain this unification, since
the first of the two Verbs has an Infinitive fonn and so is a Noun of Action: this is
noticeable, since in Vayu and B5hing (Hodgson, Essays (1880), pp. 279, 283, 390
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-1) thecausalAuxiliary,-pingor -pa, is inseparable
fromthemainroot.
The use of the Auxiliariesto- and to-, both of early Tibetanoriginand
signifyingrespectively
'beibecome'
andimakeidd,hasalreadybeendiscussed,with
the conclusionthat in the 'Westernsub-group'whatprecedesthe -to-(also-du-,
wherethisis substituted)
is a Participle(Presentin -5,Preteritein -s),whilewhat
precedes-ta- is a VerbalNoun.Withthe originaldifferenceof signification
will
have been connectedthe differenceof Syntaxexemplifiedin PanditJoshi's
distinctionof Presentgii(etc.,Nominative)
the-tak,'1write',fromFuturegiis(etc.,
Agential)-the-tak,'I will write'. Though Josh' everywhereprints tak, the
Nominatives
gu, etc.,in theformer,as alsoin gii-cheo-tak
(or duk),'1am writing',
showthatthe takis a verbof 'being',whereasin the Futurethe Agentialgiis,etc.,
provesthatit is a Verbof doing.Dr.Bailey,whodoesnot recognize(p. 665)the
AgentialCasewith the Future,thoughhe printsan exampleof it on p. 607,and
whoin thePresentprints-tog'andin the Preterite-tokeg',hasin theFuturetog',of
which,in his system,the6 represents,
as in somadroti,an ancientnativea: he also
recordsin the Future(p. 669)dialecticalforms-tog and tag'. In Yeandshi
also
confusioncanhe seen(L.S.,p. 445)in royo-ta-n(forto-n).'dwellest',royo-to,'he
lives',Kura-tak,'he comes',bura-ch-to,'he willcome',kJ/deo-to,'melts':in Ch.
-Lahulialsothe formstod-, 'be',aremixedwithtad; in Kundwariwe havetaken
noteof bi-tog,'willgo', in immediatevicinityof 16-tag,'willsay'(L.S.,p. 439);
and withlodo-du,'says',or 'said',in whichthe -du (Tib.?dug)is essentiallyunactive,we haveseveraloccurrences
of Agentialcaseof the speaker'sname.The
confusion,therefore,is not merelyphonetical,as mightseemfromthe divergence
betweenJosh!,Dr.Baileyand L.S.Evenin Englishwecanin somecasessay'do
be', 'did be';and a consistent
discrimination
of 'be'and 'do' is perhapsbeyondthe
capacityof our frail humanity:moreover,even fromthe first a -to formwas
possiblenot onlyfromactionVerbs,if Intransitive,
as in hi-to,'gone',but even
from Transitives,if takenas Passive,e.g. lair-to,'done'.It maythereforebe not
superfluous
to note(1) thattheAuxiliaryin theform-du[k]seemsneverto occur
withouttheParticipialformin -o, as in lodo-duk,and(2) thatin themoreeasterly
languages,wherethe -to-,unlessoccasionallyrepresentedby a 4E7-,is entirely
wanting,its placebeingtakenby or ihr, 'be, become',the numerousto-forms
practicallyalwayshaveSubjectsin theAgentialCaseandaretherefore'do'-forms.
Theredoesnotappearto be anydifficultyin understanding
thevarious-to-affixes,
Indicativeor Participial,
in the severallanguages(seeLS., pp.445,456,463,474,
482, 493, 507-9,520-1)as this same;moreespeciallyas, with additionof the
PreteriteSuffix-s, e.g. in Rangkaschhe-ta-s,
pukta-s,'gate',(D5rmiya
pug-to-su),cf. Bu-nanthis-tad,'gave',Darmiyakhwai-to,'digs',theyfrequently
serveasPreterites.
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Having already renounced the notion of explaining from Tibetan the
somewhatnumerousConjugationalSuffixes consistingof single vowels, a, o, u,
etc., e.g. in Ian-a, 'did', lan-45,'doing',we may confineour attentionto two highly
prolific and wide-spread Suffixes in regard to which the contrary may be
confidentlypropounded.These are
(1) -m- Suffixin Infinitiveor VerbalNoun.
The Tibetan Suffix -ma, no doubt quite distinct from ma, 'mother',which is
also sometimesa generalFeminineAffix, is found as a formativein Adjectives,e.g.
goii-ma, 'superior',bar-ma, 'middle', rfitri-ma,'old', bla-ma, 'high', and also in
Nounsof Verbalderivation,whethersignifyingan occurrenceor the occurrent,e.g.
gtor-ma, 'offering'or 'oblation',skyel-ma,'escort', nichi-ma,
skar-ma, 'star',
slob-ma, 'pupil'. It is thus supplementalto -pal-ba, which in accordancewith its
etymologyimpliesan activity.It is perhapsfar older than -pal-ba, since it did not
share the restrictionof these to the South-easterndialects of Tibet, and a ma form
of it, seen in mod, is in Tibetanan isolatedsurvival:it may have beenthe earliest
form of the Verb Substantive,'be'. This interpretationis supportedby numerous
occurrenceswide-spreadin and beyondthe 'Westernsub-group'.
In the first place, some of the westerlylanguagesof Nepal,Gulling (L.S., p.
185: see also pp. 264-7),Murmi (p. 192),have mu as the usual form of the Verb
Substantive:and in the former it serves also, along with -ma, as Suffix of the
Future Tense. Of the 'pronominalized'languagesRai (pp. 377, 419-420) has the
same molmu,'be'; and in Limbu(p. 420) the InfinitiveSuffix is -ma, in Vayu
and Hodgson, Essays (1880), p. 277) it is -1711171g.
In the 'Western sub-group'
practicallyall the languageshave-m Infinitives:thus —
Kunawari-m in bi-m,'to go', hachi-m,'to be', za-m 'to ear, dhoya-nio,'to wash',
with an extended form -mig, and a Gerund -ma, bi-ma {Pandit Joshi's
'Subjunctive').The Surn-chodialect has -ma, and the Tibar-skadsometimes
-rung (-man) in place of its usual, Tibet-derived,-pungl-bung
(Gerard,pp. 544, 550);'LowerKanauri'(Bailey,p. 55) -mud-mu.
Kanashi -in in yang-m, 'to live', ruang-m,'to feed', etc., etc, -migin hachi-mig
(L.S.,pp.438, 440).
Manch.atisometimes-mi,
'to say'
p. 45).
Ch.-Lahuli kigi-Mt,'to say';-ma, te-ma,'to strike'(p. 464).
13u-nan-men (-ma-yin),khya-men,'to be';
-chum (< -chum<
cha-r) , tug-chum,'to cover', etc., etc.
(p. 475).
Rangkas -rn, sat-m, 'to strike', the-m, 'to be', le-mum,'to say', -mo, di-mo-k,
'going'(p. 483).
Diirmiy5
ga-m, 'to make',
'to eat', 1/B-mo,'to say', pa-ma, 'to
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measure'(p.494).
Charidangsi
-ml,di-m,'to go',ja-m,'to eat',ranga-m,'to sell'(p. 509).
ByAngsi
-mi-mo,
pim-m,'to fill',lo-m,'to say',jet-mo,'to eat'(p.521).
TheseabundantInfinitives,in whichthem-Suffixis alwaysattachedimmediately
to therootor at leastto theConjugation
base,are,as theL.S.constantlyremarks,
nothingbut VerbalNouns,and canbe usedas Subjectsor Objects:sometimes,
as
in Kunawariza-ma,Bu-nanza-men,'food',themeaningbecomesquiteconcrete.
Theequivalence
to theTibetan-maseemsincontenstable.
Thevowelsa, 5, a, whichwe findappendedto themarenotdifferentin form,
or apparentlyin function,fromwhatwehavehad,and shallagainhave, occasion
to remarkin connectionwithNominalSuffixes:evidentlytheyarecharacteristic
of
the languages.
In theform-man-mu,
usedas a TenseSuffix,Futurein Manchati(p.
457,teng-mo-g,
'I shallstrike')andCh.-Lahuli(p.464ra[n-]mo-r,'theywillgive')
the a, if not simplydescendedfromTib. mo[d],can hardlybe other than the
Participial-o of lady,etc.,usedwithand alsowithout,theAuxiliaries
du-,to-,as a
Tense-Suffix.
In Kanashi(p.446)-main lon-mo,'said'shah-mo-g,'Idid',richi-mo,
'he asked', the-muof ran-mu-k,'he gave',and the-meof to-me-k,'I struck',and in
Ch.-Lahuliram-ma-te-r,gavethey',the Tenseis Preterite;but suchdifferences
of
Tenseareunimportant
in theselanguages:
and,in fact,the-e of -meand-teandthe
mayaccountfortheTense.The-ma,whetherequivalentto the-maof Kunawari
Gerundsor havingthe-a of Ch.-L.zea-to-re,'theyate',(p.457,seesupra,p. 103),
belongsto the system.Bu-nan(p. 474)has the -menof its Infinitiveand Noun
forms,alsoin Preterites,lig-men(<-ma-yin),'hasdone',etc.(L.S.,p. 474).
Theaboveis by no meansa completeaccountof them-Suffix,whichis, no
doubt,deeplyrootedin thewhole'pronominalized'
group.
(2)-s-Preterite(orAorist).
In Tibetanpracticallyall Verbs,whetherterminating
in vowelor consonant,
have, or can have, where phoneticallyallowable,a Preterite-Aoristin -s:
sometimeseven disallowedendings, such as -ds, -rs, -1s, are casuallyor
dialectically
attested:theImperative
alsousuallyshowsthe-sor tracesof it.
This ancientVerbalformation,likewiseprevalentin Nam(seeNam pp.
195, 197-8),hasin Tibetangivenriseto numerousNounsin -s, e.g. hbras,'rice',
rtsas,'harvest',?Isis,'reckoning',
Idus,'assemblage',
skyeds,'interest,gas,'garment',
zios,'spell',khrims,lavit.Asto theW.Tibetanlanguagesit sufficesto referto L.S.,
whereit is reportedas normalforBalti(p.37),Purik(p.44),Ladaki(p. 57).Inthe
'Westernsub-group'theL.S.recordsit as occurringin allthelanguages,in someof
them as the main Preteriteformation,In the followingselectionwe shall
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distinguishas A the cases wherethe -s is appendedto originalVerb-roots,and as B
those whereit is appendedto developed Verb-stemsor Verbs compoundedwith
Auxiliaries;we may cite
Kurawari, A ke-so,'of havinggiven';
B harhi-s, 'became',or 'havingbecome',parel-s,'got'
tdshi-s,'seated',tong-skid-s,'beaten',
sorshi-s, 'having arisen', tang-shi-s, 'having appeared',
rangvo-s,'gave',ictigyo-s,'visited',etc., etc.;
Kanitshi,
A to-z,'beating',hung-s-ta,'going'.
B
Manchati, A khog-si-rni,the havingfound',khog-si[ri],'has beenfound',
lha-si[-tod],'is made', tha-zi,'heard'.
Ch.-Lahuli, A kho-si,'was found',kho-sa,'obtained;
B thud-Si,'rejected';
Bu-nan,
A dd-za,'gave',ei-th, 'went',ni-t, 'was',thin-za,'gave',dig-za,
'did', etc., etc., ra-s[angl, 'having come', do-s[-tang],
'beingfound;

Rangkas,

B lochi-s[ang],lhaving said', lig-ki-za,'have done',ylenchi-s
[-tang],'hearing';
A W(//)-s,'said',pd-s, 'sent',sr-s, 'was',etc.,pak-si[-chas],
'havingdied';

B sai-s, 'killed, danu-s,'gave', tan-gars-su,'got',sunai-s,
'heard'
, chheta-s, 'divided', pukta-s, 'set', rhain-si[-Ch],
'lived'
, gan-si(-ch,synch), 'did',jars-si(-ch),'ate', dang-nsi(ch),'were grazing'.
Danniya,
A
'said', phung-sn,'sent', di-sr,'1 went',tang-su,'got',
syong-si'lived',syong-si-n,'body.
B gdya-su,'did',darn-s14,
'gave', tangna-sib,'got',pugta-su,'set',
Parke-su,'spent'.
Chaudimgsi, A thi-s, 'said', ni-s,'was', tan-s,'saw',syung-s,'wasmade';
B deya-s,'it went',sega-s, 'struck',biddye-s,'entreated'.
ByAngsi,
A ni-s5,'was',ni-so, 'came',15-so,'said', tag-so, 'am';
B san-s, 'struck',diya-so,'they went',A-pivot-8J,'have done',
yangsi-so,'heard',manyeii-so,
'entreated',danan-so,'gave'.
It appears that, except in one case, the s- Suffix follows immediatelythe
Verb-stern,whichis either (A) the root or (B) a secondaryVerb-stemor Auxiliary,
suchas we havealreadydistinguished:in chheta-s,pug-to-sn,pukta-s,the to is the
familiarAuxiliaryto, which forms with the root a compoundVerb: in place of to
the more easterly Languagesoften use the root ni, 'be', 'become',e.g. in Darmiy5
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tang-ni-su,tangnu-ni-chu,'were getting',jeinii-ni-ch17,
'were eating'. In tong-shid-s
the shid, regularlyused in Kunfiwarias formativeof the Preterite,and, like khom,
interpretedby the L.S.(pp.474-5) as signifying'finish',is likewise,as we shallsee,
an ancientAuxiliaryVerb. The Preterite Indicative,given by Joshl and Bailey(p.
666) as shid (but p. 667, skids) is properly,no doubt, as frequently(L.S.,p. 436),
shid-s.
In most other cases the amplifiedVerb-sternis recognizableas a Participle,
such as in the Present Tense is found preceding the Auxiliary -tol-ta: thus
-Participle(supra, p. 104) in -sya-ch,'being', = -si-ch, gaya (= gd-a)-su, 'made',
deyci(and diya, <
'went'; -kal-gaParticiple,properlyPreterite,in sega-s,
'struck'
, taleg-s, 'transgressed';-n/-o Participlein dtinu-s,'gave',jcinu-ni-chu,'was
eating', tangna-su, 'got'; -Ian Participle or Gerund (frequent in Danniya) in
tanglan-chu,'seeing',hvilan-chii'calling',etc.,etc.
In generalsuch amplifiedVerb-sternspresentno real problem, obviouslynot.
in English,whereanythingthat functionsas a Verbcan havea Proteritein -ed. But
in regard to the cases with n and g, such as sort-s,jan-si-ch, syungan-so,dega-san
interpretationhas beenpropoundedwhich seems to affect the generaleconomyof
the languages.
The L.S.,which in dealing,very compressedly,with the speciallybewildering
multitudeof Verb-formativesin the more westerlylanguagesusuallyseemsto 'hit
the right nail on the head', here (p. 508) regards the -n- and also the -ga-, as a
pronominalInfix, n signifyingthe 2" (or 1") Person,g only the I. A similarview
is taken (pp. 473-4) of a Bu-nan
kilkyulkuas signifyingan Object of the
Person,and of a n in nin-za,'wast',as signifyingthe 2".
A glk signifyinga Subjectof the Person,and an it signifyinga Subjectof
the 2" Personhavebeen madeevidentin the languagesof the Western sub-group';
but theyare always appendedto the last Verbalelementand are nearlyalways the
last part of the Verbalexpression.A similar employmentto denote the Personal
Object and a position immediatelyfollowingthe main Verb-stern,which was the
rule, would have confusedthe use of the language:not to know whether san-s
signified'killedyou' or 'you kilted'wouldbe awkwardindeed;and with a n which,
as here formulated,can denotea 1stPerson,whichelsewhereit never does, as well
as a 2" Person,what is the hearer to understandby san-si-n, 'kill me, or thee, or
evenhim, didthou'? or whythe two n's in Bu-nandanza-na,'gayest-thou'?
In the actual texts Nominativeand AgentialCases of the PersonalPronouns,
and also of other Subjects are nearly always, it may be said, except in mixed
contexts involving both Transitive and Intransitive,e.g. 'coming, saw', clearly
distinguished.The Nominativeis regular with Verb-formsexpressing'being' or
containing such Verbs as Auxiliaries e.g. ni or
in the more easterly
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languages: with 'come', 'go', and sometimes 'give', also the Nominative. The IndoAryan restriction of the Agential Case to the Preterite is not observed.
A complication in this matter is exemplified in the following:
In the Kuriawari version of the Parable the terminal passage may be
summarized as follows; —
'When thy son (Nom.) came (bolo) ... by thee (kas) a fattened goat was killed
(drub-chub)'. By the father (bongs, Agential, but it should be Nominative)
saying is (Iodo-du), 'Son, thou (ka) ever with me art (to-n) thy (kart) brother
dead (shi-shi) was (to-k), again Living (shang-gi) is become (hachi-s), lost
gone (sho-bi-h0 was (to-ke), again is obtained (pore-da)'.
Here hod-a, 'came', and pore-da, 'is obtained' are Intransitive Verbs; so also
bi-bi and shi-shi: they have Subjects in the Nominative. Shub-shut is treated as
Passive, with Subject in the Agential Case. To-ke, Preterite of to, and hachi-s,
Preterite or Past Participle of hack- have no Personal ending; but to-n, 'art', has -n,
signifying the 2ndPerson.
In the Kanfishi version we find
'When that son (Nom.) came (Tatra-k),thou (ko) gayest (ran-ta-n) to eat and to
drink'. Him-by was said (Ion-Ino), 'My son, thou (ko) with me ever dwellest
(royo-ta-n) thy (kan-ka) brother dead (shi-go-n), now alive-become (shug ashi-g), lost (bi-go-n), now found (lam-shi-g, or
.
Here the -n of the 2ndPerson is seen in rag-ta-n and royo-to-n; but the -n of shi-go
-n and hi-go-n is manifestly different; and the k of bum-k is not the -g of the l't
Person , but the k of the Preterite, and the -g of ashi-g and lam-shi-g is probably the
same, understood as Aorist: so also mile-k. These have their Subjects in the 3'1
Person.
The -gl-k in its Personal function is certainly normal. In Kunawari, for
example, we have shin-g, 'I die', io-ta-g, 'will say', ?wig, 'am not', dak-che-k,etc.,
all with Nominative So in the other western languages, but apparently not at all
in the more easterly, Rangkas, etc. In Manchati we have the normal -g in siva-to-g,
'die'
, yo-g, 'will go', kuo-g, 'will say', to-g, 'am', lira-to-g, 'have done'; but also lha-i
-ga, where, since we also find ra-i-na, 'gayest' and spar-i-na , 'killed', with a similar
-no and a 'thou' in the Agential Case (but not so in to-to-na , 'art'), the gye,
is
probably likewise Agential: this is confirmed by Ch.-Lahuli, which has the yo-g,
ko-g, lha-te-g, also pinui-de-g, might fill', with Nominatives, but lhe-ga with
Agential. So, again, Bu-nan shi-cite-g, 'I die', but gal-len-gm, 'transgressed', with
Agential, which likewise is used in dan-za-na, 'gayest' (Iris). In these cases it is
apparent that the -ki-ga forms are really the -kai-ga Participle of the Preterite,
which in comparatively early times generated the Preterite Suffix -ke < -ka-i. With
this would be connected the frequent -kI-g, -kaii-gai, Gerunds and Participles of
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Rangkas, etc.
The -n has already been shown in action as 2ndPerson Suffix, but also as used
of a 3rd Person; and also a -na to Manchati, Ch.-Lahuli and Bu-nan which is a
Participle. In Ch.-Lahuli, though to-do-n, 'art', has a Nominative Subject, ran-di-n,
'gave' , and shelifi-de-n,'killed', have the Agential, by thee'. As a preliminary to the
particular point which we have to discuss, chiefly in connection with the more
easterly languages, we may cite some transparent examples of the idiom: —
The heading 'Whose for another digs a pit falls into it himself is rendered
by —
Rangkas 'By whom ... pit digs (khva-da), he falls(?)(din-g)';
Dartniya 'By whom ...
(khvai-0), himself in it falls (di-nil';
Chaudangsi 'Who pit digs (khve-ia), himself into [it] falls (gun-ni)';
Byangsi 'Who ...
- (khva-id), himself that-in falls (gang-gun)'.
Here 'digs', with 'do' Suffix la, partly affected by -i- addition to root, accords with
both Agential and Nominative of the Subject. The Verb 'falls' has in Rangkas its
Subject in the Nominative: similarly, no doubt, the next two, since the Verb is
compounded with the Auxiliary na, 'be'. Neither the -g nor the -n in gang-gun is
Personal. The -g of din-g is likely to be the frequent -gl-k of Gerunds and
Participles; and that its -n, and similarly the -n of -gun, are participles we are
inclined to infer from rhain-si-eh, 'lived', n-sya-eh, 'making', gin-si-eh, 'made',
dung-n-si-ch, 'were grazing', sin-de-eh, leaving' (cf. si-las de-eh, 'left and went').
In the other languages we have many more such -n- Participles syong-sin-ni-chu,
'was living'
,ja-gan, were eating', yang-si-gan, 'wished', da-nan, 'gave', janu-ni-chu,
'were eating'
, tangnu-ltd-chil,'were gettingl„syong-si-n, livedest', fart-si-ch, 'ate', si
-chan, 'dying', danu-s, 'gayest', rhaisa-n, livedesf ,pyasa -n,
tdsa-n, 'put'.
In none of these, except DAnniya syong-si-n, 'livedest', and Rangkas, Thai-sa-n, is
there a possibility of any but the 3rd Person. These two, with Subjects in the
Nominative, occur in corresponding passages; but in the same languages we find
the 31-dPerson syong-si-n-ni-cha, 'were living'; and rhai-sa-n is almost immediately
followed by si-n, 'is'. The Verb-forms ending in -ii-nan (ByAngsi) are all of the 3Td
Person. The fact that in the two neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages, Kurnaord and
GarhwAli, an -n serves the same two functions of Participle and 3rd Person,
suggests that the idiom is borrowed thence: but the above cited Kanashi shi-go-n,
etc., Manchati ru-i-na and shari-na and Bu-nan dart-as-na, instill caution; and the
supposition that Tibetan yin is the original is still maintainable.
In the above cases a view of the n as Personal Suffix would hardly have been
entertained by the L.S. We would propose to exclude further all cases of the kind
exemplified by —
Rangkas (p. 486) gussu gid-pair nyapan maid-ku 'web Ilk nia-da-nu-s
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'by thee any time one small goat of kid even not gayest
(read was given)'
Here, as we see, danu must be the Participle dano (cf. gano p. 487), and the sense
is Passive, and the Person not 2" but 3rd.Similar is the case of Darrniya (p. 498)
ga-su ('by thee') ... ma dart-sty ('not given'), ByEingsi(p. 525), ga-sal ('by thee') .„
ma danan-sä, Rangkas ga-su ('by thee')
tangan-su ('was got'), Chaudangsi (p .
513) ga-s ('by thee') ... ma dana-s ("was not given'}, By5_ngsi(p. 524) fi-se ('by
me') ... pap sylin-gan-so ('sit was made"), (p. 527) gassai, ('by thee') ... tin-so ("were
got').
In all such cases an indication of the l'r or rd Person by the n is manifestly otiose,
and the (Passive) Subject of the Verb is actually expressed by some word in what
we should regard as the Nominative Case. If a reference is made to Indo-Aryan
languages in which a similar construction of Agential Case Passive Verb is no
longer so understood by the normal speaker and hearer, the indication of the
Person by an infix in the Verb is still otiose: and that in the 'Western sub-group', as
in Tibetan, the difference between Agential and Nominative is by no means
obscured will be apparent to any one who will give particular attention to the
dialogue passages in the texts.
In view of the frank recognition by the L.S. (pp. 482, 493, 520) that the -itforms are not confined to the 1sxand 2" Persons, which amounts, in fact, to an
admission that they can never discriminate either of them, but must signify
something common to all, it is rather difficult to deal with all the instances where,
in fact, the 2.5. does expressly recognize the Personal sense. Here we are
concerned only with the cases where the n is an Infix; but we may in passing
express the view that in the more easterly group, Rangkas, etc., it is even as an
ending never Personal. How can the -n of rhaisa-n and syongsi-n signify T, and
that of disi-n, 'you", when we have di-n, 'he goes', di-n, 'they go', di-n-g, 'he falls',
di-ga-n, 'he goes', and when ie-sa-n signifies merely 'word' or 'said'. This difficulty
covers also some cases of Infix -n; how can di-n-so mean 'wentest%di-of-so, and
de-ni-so 'you went', di-rye-so, 'we went', when rai-ni means 'he comes'? and how
can ni-sin-su mean 'I was', 'we were", you were', trt-ni-su, to-na-sa, 'boughtes ,
when ni-san-su means 'he was'? The case of svung-n-so, did', beside being put
out of court by the above-cited (long-n-si-ch, 'were grazing', is further disqualified
by having its Person in Agential Case, wherein it is joined by da-nu-s, 'gayest',
tang-an-sa, tang-na-sti, tin-so, 'gottest'. What remains, partly not derived from the
actual texts and consequently perhaps explicable, is perhaps confined to san-so,
'we struck', san-s, serf-s,'struckesf (se-s, 'you struck', se-ga-s, 'I struck, sal-gas,
have struck, da-ga-s, '1have given', tali-g-s, 'I transgressed', to which we may add
By5ngsi (syang-gal-)ta-g-so, '1 am doing'. In the fast we should recognise the very
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commonPresent Participlein
mentionedsupra (p. 137): so also perhapsin
aile-g-s,which, however,since the Personis in the AgentialCase,belongsto those
cited above. N-ga-s, since we have also the Participleda-gai, 'giving',contains,
no doubt, that Participle,and the same would apply to se-ga-s and sai-ga-s, for
whichwe have no text. Chauddngsida-na-s and syung-na-s(also Rangkasdeinu-s)
have likewisetheir Personin the Agential:concerningtO-tsar-s,
to-ni-s information
is lacking,as alsoconcerningsari-s,sari-so,sera-s,wherein,however,the -11may be,
as in Kunawari,derivedfrom the original-d of the root(sad).
We have, however,to accountfor the n of dima,and the other -na-I-n-forms,
along with the -nol-nuParticiples,ga-no,
jA-nu,'eating', etc., and the very
frequentGerunds,ga-ni, 'having', done', rho-rye,'bringing',
'leaving',and the
first n in Bu-nandan-za-na, 'given'. This we have so far attemptedby supposing
either that these n- forms are borrowedfrom Indo-Aryan,which is all the more
credibleas the root det-'give', itself,along with Jana, 'gift', is likely to have been
takenover thence,or else the n is derivedfromTibetanyin, 'is', 'being'.There exist
certain n- forms, such as gan-si-ch, 'doing',jars-si-ch,'eating', in which the n,
probably becaousethe Subjectsare of the 3r4Person, is not cited in the L.S, as
exemplifyingn- Infix. Among these forms are one or two, Rangkasrhain-si-ch,
'lived'
, taing-si-d,'brought',whichcontainnot only the -i, whichwe haveproposed
to derive from Tibetanyin, but alsothe -n of the latter.In comparisonwith rhai-eh,
nhai-ch, 'stayed', [ka-jrhai-ch,'stopped',it looks as though the -n- were
either a survival or an insertion of the -n of yin, which, in fact, exists in such
phrasesas ByEingsi
ji-gai in, '[whatever]mine is',jo u-sal ra-si-d in, 'what by him
had been brought',syongh-si-din, is sitting',in-an, 'is' (L.S.,p. 520). In the L.S.
itself (ibid) the -n in some of the Verb-suffixesin -a, e,g, -ga-ni-ka-n,-ta-n, is
conjecturedto containthe Verbin.
Accordinglythe forms suchas rhain-chlend somesupportto the viewthat the
Verb-formssuch as rai- containthe Verbyin, 'is'; the n may be supposedto have
been in these (later) easterly languagespreservedor restored through intercourse
with Tibet.The earlier -ai forms, lacking the -71,have an -i, which is proved by
more westerlyforms, e.g. eu-nan gor-ka, 'delaying'(cf. Byangsiand Chaudiingst
ro-kai, 'grazing'),
'dying',lig-cha,'making'(of. Rangkas(li-chaff,
'going'},to
be an addition:it seems likely that the -i < yin was appendedto makeexplicitthe
Participialfunction of the -ka1-ga, -cal-cha, -tha, Suffixes, in themselvesmerely
Adjectival. This would account for the constant retention of the -i in Verbcomposition,e.g. thok-thai-chE7,
khvi-thai-chii.The probablyearly loss of the -n of
yin has analogieseven in Tibetan,see e.g. keschke-Franeke,Grammar,p. 120: its
survival,with lossof the -i, in -gan, -nan, etc., requiresfurtherconsideration.
The generalconclusionhere indicatedis that what in the rather complexVerb-
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forms precedesthe Tense,etc., indicationby the -s/ch is either(1) a root, as in ga-s,
ga-su, 'made',di-s, di-su,di-chu,'went';or (2) an expandedrootor Verbstem,as in
buds-,'come',pore- 'be obtained',pirti- 'return',
'say', includingthe reflexive,
or Middle-Voice,forms in chilshi,suchas hack-, 'become',riche-,'die',toshi-,'sit';
or (3) an Auxiliary,id-, 'make',toffu,'be', ni-,'be' or 'become',Kunawarigyo (?): or
(4) a Gerund,suchas those in gat, that, -ne,-lard-g,or
a Participlesuchas
ga-no-,jci-nu-,
'eating', diya.'going',syungan-,'making',dong-n,'grazing',
tang-fu (<no),'getting',dii-nanido-na,
gan, rai[n].
The recognitionof the Gerundor Participialcharacterof many of the forms,which
must have facilitatedtheir actual use, may be a help in understandingthem; in
general, and to a considerable extent in particulars, it accords with what is
constantly remarked in the L.S. Concerning the vowels, usually 4-6, found
appendedto the -sl-ch nothing need be added to what has been stated supra (p.
122) in regardto vowelsappendedto Noun Suffixes:but after the -s an i is often
seen, as in syong-si-n,'living', ra-sl-d, 'brought',and in [...] there is a combination
-se-na, which will recur. The -s may also be followed by a Postposition,as in
lochi-s-tang.
We do not find any sign for a PersonalObject suchas in the Nepal languages,
Vayu and Bahing, followsthe sign for the Subject, which itself is appended,it
seems, to the root or to the Tense, etc., Suffixes, where such are present. The
chits/itappendagesto the root maypartly serve instead.The PersonalSubject,as in
Kunawarito-g, am', to-ke-g, was', to-n, 'thou art', td-ke-n,'thou wast', is well
establishedin the more westerlylanguages.in the more easterlythe -g and -n are
perhaps not evidencedat all: new terminations,mainly vocalic and conceivably
Indo-Aryanin origin, for distinguishingthe Personal Subject,are expounded in
L.S.,pp. 493, 506-8,520-1.
The interestingquestionof possible pointsof connectionwith the infinitely
more complexpronominalizationof the Nepal group may be studied by future
etymologists.
(2) Trans-Himalayanterritories.
(2a) General.
The fact that the whole region north of the Great Himalaya,if we disregard
certain 'Brag-pa' (Simi) settlements and also the Hunza-Nagar State, which
appertainsto the Karakoramarea, is now Tibetan in speechhas beenstated supra;
and this has been attributed entirely to the influence of the Western Tibetan
kingdom,foundednot long after 900 A.D. This mayhave beennot quiteabsolutely
the case; for to the east of the Indusvalleythere willhave beenperhapsfrommuch
earlier times a sparse Tibetan,or at least Tibeto-Burman,populationin nomadic
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occupationof the Byan-than;and of the populationthere may have been some
slight infiltrationinto Ladak, a possibilitywhich in fact Dainelli seems to have
contemplated.Moreover, the Tibetan armies, which, by a route which would
naturally by-pass the Kailasa-MAnasaregion and reach the Indus in the RudokPangongarea, were from c. 700 A.D. to about 750 invadingthe Ladak, Baltistan
and Gilgitcountries,may havebeen not withoutsomeeffect.But in the vocabulary,
at any rate,of LadakTibetan,includingthoseof Purikand Baltistan,thereseemsto
be practicallynothing inconsistentwith the view that the language is merely a
colonial continuation of the Central-Tibetan of the period indicated: in
pronunciationthese are certainsurvivalsor forms whichwere originallydialectical,
or have lapsed,in CentralTibetan;and in morphologythereare somefeatures, e.g.
in Purik Dative-Accusative-a, Ablative in -kana, Infinitive of Verbs in -cas
(Ladaki -ces and -car), whichare not forthwithaccountable:the -cast-ces recalls
the -ce of Spiti and the -ja, -cha, za of Nyamkat,.Tadand Garhwali,possiblyalso
the -aim of 13u-nan.The thin line of 'Westernpronominalized'languageswhich,
immediatelysouthof the Great Himalayamay be comparedto a cushionbetween
Indo-Aryanand Tibetan,nowhereat presenttranscendsthat axis; and there is so
far no definiteproof that theycame from beyondit: on the other hand the sparsely
populated Ladak districts of Zanskarand Rupshu (the latter perhaps with only a
winter populationof nomads), and the Ivinah-ris-skor-glum
district of the Lha-sa
state are not knownto preserveany tracesof pre-Tibetanculture.
(2b) Bru-ga.
The prior ethnographicaland linguisticblank is thereforeunfilled.There is,
however,a matterconnectedwiththe Bru-sa (-za,-(sa) languagewhichmight have
a bearingupon a pre-Tibetanspeechof Baltistan,since that district was knownto
the Chineseas 'Great Po-lu-lo(Bru-ga)'.Anongthe Tibetansone style of writing
(the Tibetan alphabet)was knownas Bru-tshascript; and there is rather frequent
mentionof a Bru-ga(za),Bru-tsa,Buddhist,country,alwaysin associationwith the
westernstates, such as Kashmir,Udyana,Tokharistan.The only known specimen
of a Bru-zalanguageconsistsof a book-titleprintedin CsornaKorosi'sanalysisof
the Kanjur,but first discussedby Laufer (Die Bru-2aSprache and die historische
Swillingdes Padmarambhava,from roung-pan, Series II, Vol.IX, no. 1), who
gives (p. 7) both the Bru-±raand the Sanskrittitle (see infra where these and also
the Tibetantitle are quoted), togetherwith some slightlyvariant equivalentsfrom
other sources).
Laufer emphatically deprecates any unreflecting attempt to equate the
elementsof the Brea-2a
title to those of the Sanskrit.He pointsout that the Bru-2a
title consistsof 32 syllables,while the Sanskrithas 26 words in 59 syllablesand
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the Tibetan 26 words in 50 syllables. Referring to his own prior observations of
such foreign titles invented or blundered by ignorant copyists, and adducing further
flagrant instances, he expresses a doubt as to any correspondence in the present
case. A prerequisite for any attempt would be a knowledge, at present wanting, of
the language, or languages, and Buddhist terminology of Dardistan, to which
region he decides that the Bru-2a country belonged.
Laufer's warning is obviously justified. But the text, stated in the colophon to
have been composed by the Abbot (114khan-po)Dharmabodhi and the 'great
traditionalist' (rin-lugs-chen-po) Danarak§ita and to have been translated, in Khrom
of Bru-za land, by Che(n) Btsan-skyes, has a place in the Buddhist Tibetan Canon.
If D5narakOta was the so-named divine who was one of the last anityas of
Vikramaiila, the composition belonged to the Xlth, or at latest XIIth, century. It
professes to have been dictated by Owhyapati Pariivajra, on the peak of mount
Malaya in Drag-gul-can (Ralqasa?), to the Lord of Laiik5 ("Ravana)and other low
beings: its extent (over 250 foil. of Tibetan text, in 10 sections (bam-po) and 75
chapters (IOW and 252 Rokas) and its subject, a harmony of Buddhist thought,
Yoga procedure and advanced MahElyanadoctrine, invest it with a measure of
importance. It must have been from a Sanskrit original.
Adverting to a certain dubiety in regard to the Canonical status of this text and
of some others, Laufer suggested (pp. 8-11) that originally it might have
appertained to the
sect, which he conceived to have been connected with
Padmasambhava and through him with Buddhist literature of the Dm-is region.
Upon this hint I have sought and found the text in my old (draft) catalogue of the
Riiin-ma Canon, where it occupies foil. lb-233a of Volume Da (XI). The text is
very finely written in large dbu-can characters; in a few places there are notes, for
insertion, etc., in a smaller, not calligraphic, hand. On fol. lb there are three
miniatures.
In-as-much-as the work is also included in the Berlin Ms. Kanjur (Rgyud XIX,
foil. ilia - 364a, see Dr. H. Beckh's catalogue, pp. 133-4), in the Peking Kang-hsi
Kanjur (see Otani Daigaku Library Catalogue, no. 452), and in the Sde-dge Kanjur
(see the Tohoku Imperial University Catalogue, no. 829), and as in the Bru-2a title,
which is of importance for the present study, there are some differences, and even
in the Sanskrit and Tibetan titles the agreement is not complete, it may be
convenient to show here all three: the order adopted is Bru-ia, Tibetan, Sanskrit.
As regards transcription, it should be explained that, where it is from Tibetan script
of Bru-2a or Tibetan text, the original word (or syllable)- separating dots or other
punctuation marks are retained, and that in Sanskrit compounds the members are
separated by hyphens, with undoing of internal Sandhi of vowels. For the texts
Csoma's version (ap. Laufer) is adopted as basis; the variant readings of the
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differentsourcesare distinguished
by the lettersB (= Beckhor Berlin),0 (=
Peking-Otani),
S (=Sde-dge-Tohoku),
R (= Riiin-maCanon).
Bru;zahiskad.du,'InBru4a-language'.
Ho.na.pan. nil pi. bit.bi. ti.la.ti.ta_
Hon(B.O.B.R.)
ban(0)I(R)bi(13.0.),
pul(R)pi(B.R.)til(B.O.S,)
til(R)
sin . bun. hub. han. pan. ril . hub. pi .
sid (R)lun(B)hub1(R) had(0)bad(0)ril [(R)bi(O.S.)
O.omits
pad(S)
Patli(R)
su ban ri . hal . pahi. ma. kyan kuhi
suI (R)bad(O.S.R.)
ri I(R) bahi
kyad(0) kuhiI(R)
(B.O.S.)
PatiiI(R)
dan . rad . ti
roil(B.S.)
rod(0)
rod(R)
TheTibetantitle
De.Kin. ggegs.pa. thams.ead.kyi.thugs] gsan.bahi.ye. des.don.gyi.snip.
pe. I rdo,rje. bkod.gahi.rgyudI mal.tibyor,grub.pahi.lun I kun.hdus.rig.
pahi.mdo1theg.pa. then. pa. nuilf.m.
par.rtogs.pa I ohos.kyi, main.Bens.
mam,par.bkod.pa I zes.bya.bahi.mdo.
is givenin all thesourceswithoutvariation,exceptthatR haschen-pohiinsteadof
-po, and after thugs, siiiri-po,rgyud, Jun, mdo, rtogs-pa,severallyinserts a
punctuation
mark(sad.]),whichdoes,in factroughlydividephrases.Inthechapter
colophons
thetitleis givenin abbreviated
form,as
sal. rgyas.kun.gyi. dgons.pa. hdus.pahi.mio.ohen.pd., 'Greatsutra of
combined
meditations
of allBuddhas'.
TheSanskrittitle—
Sarva-tathEigata-citta-Aana-guhya-artha-gar[...]a-vyaia-vajra-taritra-siddhiyoga-agarria-sainaja-sarva-vidya-satra-maha-ydna-sabhisarriaya-dharrnaparyaya-viva[-n.ama-satra]
is likewiseinvariablein Csoma'sKanjuranalysisand in 13,0 andS, exceptthatall
threehave,like theTibetantitle,abhisamayain placeof sabhisamayaandthatin
placeof theconcludingvivyahaS has vyahasimply,thusconflictingwithits own
Tibetantitle,whichhas rnam-par-bkod-pa,
i.e.vivytiha.
In R theSanskrittitle,in
commonwithmostothersuchthroughout
theRniti-maCanon,is partlyblundered:
it is presentedas
Sarba,ta.tha.ga,ta,cit.ta
Igu.ya.dzi15.na.garba
Ibadzra.ku.la.tantraI bhi.dya.rya.
thaIbhyirgya.su
Isu.ti.yo.giImaha.ya.na,sa.ma.arbi
Idhar.rna.ni.sia.tra
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Here, disregardingsuch ordinary miswritingsas sarba, gu-ya, dviana, garba,
badsra, ya-na in place respectivelyof sarva, guhyn,Plana, garbha, vajna, Ana,
we remark—
I. readings; vajra-kida-tantra(kuls-tantrasbeing a kind of tantras) instead of
vyaha-vaira-tantra;dharnia-ni(?) in place of dhanna-paryriya-vivyiTha.
2. further errors of spelling; bhirgya-sufor vidya-sutra;mu-ti-yogifor siddhiyoga; sa-mei-cirbT
for sabhisamaya.
3. transpositions;siddhi-yoga(su-ti-yogi)should have followed immediately,
after tantra; sa-nui-Ctrbi
for abhi-samaya.
4. there remains bhi.dya.tycLtha,which is provisionallyobscure; since in the
partly identicaltitle of the immediatelyfollowingwork we find(fol.1)
...garbha-vajra-krodha-kola-tantra-bidaiya-tha-maha-sutra in
which
bidwyatha correspondsto the kun-bdus-rig-pahi of its accurate Tibetan
equivalent,it should represent Sanskritsarva-vidyci,and in the presenttitle
mightbe an anticipationof the immediatelyfollowingbhirgya(i.e. vidy5).
The errors in the Sanskrittitles throughoutthe Canonare in markedcontrastto the
correctnessof the Tibetan: in the present instancesome of them, especiallythe
transpositions,suggesteventhat there had beendoubtor discussion.As they do not
recur in the various editionsof the Kanjur, it seems possiblethat in the
Canonthey go backto an early stage in Tibetanknowledgeof Sanskrit(and alsoof
some other foreign languages) and by the editors of the Kanjur have been
eliminated.The errors cannot have been due to the Bru-ia script, which, being
merely a style of Tibetan, cannot ever have seriouslyincommodedthe Tibetan
scribes:the presenttext is, in fact,an incontestableproofof this.
In contrast to the Sanskrittitle, the Bru-ia title in the Ms. is in practically
completeaccord with the severaleditionsof the Kanjur. As will have been seen,
the editionsvary in somedetailswhichare frequentlyexemplifiedin Tibetanscript,
whether printed or in Ms.: such are (a) insertionor omissionof the dot or other
marks of punctuation;(b) confusion of p and b; (c) confusion of ñ and d: (d)
omissionof superscriptvowels. These cases, which are all matters of clarity of
script merely,cover practicallyall the divergences:and it can be seen that in nearly
all cases the reading of the Ms. has the support of some of the editions;it may
appearthat it shouldbe preferredas a whole. In any case the generaluniformityof
the title, harmonisingwith the abstrusecharacter of the text, which is a work of
severeMahay5naphilosophy,separatesit from the multipleand independenttitles,
such as will be instancedinfra; of texts whichsought to attractpopular interest:it
seemsto presenta genuinespecimenof Bru-inlanguage.
Unfortunatelyit does no more,except that the excellenceof the Tibetan text
indicates that the transcribershad, as was natural, no difficulty with the Bru-ia
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script, with which they, resident in Bru-ia land, will have been familiarly
acquainted. The conclusion, which we have already drawn, that the title only was
given in Bru-ia language, the text being already in Tibetan, is demonstrated not
only by the regular Tibetan Buddhist expressions and terminology, which prove
that no third language intervened between the original Sanskrit and the Tibetan, but
also by the general usage, in which the usual exordiums, such as 'In the speech of
India (or China, etc.) A B C -", concerns merely the title. In the present case we
have also the definite statement of the colophon of the text, which it declares to
have been rendered from Bur-ia script (yi-ge), not speech (skad): this is just as if
we should say 'from black letter'.
It will be, no doubt, convenient to have before us a translation of the SanskritTibetan title, which incorporates several terms of Buddhist dogmatics: it will
read
'Thunderbolt (s , decisive) Tanta, systematizing (vynha) the essence (garbha)
of the latent (guhya) sense of the intellectual cognitions (citta-Aina) of all
Tathagates; Sutra of all knowledge in the competition (or compilation) of
traditional doctrines (tigarna) [concerning} Yoga [-practice] for Attainment
(siddhi); discriminating systematization (vi-vyaha) of Mahayana treatises
(palyciya), with comprehensive view (abhisamaya)'
As indicated by the plurality of Buddhist texts with titles commencing with All
Tathagates', there was at one stage, or at stages, what we may term an abhisamaya
or 'harmony' stage: perhaps we may so interpret abhi-samaya, 'over-creed (of,
abhi-dhanna), although, as a reference to de la Vallee Poussin's Abhidhanna-koga
(Index) will show, there was not in regard to the term an abhisarnaya a 'harmony.
The term, of course, could be understood as "atranscending view' and so put aside
all others, or as 'a general view' originating in an all-comprehensive praj rid; there is
also an interpretation as "commonor agreed view'; and the term can even have sunk
into a parlance. But, where it occurs in conjunction with iyuha, which denotes a
'systematic arrangement'
, it would imply at least a critical consideration of different
views: and in the title we have also the word samaja, which properly denotes a
'competition'
, rather than merely 'combination' or 'comparison"
Without a serious study of the extensive work, which deals with many and
various topics, we may thus get some conception of its nature: and from a
recurrence of the expression bla-hdags (= Tib. bla-brags, Sk. adhivacana,
'designation'
, 'denominalization') we may even conjecture that its doctrine is
nominalistic: but we do not find light upon the Bru-ia language.
Having therefore only the title, from which, however, we may have cleared
away some doubts, we must certainly not disregard Laufer's warning against any
conjectural equation of its c. 38 syllables to the c. 26 words, or word-notions,
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comprized in the Sanskrit and the Tibetan, which are in full agreement. But that
need not preclude the possibility of some general observations concerning the
unknown language.
It was partly by reason of the limited knowledge in 1898 of the Burushaski
language that Laufer, after discussing its probable connection with the Bru-2a
country, forbore to seek in that language a solution of the problem of the title. If
we now entertained the notion, we might quote as a preliminary excuse that the
transcription of the text is stated to have taken place in Ithrom in Bn .i-in land': and,
whereas in any Bru-ia land a place with name 'Klima is unattested and
improbable, the name may well represent the 'Nagar' country of the 'Burishk' (Bruga) people; for evidence has been adduced to prove that the name 'Nagar' was,
through folk-etymology or otherwise, currently understood to represent Sanskrit
nagara, 'town'; and Tibetan 'Khrom', which has the same sense, may be merely a
version of the same idea. Translation of foreign Proper Names was highly frequent
in Tibetan: and, as regards the compilation, in the small Nagar country, of a text of
abstruse Buddhist dogmatics, we may remind ourselves that in Nagar an
acquaintance with Buddhism had been initiated some centuries earlier and that,
owing to Buddhist cosmopolitanism and travel, even the least considerable State
might include among its monastic sojourners a great divine.
With the now advanced knowledge, furnished by Colonel Lorimer's elaborate
study, of the Burushaski language, which was and is native in Hunza-Nagar, such a
speculation is altogether incompatible; the language of the title is decidedly not
Buroshaski, and its Bni-ia country must be sought elsewhere.
This negative conclusion can, however, be supplemented by a positive one;
the language of the title was manifestly of the monosyllabic type, This is to be
inferred not simply from the set-out in inter-punctuated monosyllables, which, in
fact, is frequent, or (with some irregularities) normal, in Tibetan writing, even for
Sanskrit; it is manifested in the identical recurrence of certain syllables, e.g. herb,
tit, pi, ti, and, further, in the circumstance that no syllable ends in a hard, tenuis or
aspirate, consonant, t, th, p, ph, or in a Palatal, c, ch,j, if, or contains a long vowel.
Taken together, these features point to a Tibeto-Burman dialect: and some further
restrictions, e.g. the complete absence of compound consonants, such as kr, gr, tr,
dr, pr, br, suggest an advanced stage. In the dialects of W. Tibet some such points,
e.g. loss of y after initial consonant, have been remarked.
As speech of a BI1J-ia country which nevertheless was not Hunsa-Nagar, the
dialect of the title might plausibly, as we have seen, be credited to Baltistan,
At this point we may, it seems, venture upon one or two details: —
1. In the first place the fact that in the Ms. even the Sanskrit title has in the
expression bhirgya-sti = vidyu-sutra of the other editions, the techinical
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term sutra in the abbreviated form su, quite likely to have been current in
a monosyllabic language, suggests that the su of the Bru-ia text, which
occurs at a corresponding point, is really the same loan-word in the same
sense; and this encourages the conjecture that its reading sid, with

2.

punctuation (1), where the other editions have sin, is right and is again a
Ioan-word of technical signification, se. Sanskrit siddhi.
The reading (B) lun of the syllable following sin, where the Ms. and the
other editions have hurt, may, in case it is not, as it might be, an error of
the scribe or printer, indicate that B knew that the meaning of /tun was
that of the next following Sanskrit word, agama, 'traditional doctrine',
and therefor wrote Tibetan hot (lun), which has that meaning. If he so
conceived, he could have thought of Western Tibetan bun, 'news',
'information', 'explanation', 'opinion', 'idea', while we can now add also
Kunawari bun, 'teach', 'instruct'. This gives sidhun = Sanskrit siddhiagama.

(3 lacking)
4. The next syllable, hub, which racura a littele later, we have fortunately
already encountered, vis. in the expression ubs-ti, meaning 'united (i.e.
confluent) rivers' = Sanskrit samudra, Hubs is Preterite 'Participle] of

5.

bub,
'gather', and it exists in both Western and Central Tibet.
Accordingly we have eig-ipm-grub= siddhi-eigama-sanija.
The next phrase, hair-pan-ril-hub-pi (bi, pabi)-su, should correspond to
Sk. sarva-vidya-sutra, Tib. kun-irdus-rig-pabi-rndo: and here it may be
noted that in S. C. Das' Tibetan Dictionary (s.v. hub) ?idus-pa, Preterite
[Participle] of bdu, 'collect' is given as normal equivalent of ?tubs. But rte
also, usually written bril, has in Tibetan the signification
'all
together', = kun, so that ril-barbcorresponds exactly to Tibetan trun-i.odus:
accordingly hurtparr (R pad) should signify Tib. rig, Sanskrit vidyet,
'knowledge'
, 'science', which at present we axe not in a position to
confirm. Pan, however, might be the -pati noted supra (p. [...]) as the
Tibar-skad suffix (= Tib. pa) of Infinitives + Nouns of action.
The recurrent syllable pi (o.s. bi) has here in R- the reading pabi,
which a little later, in halpahi (B.O.S. MN), recurs in all the texts: since
in its present occurrence it plainly corresponds to the pahi of the Tibetan
version, it looks as though the scribe had substituted Tibetan pai.ii for pi,
knowing that the two were equivalent. In the Balti and other dialects of
Western Tibet the -a of the Genitival or Adjectival -pabi disappears,
leaving -pi, which was, no doubt, original in the title: the reading pabi
will have been in both cases a correction by the Central-Tibetan scribe,
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who recognizedthat here the pi or bi was not a normal word, but a
Genitival-Adjectivalform, which in some of the other occurrencesit
probablyis not.
It will not fail to be observedthat since, as we have severaltimes
remarked,the -pal-ha Suffix did not exist in Tibeto-Burmanoutsidethe
Tibetan,the ltub-pahihere and the subsequenthal-pahimust be taken as
havinga TibetanSuffix.This does not create difficulty,since in the Xth
or Xlth century, when the title will have been first written,the TibetoBurman dialect of Bru-ia will probablyhave been already extensively
invadedby Tibetan.
6. Rd has occurred previously in Ho-na (3.0.S.R_Ifon)-pan(0 ban)-rd,
which are the opening words of the title: and, since the Sanskritand
Tibetan versionsboth begin with 'All Tathagatas',which is not only a
quite essential element here, but also similarly heads a considerable
number of analogoustitles, there is a strong,prima facie probabilitythat
Ho-na (1-fon)-pan (or ban) is a renderingof Tathagata: this can be
substantiatedas follows:
In Tibetan and Chinese versions from the Sanskrit the Buddha's
appellation, Tathagata, is regularly, as here, representedby the literal
rendering 'So-gone (or come)', Tib. De-biro-gegs-pa, Chin. Zu-lai,
which accordinglyshould be the meaning of Hon-pan (ban). In the
Kunawari languageho-na,(GrahameBailey'hone') means'thus', the ho
being a pronominalroot which recurs in heard, "so much', bode, 'so',
hodon, 'there', honor, 'there',Tik5 Ram Joshi's ho-tra, 'so much', hurt,
'now', hu-na, 'just now': the h is found also in KunTiwariand the other
languagesas an interrogative(Kun. ham, 'where?',hat, 'who?",'which?',
etc.). Paniban can be ponlbonlban(Bailey),pun (Gerard (pooh = pan)
and Joshi), 'arrive', with a (from o, as explained supra, and seen in
Kunawaritan, 'see', then,'hear', gasa, 'clothes'= Tib. nithorilfithen,
thos,
gos etc.), Possibly, since in the Western dialects post-consonantaly is
often lost, this may be Tibetanhbyon,whichis actuallyfound appliedto
the 'coming' of Tathagatas;but ?rbyuri/byuti
(Guttural ir, however)not
seldomsignifies'arrive'.
The above particulars, suggestedby actual reading in the titles, point to a
fairly close correspondence,in phrasesand in their order,betweenthe Bru-la title
and the equivalentsin Sanskritand Tibetan: and they inevitablypromptan iquiry
for furthercomparisonsunder the guidanceof the word-order.Inasmuchas it is
undesirable to record conjectural etymologies without at least some special
appositenessin connectionwith the situationof the 'unknown'language,any such
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venturesmay here be reserved,in the hope that furtherevidencemay invest them
with strongerclaimsto acceptance.
It will perhapsbe provisionallyadmittedthat a reasonablecase has beenmade
out in regardto (a) the Tibeto-Burmancharacterof the languageof the title and (b)
its connection with Baltistan, perhaps the only Bru-ia district of which the
languagewas certainly other than Burushaski.The inferencethat in Baltistanthe
presentTibetanwas precededby a Tibeto-Burmandialect may be not unimportant:
on the one hand, it may account for some featuresin the Tibetan dialectsof Balti
and Purig, as survivals;and on the other hand, the obviousconnectionwith the
group of Tibeto-Burmandialects whereof Kunawari is the chief suggests an
originalwide trans-Himalayanextensionof the 2an-itifi language,whichwe have
alreadyrelatedto that group, andat which, our only remaining'unknown'language
and our leadingobjectin the presentstudy, we haveat lengtharrived.
(2c) 2aii-lun.
The 2aii-M languageis somewhatless 'unknown'than that of 'Bru-ig. In the
first place it was patently the speech of the 2an-hui State,knownalso during the
same early period as Gu-ge, which is still sufficientlyrecognizedto appear in
modern reports and on maps; secondly, it is more frequently mentioned as
furnishingtitles of texts;and, thirdly,it may be detectablein old place-namesor in
survivalswithinthe mainlyTibetan speech(Nyarn-kat)whichhas replacedit.
The existenceof
literaryworks duringthe early Tibetanperiodis not
open to question.The evidenceconsistsof citationsnot only in Bon-politerature,
but also in Tibetan Buddhisttexts, which give titles of particularworks in their
2aii-kun (and other) versions. The critical observationsof Laufer (Die Bnila
Sprache p. 7) are not intendedto cast doubtupon the existenceof such versionsin
general,but only to questionthe authenticity,correctnessand intelligibilityof the
particulartitles. His remark that a version does not inevitablyreflect the title, or
even the entire, or exact, contentof a work is true, no doubt,of all literaturesand
all periods,the attractivenessof a title varyingwith the milieu.
Of a special scriptor alphabetused for2aii-kun writingsthe Tibetansgive, it
seems, no hint. That some form of Indian script may have reachedthe.2aii-kuil
countrybeforethe With century,when Tibetacquiredits alphabet,is not apparent;
and the presumptionis that in respect both of script and of Buddhism
followed Tibet and that any prior Bon-po compositionshad at any rate no
alphabeticwriting.In the medicalMss. there are items which, if correctlyelicited
(JRAS. 1933,pp.406 sqq),are probablyof Indianprovenance;and one of the Mss.
cites in original some of the well-known terms of Sanskritpharmacy,perhaps
othersalso in translation,but the Mss. are of the VIIIth Xth centuryand are from
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Tun-huangand can have derivedboth the doctrinesand the prescriptionsfrom the
Tibetans.
It is not very likely,or apparent,that anyof the TibetanBon-po'sfromwhom
there are extant writings were conversantwith Zan-ktuispeech. In the Zan-tun
country Tibetan Buddhismwas introduced,as we are informed,even before the
foundationof the West Tibet State and was intenselypatronized.Hencethe titles
whichwe must nowpro forma scrutinizerequirelenienthandlingas weaktradition.
In the followinglist, which may have someconveniencefor reference,the slight
annotationseeks merely to clarify some superficialobscuritiesor errors without
anticipatingany possiblepointsof substance:—
(1) Ms. (India OfficeLibrary)purportingto be the lato-ljbum-dkar-po, i.e. the work
translatedby Schiefner (St. Petersburg, 1880) as Das Bon-po scam, Das
weiseeNaga-hunderttansend,'The Bon-posutra, The white Naga-hundredthousand':titles cited
'In the languageof the Gyun-drun (Svatika)gods (!ha)
, H7o-bi-dguii-nashod-mm-rnap(for rdak 'fallen',or snarl,'shining'?)
In the languageof human persons (gars-zag),1.1gro-ia-phan-pahi-hbransde-bya;
the
'In languageof the Mu-san Stag-gzig(Thjik)
, Mu-rgyas-khyab-rtanhod-rum-rtse.
the
'Inlanguageof the Red 2aii-kun,Da-lis-'a-he-gug-ge-phya;
'In the languageof Spu-rgyal-Bod(Tibet)
, Giscoi-ma-klu-bbum-dkar-mo'
In Schiefner'sMs., where apparentlyonly the
alternativeis given, it has
(trans.p. 46) the variant formDang-ling-ilhe-gage-bya.
The (fabricated)Gyufi-druntitle, 'From the heaven of the Devas (? ilde-bi =
Sanskritdeva?) white light (trod-run,Tibetan)shining(or 'fallen), is practicallyall
Tibetan.So is the 'human'language,'To the beingsof the world beneficial100,000
group bya (= Kandshlbya '100')'. So again the 'Mu-san'Tajrklanguage'Horizonextended-pervadingpower-steadfastwhite light peak'; but Mu-saii,'Pure ether',
Tajik is perhapsa blunder,see infra. In the Zafi-kuntitle, where the phya recalls
the 'human'bya, the 'a-he (Schlefner'sahe) invites a comment(infra). The 'Spurgyal' Tibetan,whichprefires'Pure'(gtsan-ma)to the commontitle,perhapsmeans
to insiston the goodancientTibetanof the royal dynasty.
(2) Ms. (India OfficeLibrary) purports to be the Alu-libum-nag-po,'Black Nagahundred-thousand',and shouldbe the so-namedtext which constitutes § II
pp. 8-15) in Laufer's Klu Bum bsdus-pahi-srifi-po(Helsingfors,1898):
titles —
'In Zan-kilnlanguage,,Sari-ka-ra:
'In Sum-pa language
, I:Mu-la-re-pad
(pan?):
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'In Tibetanlanguage
, isari-ma(Pure)- Kiu-kbtort-nag-rno.
Here,and also in nos. (3) and (4) infrathere is no needto the Sum-palanguage(of
the 'Women'sKingdom'),whichhas its own problems.The Zati-f2un
title is wholly
problematic:but Sad, if we may so read, will be = Kun-Awari
Sad, 'god'; and ra is
there,and in the group,the prevalentformof the term '100' (Tib, rgya):gya alsois
found.
(3) Ms. (IndiaOfficeLibrary)of a !Ouhi-span-bkori
(probably= spa-kon(gori).
'Naga-frightening',cf the famousBuddhistDpan (Span)-skoti-phyag-rgyapa of the Me-lori(Francke,op.cii.,II, p. 81); titles —
'In an-kun language,Ta-la-pa-ta-ya-na-la(ta?y;
'In Sum-pa language
, A-re-ha-ba-li-ya;
In Indianlanguage,Na-ga-ra-fsa-dha-ya;
'In Tibetan language
, Niahhi-spati-bkon.
The Sanskrittitle, as usual somewhatbotched,means'Naga-averting-':in the 2an'tun the last syllableis not clearlylegible,
(4) Ms. (IndiaOfficeLibrary)of a text similarto (3): titles —
'In the languageof the Gyuit-drun (Svastika)gods
, Mu-phya-A-ri-kraye-munia-sla-fiat(dal?);
'In the Red Zaii-"Zuri
language,Mur-bzans-mart-no-sla-ti-bha-da-ya;
'In the Ivlur-bsafisStag-gzig(Taft) language, 'A-he-gu-le-khyab;
'In the Li (Khotan)language, Ldon-fta-ha-ra;
'In the Sum-pa language,Ru-ya-he-rial(dal?):
'In the Me-nag language,Hod-hbar-lhahi-nor-bu-gsal;
'In the Spu-rgyal Bed (Tibetan)language
, irau-grian-sa-bdag-gi-spanskoh.
The Tibetan title means'Frighteningof NAgas(Water-spirits),Gnarl(Sky-spirits),
and Earth-lords (Earth-spirits),three regularly mentionedclasses of dangerous
powers, we may pass over the khotan language,which, though at one period it
must havebeenvery familiarto numerousTibetans,may have at the time whenthe
titles were writtenpassed intoa legend:of course,Naga-worshipin ancientKhotan
is abundantlyattested.We pass over also the Sum-pa(as previouslyannounced)
and the Na-fiag,wherethe title is, not unnaturally,pure Tibetan,meaning'Jewelflash of the light-blazinggods'. With the Sum-paand Mi-iiagpeoplesthe Bon-pas,
who had, no doubt, many establishmentsamong both, will have been fairly
competentto deal. The 'IvEur-bzatisl
Tajik, like the Mu-saii'Taft in no. (1) supra,
is perhapsa mereblunder;the expressionoccursin the immediatelypreceding'Red
title. It may, however,not have been conjuredout of nothing:it is quite
conceivablethat Tajik Iraniansof the Pamir may have worshipped,or placated,
water-spiritsand have beenknownby Tibetansto do so, and that both Itiu-sariand
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Aiti-rgYas
are corruptionsof illurghab, nameof the upperOxus of the Pamir.In the
'Red Zati-ke title the word rutin recalls the glian of the Tibetan; and the
differenceof Profix would accord with what we know: there are also some other
particularswhichwill call for remarkinfra(p. 173).
(5) Ms. noted,but not nowavailable:titles —
'In the Zan-kal language
, Mu-le-sad-gyer-yuris-rin-po-smar-ma:
'In the Spu-rgyal-Bod (Tibetan) language, tiphnd-dag-gywi-[drund
'Sutra teachingthe tradition (doctrine)of
the miraculouspure SvastikaBon',
(6) In the Padmahi-bkah-than,V. fol. 43-5, we hear of a, perhaps apocryphal,
authoritativework entitled
Finthe languageof the King-Ldons (Rgyal-Ldon
, perhapsa legendary
tribal organization),1-yaii;
'In the Red Zafi-kunlanguage, V-ya-'ag-tharn;
'In the Spu-rgyal-Bod(Tibetan)language
, Gsari-no-kha-thain
('A secret:
mouth-seal').
This is the passagepreviously(JRAS. 1933,pp. 409-410)cited as evidenceof
the equivalenceof atti-kiai'ag to Tibetan kha 'mouth',an equivalencenow
abundantlyconfirmed.
As was to be expected,not much has 'been gleanedfrom the first surveyof
the availabletitles. The practiceof recordingthe originaltitles of translatedworks
probablycommencedin Tibet with the Buddhists;and in the canonicalcollections,
Bica-fgyur andBstan-kyur, the individualtextsalmost invariablyappendto their
Tibetan titles a fairlyaccurate(barring somelaxitiesof spelling,e.g. is, tsh, dz, in
place of Sanskrit c, A, j) reproductionof the mostly Sanskrit,but occasionally
Chinese, and so forth, titles. In the early Mongol period the blemishesbecame
numerous;and there are also instancesof originalcompositions,not translations,
furnished with Sanskrit titles; in course of time treatises which made no real
pretence to being translations adorned themselves with long Sanskrit titles
flagrantlyregardless of Sanskrit Grammar,as when, e.g., the Genitive in -arnya
was used as if, like Tibetan-kyi, -gyi, it couldconstitutean Adjective.The Bon-po
writers had perhapsfor their multilingualtitles a stimulusin the traditionrecorded
in no. (1) supra (Schiefner,()FM., trans., p. 77) that the Bons make theirofferings
in the five languages,those of Gods, men, Tajlk, Zaii-'2unand Bon, and also in
others, In the above examples we see instances of fabrication (language,not
necessarily quite unsystematic,of Bon divinities), blundering, confusion and
wrongattribution.But this does not totallyinvalidatethem:and we are, as already
signified,postponingto a suitablecontext(p. [...]) some solid itemsof verification.
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There is one rather general matter for comment here: why among so many
titles of texts concerning Nagas, the klu of the Tibetan versions, is there no term
linguistically cognate to klu? In three instances (under nos. (1) and (4) we observe
a word 'a-he, which, if it is the missing equivalent, is certainly the Sanskrit ahi,
'serpent'
, = Arita. In that case the original Bon-pos had no Hu and borrowed an
Indian term which would have been abundantly available in the region of their
country of origin, always affirmed to be the2ari-kuii country; for, as is elaborately
evidenced in Atkinson's The Himalayan Districts of the Northwest Provinces of
India (Gazetteer of the N.W.P., Vol,XI, pp. 835-6), no region of India has a longer
or more prevalent devotion to Naga cults than Garhwal and Kumaun, which
constitute the southern limit of miJah-ris-skor (khor) -gsurniHuria-dega and
Kunawar. The effect of this would be to present Naga-worship as a foreign
accretion in the original Bon system, a conclusion to which indeed, considering its
cosmographical system of upper and lower heavens, descents, ascents, incarnations,
etc., and also its Shamanist rites, we may be not averse. But is the Tibetan klu, or
Naga, which in personal names had in early times a tremendous vogue, and
testifies to a very widespread regard for water-spirits, really not indigenous in
Tibet? We perhaps should not venture so fan but there are indications that the
earliest religion of Tibet was a worship of earth-spirits vegetation-spirits, diseasedevils, etc. weather (storm, hail, etc.) -spirits, mountain-spirits), and that waterspirits, if they were actually recognized, were not specially prominent. Upon this
outlook supervened the Bon as a sky religion; and it may have come already
infested with the Indian snake-worship or have been a vehicle for its importantion.
That Tibet has no special relation to snakes is obvious; and that the Tibetan k/u is
not, in fact, conceived of as a snake can be seen stated in S. C. Das' Dictionary, &v.
lau-bbum-khra-bo, only a mythological creature being envisaged. It is curious to
find that in the Tibeto-Burman languages of Tibet and the Himalayan countries klu
= 'snake' is practically non-existent, the dialectical term for 'snake' being
everywhere a cognate of bu, 'worm', or of Tib. sbrul, 'snake; Tib. I.tbrug, 'dragon',
is also an serial (storm), not an aqueous, being. Possibly the only cognate of idu is
the klu, kru, 'blind', of the Nam language in conjunction with Bahing khleu, 'hide',
'disappear' (Vayu khi?) (Hodgson, Miscellaneous Essays (1880), I. pp. 335, 341).
The Tibetan ldori also (no. 4) means 'blind'. It may be convenient to take note of
one or two particulars in the quoted book-titles.
The most promising of the titles is that in no. (4) —
Mur-bzwis-rilan-no-sla-ii-bha-da-ya
which has a fair similarity to the corresponding Tibetan
Klu-gilan-sa-bdag-gi-spari-skon.
Hence there is a likelihood in the equations
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mur-bzans = klu
than
= grian
no-sla
= sa-bdag
ti
= gi
bha-da-ya = span-skon
Since mur can mean 'spring, 'well', mur-bzwis,'spring-good(or great)' may well
be equivalentto k/u, 'water-power',naga, etc., Ran, with Prefix r, as could have
been expected(Nam: an ancientlanguage..., pp. 206, 350-1),in placeof g = elan,
whichis actuallyfound (Tucci,III. ii, p. 100)locallyin this use. No-sla we are not
preparedto substantiate;but conceivablyit mightbe = Tib. fios-lha,'side (quarter,
etc.)
i.e. sa-bdag. it will be observedthat in the 'G-yufi-drun'title here
murna-sla is evidentlyrelated to the mur-bzwis sla of the Zan-kun. The
correspondingto Tib. gi, 'of', is not evidencedin KunTiwari;but as a GenitiveDativePostpositionit seemsto be very frequentin the cognatelanguageof Bu-nan
(seethe specimenin Franeke,°pelt., II, pp. 221-2),and it will be manifestagainin
the medical Mss. Bha-da-ya, evidently equivalent to the pa-ta-ya of no. (3),
contains a da(ta)-yawhichthere will be good reason for regardingas Suffixal,a
fact which accountsfor the additionof it (as dha-ya) to Sanskritnaga-rak,sfiin no.
(3). Accordinglythere remains a bha (pa), with the sense of 'frightening',or
'quelling'
, a dangeroussupernaturalbeing; and this brings to mind Tibetan lrbak
'seizure', 'distraint',and 1thal"-poand -'ma, also dbaik,
'sorcerer', or
'witch'
, of the Bon religion (S. C. Das' Dictionary):it may account for ba-mo,
'female demon
, ogress, witch', in Lepuha (Mainwaring'sDictionary, s.v.), and,
further, for Vayu balung, 'exorcist'(Hodgson,MiscellaneousEssays (1880), 1, p.
217) and the Sum-paba-li-ya in no. (3) here. The superfluousna-/a at the end
mightbe = Sk. /ti, 'so': cf. Kunawarihala, 'how?',n- being Demonstrative'that'. As
a Verb-Suffix,na-la is found in the Rangkaslanguage
p, 482).
Concerningthe Da-lisiDan-lira
of no. (1), and the Ta-la of no. (3) there is at
presentnothingto be said; in a part of UpperKunawar(J. D. Cunningham,J.A.S.B.
III1(1844),p. 197)a devoidnamedData is worshipped.
The mu in mu-phya(no. (4)), mu-le(no. (5)),and in the lake-nameMu-k-diti
is entitledto some consideration.In Tibetan there is a mu, signifying'boundary',
'horizon', whichoccursalsoin a numberof compounds,mu-phyud,'circumference',
'hoop'
, mu-bit, mu-med,etc., includingmu-sans, 'Pure horizon', 'sky', a Bon-po
expression.Mu-stags,the regularBuddhistrenderingof Sanskrittinthiica,may not
contain this mu. Tibetan has also a dmu, which seemsto have signified'hail (or
rain)-storm'and which is also Proper Name of certain malignantspirits causing
dropsy(dmu-chid).Evidentlyit is this (d)muthat we shouldrecognizein mu,'cold',
whichhas been found in Nam (N., an ancientlanguage, Index)and in the Bu-nan
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language(Jaeschkein J.A.S.B., XXXIV (1865, p. 95) means 'snow'. In Lepcha
miir-nyo,'the watersabove the earth',miir-nyo-bu('snake'),'runningstreams',the
kinship is perhapsrather withne, 'spring','well', thanwith mu simply.
The above does not yield any clear light in regard to
in which the
sound syllableremainsobscure.Nor is anythingascertainedconcerningphyalbya
or concerninggugeigu-le.But mu may be helpfulin connectionwith the medical
Mss.
Directtestimonyconcerningthe kan-kunlanguageis affordedfurther(1) by a
few expressionscited in Tibetan languageas Zan-kun and (2) by a number of
ProperNames:
(1) sgo-rum,'immovable'or 'immobile',see Tucci,TibetanPainted Scrolls,I, pp. 6,
251, wherethe Tibetan rendering,sgul-du-rni-run-ba,'what is not proper to
be moved',is recorded.It calls to mind the Tibetanequivalent,Mi-skyod-pa,
or Mi-g-yo-ba,of SanskritAkyobhya.The negative sense is intelligibleif
Zaii-kunrumcorrespondedto Tib.rum, 'emptyspace','darkness'.
shun-wari,'a bud' (Tucci,indo-Tibetica,III, i. p. 14),
sle-tres, 'a certainclimbingplant or its sap', see S. C. Das' Dictionary,s.v.: the
word occursnot infrequentlyin old Tibetanmedicaltexts.
(2) ProperNamesare - A; Personalor titularBor Yon-tse(supra, p. [...1),a Pu-hrans(?) chief.
Rriel)u-churl-rgyal,
2afi-kun-za. mentionedin a Bon-potext
(Srid-pa-sdud)as consortof a Tibetanking. But churland rgyal are Tibetan
forms,and Rrieltumay be a localitysurname,in whichcase it mightbe the
&zebuof Tucci,Indo-Tibetica,III. i, p. 12.
Lig, dynasticname of the Zan-kuhrulers ('nomprincier',Bacot,Documents,p.
83, n. 1), as is definitelyaffirmedin a (not at present accessible)Bon-po
text (a Bstan-hbyun),which states that the familyclaimeddescent from a
Ithyun(Sc.'Eagle',SanskritGarucla)andperhapssuppliesa genealogy.
Lig-rnyi-rhya(Bacot,op.cit.,pp. 155,158),designation,but perhapstitle, with
myi-rhya= Tib. mi-rje,of the last Zan-kunking (supra, p. [...1).
Lig-stia-iur (Bacot, op.cit., pp. 29, 83, 155),in which, however, siia-gur is a
Tibetan official or tribal title, on which see Tibetan Lit. Texts &
Documents,II,pp. 174,427, III,p. 108).
B. National,geographicalor topographical—
Zan-kun(State or people)
A
s explainedsupra, it is provisionally
Pu(Spu)-hraris(Stateor people)
not certainthat Pu-hransand Man-yul
Mari(Dnaff)-yul(district)
were includedin the original±an-kunState.As regardsMari-pd, it may be
observedthat, if we substitutefor the Tibetanyul, 'district', the sa, 'land',
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frequent in old, and in modern, Kunawarand the adjacent regions, the
resultingMan-sais reminiscentof SanskritManasa.
[Gans,'Ice-mountain']Ti-se = Kailasa
Thesemay be, as
[Mtsho,'Lake] Ma-pam= Manasapreviouslysuggested.
evenolder than 2anfkuziand are linguisticallyunpropitiousfor handling;in
Ti-seindeed,the se may very well be = Tib. rise, 'peak'.But that Tishould
be = Tib. Khri, "throne',as has perhaps been suggested,is impossibleby
reasonof date.
Gu-ge(Bacot,Documents,p. 156,etc., etc.)
Khyuii-lun(ibid., p. 155),royal castlein Zan->zufi.
The name,which,however,
may contain Tibetan hoi, 'valley', survives in modem Khyun-lufi,the
Kyunglungof maps, on the upperSutlej,betweenTolingand LakeIvifinssa:
see Moorcroft, Journey, p. 482 (Kien-lung),Gerard, Account, p. 123
(Koongloongor Keinlung),Tucci,Indo-Tibelica,H,p. 56,
Gu-ran in
Supra otherwiseunknown;possiblynot
Zims
in Zan4un, thoughthe ran, probablyran,
in Gu-ran is common(Tucci,op.cii.,II, p. 73, ri.1),
To-yo-Chas-la,(supra,p. [...])
i.e. 'Chas-pass(1a)in To-yo',the latter, however,Rise (Francke,II, p. 94)?
situatedin Pu-hrans,see the Maps.
icr.i-aunts
(Francke,op.cit., p. 93), obviouslythe 'Nisung'of modem travellers
and maps.
No furtherrelevant names of localitieshave been found in the ancienttexts;
and any suppliedby later literatureare likely,if interpretableas Tibetan,to belong
to that language,whichhad, no doubt,fromthe IXthor Xth centurysupplantedthe
Zan-tun for literary uses. But in sonic works of moderateantiquity,the Me-ion
history,the colophonsto Buddhisttexts, in non-canonicalwritings,such as 'Lives'
of Atka, and in old inspriptionstheremay be such nameswhich, whennot clearly
Tibetan, and especiallywhen surviving into modern times, may be evidentialin
regardto the local language.Fromthe sourcesmentioneda numberof such names
have been, mainly by Professor Tucci,elicited. After excludingwhole classes of
them, e.g. names in -khar
mkhar,'city or 'fort"),Be-khar,Go- , Pur- , /ton- ,
those in -dpag (Tib. dpag, 'depth', 'lowed), Dkan-dpag,
Ro-, those in -rise
(Tib. rise, 'peak'), Khwa-rtse,Rig-, and items such as Cog-ro (found also in E.
Tibet), Tito-linor Mtho-ldin(on the spellingsee Tucci, op.cit., II, p. 64, n.2), we
may provisionallyretain—
iAg-tsar, near Skyid-gron (Throng)
, in Man-yal (Cordier,Index du Baskin
-hgyur, II, p. 145).
Bter-wer,s. 2er-sa (Tucci,II, pp, 29, 71),
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Chumurti (Tucci-Ghersi, p. 144) district (s. map).
Darn-lag, or Darn and Lag (Francke, I I, p. 93).
Dran-dray (Tucci, II, p. 72) in Spiti ?
Dril-churi-re (Tucci, 11,p. 73, III, i, p. 12).
Gur-siri in Mali-nan (Tucci, II, pp. 29, 31),
s. Re-hri.
tika-khar in Pit-l-u-ans
(Tucci, 11,pp. 63-4, Cordier, °pea, II, p. 377).
Kha-char, Khawa-char.
Khyun-wori,near Rad-nis or Rwa-nid (Tucci-Ghersi, p. 179, Tucci, 11,pp. 56,
61, 67, III.i, p. 13).
Kyu(skyu)-ware.
Kyi-dariin Cu-ge (Tucci, II, p. 53).
Ma-yari (Tucci-Ghersi, p. 178, Tucci, II, p. 57, III,i, p. 163) (Ma (Mi) -yang of
map).
Mari-mart(Tucci, II, p. 31, III,ii, p. 8) (Mangnang of map).
Man-hor in ±afi-zun, (Tucci, II, p. 30, n. 2, p. 51) (Connected with the
Manerang Pace (Gerard, (in Lloyd) II, p. 242, Account, p. 53, Cunningham,
Ladfik, p. 63) ?).
Mu-le-diit-gi-rntsho (Tucci, Ill,ii, p. 102).
Na-ra (Tucci, II, p. 73) - near KAlinamin KunAwar,
Re-wan (Tucci, II, p. 72).
P14(Tucci, II, p. 73).
Pu-ri, near Shipki (Tucci, II, p. 71-2) (Booree of map).
Rad-nis
(T
R
ucci, II, pp. 56, 64, 67, 69, 70, III,i, p. 13).
wa-aid
Re-hri (Tucci, II, p. 72, III,i, p. 12).
Ro-we = Ro-dpag (Tucci, III, p. 12)? (Ropeh, nr. Suti-nam in Kunawari,
Cunningham op.cit., pp. 80, [...])
Roil-chart (Tucci, II, p. 73) district (s. map) (Tib.?).
(Tucci, II, p. 73).
Sian-mad (Tucci, I11,i,p. 11).
Ti-yag (Tucci, II, p. 72) ('Theog' of maps).
Tsha-ran (Tucci, [I, pp. 57, 73, III,i, p. 12) (Charang of map).
Weri-gir(Tucci, II, p. 56, III,i, p. 11).
Zar-tart (Tucci, II, p. 57),
ter, tar-sa in Pu-hralis (Tucci, II, pp. 29, 71).
The place-names in this list have the merit of priority by some centuries to any
modern knowledge of Kundwar: many of them occur in the biography, or other
records, of Rin-chen-bzan-po, Xth - Xlth century; but they are not demonstrably of
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higherantiquitythan are someof the other localitynames not so attested.Someof
them (e.g. Ron-chuii)are prima _faciepurelyTibetan,and otherscan quite well be
so. Mixedorigin,familiarelsewhere,e.g. in EnglishPeterborough,Bournville,ets.,
is rather obviousin Chumurti,in whicha local tour-ti,'spring (or well) -water',has
been amplifiedby the Tibetan chu, 'water',prefixed.In Gargunsaand Garyarsa,
i.e. 'Oar-tog winter-station'and 'summer-station'(Sherring,op.cit., p. 303. TucciGhersi,p. 274) the gun andyar are Tibetan dgun and dbyar, the nativewords for
'winter'and 'summer'havingbeen other; but sa
, 'place','land', is frequentin native
(as in Tibetan)placenames:and Sgar, though that also is Tibetan, 'encampment',
was probablyat least as early in 2an-ktin,In 'Mu-k-difi'lake' the din mightbe din,
thin, 'cloud' (Kunawari)or = Tib. rdzin, 'pond', Wenand ter are apparentlynonTibetan.
(2d) Summary.
The above indicationsof Tibeto-Burman,pre-Tibetan,speech in two transHimalayandistricts, namelyBaltistanand ,
are stronglysupportedby
transthe
geographicalconsiderationadduced by Sir A. Cunninghamin regard to the cisHimalayanterritories,viz. the wide distributionof river (and district)names in -ti.
In trans-HimTilayan
districts, Zanskar, etc., they likewise occur, as has been
exemplifiedsupra; and here in regard to mSlati-ris-skor-gsurn
there is the very
solid fact that the ti as meaning'water', 'river', and as having in the names that
sense, is no less current than in all the languagesof the 'Western sub-group'.A
curious subsidiarypoint here is the fact that the Sanskritscanudram,preservedin
Kunawar and m&ah-ris-skor-gsumin its ancient meaning of 'river', i.e. 'river
augmentedby confluence','main river', has in the (translated)Tibetan form rgyaintsho, 'ocean', the same sense, 'river', only in two of the Ladak districts, viz.
Baltistanand Parik, whichwill be the old Bru-ia country.This seemsto reflectan
ancientconnectionbetweenBru-ia and Zaii-uri.
Further linguistic indicationsare hardly to be expected from the Balti and
Purik vocabularies,whichseem to be rather purely W. Tibetan. But in the Verb
morphologythere is one form, very frequentin both, (seethe L.S. volume,pp. 37,
44, and the texts),which has alreadybeen noted as occurringin the 'Western subgroup' languagesand whichwill recur in the idiomof the medicalMss. connected
with Kundwari.This is the 'conjunctiveParticiple'(Gerund)in -e, usuallyfrom a
Preterite in -s, so that the common form of the Suffix is -se; this, and also an
amplified form -se-na, (ibid), has already been exemplified from the 'Western
group':it is non-Tibetan,and in the medicalMss.the recurrencesof both formsare
rather speciallynoticeable.
As to the
languagethere is no doubt: it is historicallya languageof
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the trans-HirnAlayan
district m&alkris-skor-sum;its affinity to the 'Western sub
-group' of Tibeto-Burmanis evidenteven in the meagreparticularselicitedsupra.
The languageof the 'medicalMss.',whichhas beenprovedto be similarlycognate
to the 'Western sub-group',may be expectedto supply,by its far more abundant
materials,full confirmationof its identity with Zaii-kuiiand of a commonrelation
to the group.
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